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Tiger Arrives
Apple's latest operating system, OS X 10.4 (also known as Tiger), is finally
here. It has big new features-Spotlight, Dashboard, and Automator
as wel l as major upgrades to Safari, iChat AV, and Mail. We have in-depth,
hands-on eva luations of it all, as we ll as tips on how to insta ll the new OS
and start mak ing the most of it.
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Taking On Tiger
When you start using an upgraded version of a familiar piece of soft
ware, the first things you notice are the changes. In those initial sessions,
it's hard to tell whether those changes are for the good or not-all you
know is that they're different. But then, slowly, you begin to form judg
ments about the new features, to appreciate small touches that origi
nally escaped your notice. This is where I am with Tiger.
Spotlight's Shades of Gray
Spotlight is undeniably cool. It's T iger's most impor
tant feature, and it's mil es beyond any of tl1e old
search fea tures in the Mac operatin g system (yes,
Sherlock, I'm talking to you).
T hat's because Spotlight doesn't just search text
in side of your files. It also knows about your fi les'
attributes-who authored a Microsoft Word fi le, for
instance, or which camera snapped a JPEG. Differ
ent apps can define tl1eir own descriptors, but Appl e
is distributing a list of "common attributes" that it'd
like programs to share.
I also rea lly like tl1e Smart Folders feature, which
Spotlight enables in m e Finder. Smart fo lders have
solved one of my own workflow pro blems: Spotlight
ca n sort tl1rough my folder of e-ma il attachments to
find all the Macworld stories I need to rea d, and it puts
them all in one convenient place.
However, Spotlight also has a major limitation: at
this point, it works only on a fi le-by-fi le basis. It won't
find e-mai l messages, for exa mple, in programs (such
as E ntourage) that save m essages as in dividual fil es.
Apple and software vendors need to find a fix for that,
so we can truly uncover all ilie data on our Macs.
Sti ll , I like Spotlight. In a year, I think it will be
seen as tl1 e most important fea ture ever added to OS
X. If you dea l wim an ava lanche of fi les, be they Word
documents, images, or whatever, Spotl ight alone will
make up grading to Tiger worthwhi le.

Moving widgets off of tl1e Dashboard layer is also
awkward. If a widget would work better for me on my
desktop, why ca n't I move it there witl1out resorting
to Terminal? (It would have been nice if Appl e had let
us deploy widgets more fl exibly.)

More Feature Favorites
Amo ng my other favor ite new features:
Multiuser videoconferencing works surprisingly well
in iC hat AV 3.0, and group support in tl1e Buddy List
window is excellent. But I wish it were easier to start a
mu ltiuser videoconference. Right now, you and your
friends have to figure out whose Mac is fast enough to
host the conference. iC hat should do that for you.
Safa ri 2.0's support fo r RSS feeds should help bring
RSS technology into tl1e mainstream. But putting
RSS feed s in a Web-page interface makes me think
that Apple missed the point of Web-site syi1dication.
And tl1e new Private Browsing feature fai ls to wall off
Safari's previously stored cookies, so Amazo n.com will
not only greet yo u by name, as usual, but also track
any pages you visi t in a supposedl y private session.
Finall y, a few wo rds in praise of Automator. It's excit
ing to see the power of Apple's scripting teclmologies
being placed in tl1e hands of millions of Mac users who
will never, ever write even a sing-le computer program.
Now the impressive automation fea tures of Apple
Script are available to tl1e rest of us. T hat's great news.

Should You Upgrade?
Dashboard in Progress
As a paying user of Konfabulator (www.konfabu lator
.com), I like me idea of small, single-purpose applica
tion widgets. And some of Appl e's new Dashboard
widgets are very useful. The Dictionary widget is per
fect, letting me look up a wo rd qui ckly witl1out
launching ilie new Dictionary application.
However, some of Apple's widgets are not as useful
as tl1 ey could be. The Calendar widget doesn't inte
grate with Apple's iCal. An d th e way you add new
widgets to your Dashboard-clicking on a rotating X
symbol at ilie bottom of the screen to reveal a strip
menu of available widgets-is clumsy. As m e number
of widgets grows, it'll just get clumsier.
www. macwo rld.com

Let's be rea listic here: ifyou're an active Mac user who
plans to continue buying new software and hardware
on a regular basis, T iger is a necessity. If you 're not
planning on buying any major upgrades and yom Mac
works fine just the way it is, you can probably get away
with skipping it. If you're somewhere in between tl1ose
two groups, T iger is probably in your future. Once it's
been prowUng tl1e Mac world for a few montl1s-time
enough to shake off tl1e bugs-you'll start to get the
itch to upgrade. And you'll be glad yo u did. 0
What do you think ofTiger? Have you upgraded? If so, do you like it? If
not, why not? Let me know at macworld.com/0504, or send an e·mail to
jason_snell@macworld.com.
July 2005
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It's simple. Big, brilliant ideas need output to match. The HP family of printers for creatives produces stunn ing results
from postcard- to poster-s ized output, all with the affordability and convenience of inkjet printing.
HP Design jet 90 and 130 series printers deliver photo-quality output ', and are designed to provide comprehensive color
management capabilities for complete color control and consistency-print after print. So your color comps, layouts and
mock-u ps a lways look as dazzli ng as you envisioned them. The HP Photosmart 8750 series printer produces 9-i nk color prints
and provides fl exib il ity fo r crea ting realistic color and true black and white with long-lasting photo-qua lity prints up to 13 x 19
inches. And a ll three use HP Vivera Inks, for our best in color vibrancy and longevity.
Start getti ng the o utpu t to match your creativity today. Go to www.hp.com/go/extreme 1 to see how you can get up to $500
in ma il-in rebates w hen you trade in your o ld printer for a select new HP Designjet or Photosmart printer. 3
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"Estimated U.S. retail price. actual price may vary.
'Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc. concluded that prints made on HP Designje! 90 and HP Oesignjet 130 series printers with HP No. 85 ink cartridges and HP P1emium Plus papers may be displayed indoors under glass Im 82 years before noticeable fading and staining will oetur
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Some images are simulated. © 2005 Hewrett-Packa1d Development Company. L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change with out notice.

Mini Maximus
Our inboxes continue to overflow with letters about the Mac mini. Of
course, that may be because we keep writing about it. Our April cover line
"Mac Mini : The Complete Guide" -was no lie. We had a full review, lab test
results, a deep-inside dissection, and answers to FAQs, and we compared
the mini with a similarly priced Windows PC from Dell. But not to worry: we
hear that Apple has recently come out with another noteworthy new prod
uct (see "Tiger Arrives," page 50), so we'll be on a mini hiatus for now. o

;~u,~

Full Lab Test

and Review
Mini Autopsy

Inside the Box

Mac Mini versus Dell
TIMOTHY WALKER
I would like to thank Dan Frakes for his
fair and balanced comparison of the Mac
mini to competing Dell offerings ("Apples
and Oranges,'' Mac Beat, April 2005).
Healthy competition is good for con
sumers, and as my Mac-loving fiancee can
attest, there's room in the marketplace (and
in our home) for both Apple and Dell.
Biased punditry serves no one's interests.
BILL HODENA
Though I've loved Apple hardware ever
since I touched my first Apple II, I've spent
the past five years firmly entrenched in the
Wintel world. As a professional software
developer, I felt that Windows PCs simply
offered me more for my money. But I
bought a Mac mini a few days after its
release, and I was immediately floored. I
loaded up CVS and rdesktop, and picked up
BBEdit and a couple ofshareware database
development packages; within a week, I was
performing half of my development tasks
on it. I can now develop, test, and manage
applications faster than I ever could on my
Windows PCs. I've moved those PCs into
the closet. Any technophile worth his or her
weight in silicon needs to try a mini.

Dim Mini?
PETER PAULY
I'm surprised that your review of the Mac
minis (April 2005) made no mention of the
mini's video problems. Apple's own discus
sion groups are full of angry early adopters
who've had problems connecting the mini's
DVI-VGA adapter to many CRT moni
tors. The resulting video output is dim and
blurry. This flies in the face of Steve Jobs's
keynote statement that the mini will work
with any industry-standard monitor.
12
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We've seen those reports, too-but not in time
to mention them in our review. We'll continue
to look into the issue, but for now check out
"Many Answers to Mini Problems" in this
month's Mac 911 column (page 90).-Ed.

Panoramic Views
JAMES REA, PROVUE DEVELOPMENT

w

Macworld's recent review of Panorama
C•.. t ; April 2005) failed to mention the
most important difference between Pano
rama and all other database programs:
Panorama is RAM based, not disk based.
This means it is thousands of times faster at
most operations, offering tremendous pro
ductivity gains for tasks as simple as orga
nizing a small office or as complex as
analyzing DNA research. This omission is
like comparing a 747 with a train but failing
to mention that the 747 can fly.

JIM CRANDALL
Thank you for your review of Panorama
V As a fan of Panorama and a user ofFile
Maker Pro, I choose Panorama for most
of my data analysis. Ease of data entry
using Clairvoyance, autodating, Word
Caps, and other shortcut tools-is one of
the main reasons. Also, for raw analysis,
Panorama enables quick and easy mathe
matical manipulation of data, while File
Maker requires more laborious keystrokes
and offers fewer options. Not all databases
need to be complex or relational. Pano
rama excels over FileMaker and Excel for
most of my data needs.
JAMES COOK

Let me start by saying that I am a
Panorama developer. That disclosure is
important because it tells you that I have a
vested interest. Macworld did not disclose
that William Porter, the writer of your
review, is a FileMaker developer with a

vested interest in FileMaker. That's unfair
to your readers and to Panorama. I make
my living building database applications.
FileMaker certainly has advantages in some
respects, but overall I have repeatedly con
cluded that Panorama is the more powerful
of the two for my uses. Because I know
Panorama as I do, Mr. Porter's review did
not strike me as being written by someone
who had really explored its capabilities. If
he was seeking FileMaker's way of doing
things within Panorama, he wouldn't have
found it. They are different products and
neither is suitable for every database use.
We received a flood of mail from Panorama
users about our review. Even though we gave
the program relatively high marks, many of
those Panorama fans considered the review
unfair. In particulm; many of them ques
tioned our choice of William Porte1; an inde
pendent FileMaker develope1; as a reviewe1:
They felt that his affiliation with a rival pro
gram- which we did not disclose-made it
impossible for him to be fair to Panorama.
While we stand behind Mr. Porter's review
and its conclusions, we regret the lack of
transparency. It invited some readers to
think we had something to hide. To prevent
that from happening again, we've added
biographies of our reviewers to all major
reviews. That way, you 'fl know exactly whose
opinions you're reading.- Ed.

Who Came First?
SEUNGOH RYU, MATH GAME HOUSE

W

We read your article "Instant Collabora
tion" (Geek Facto1; April 2005) with keen
interest. But we'd like to note one inaccu
racy: you imply that SubEthaEdit is the first
of its kind. However, we released version
1.0 of iStorm and iChalk in October 2002,
significantly ahead of Hydra (which, after a
name change, became SubEthaEdit). At the
www.macworld.com

time, ours was the first software of its kind
utilizing Rendezvous.

You are correct, and we apologize for imply
ing otherwise.-Ed.

Help-Desk Humor
SEAN HAYES

Was that an April Fools' sidebar in your
April 2005 Mac OS X Hints column? Use
Terminal and a series of arcane commands
to find the time in distant parts of the
world? When I could just go to World
timezones.com in my browser? Still, it
was a jolly good laugh.

Win Some, Lose Some
DARREN DRAPER

I've been a faithful subscriber to Macworld
for over three years now and have to tell
you that the April 2005 issue tops the list.
I normally dog-ear the helpful pages to
refer to later, but the dog-earing went out
of control this month. Thank you for your
helpful advice and excellent reviews. Keep
up the good work.

NEY FONSECA

for Apple-related magazines online a year
ago, many people have helped out; thanks
to Macworld for being one of them. I work
in a U.S. military camp in Kuwait about
20 miles from the Iraqi border. Supplies
are sparse, and it can be difficult to get
some things shipped here. But the maga
zines you and others have sent have gone
over very well. A coworker brought a
PowerBook back from his last vacation,
and I am the proud owner of a new
12-inch iBook; I'm also planning to buy
an iMac when I return from Kuwai t for
good. Thanks again for the magazines.
You're awesome!

Correct me if I'm wrong, folks, but I
understand that your new venture, Playlist,
came about partially because many readers
.were frustrated that iPod coverage was
crowding out the Mac in Macworld. So it's
hard to explain the advertising supplement
masked as a guide to froufrou accessories
for the iPod ("iPod Gear Guide," April
2005). Don't get me wrong-I'm as happy
as any long-term Mac person for the suc
cess and visibility the little gizmos have
given Apple. But enough is enough.
Playlist magazine is available on61on news
stands, and it has a fraction of Macworld '.r
readers. The iPod is hugely popular among
Mac users, and, more to the point, we actually
added editorial pages to the April issue: there
wasn 't less Mac content, there was just addi
tional iPod content. Still, it~ called Macworld,
not iPodworld, and always will be.- Ed.

Post comments on our forums (www
.macworld.com); send them by mail to
@ Letters, Macwor/d, 501 Second Street,
5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94107; or send
them by e-mail to letters@macworld.com.
Include a return address and daytime phone
number. Due to the high volume of mail we
receive, we can't respond personally to each
letter. We reserve the right to edit all letters
and posts. All published letters and forum
comments become the property of Macworld
Q

Better Than Salami
WILLIAM PARTRIDGE

Thanks very much for the magazines you
sent. Since I originally posted my request

NEW! Wacom lntuos3
The professional pen tablet for serious
photographers, designers, and artists
- Patented cordless, battery-free Grip Pen for pressure-sensitive control
- ExpressKeys'" for convenient keyboard shortcuts and modifier keys
-Touch Strips for quick scrolling, zooming, brush size control, and more
- Five-button mouse that is cordless, battery-free, ball-free, and optics-free
-Valuable softwa re included
Visit: www.i3today.com

Call: 1.800.922.2589

Graph ire•
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Cintiq•

Have fun withyour photos!
Graphire starts at 199.
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Work directly on screen!
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Lights, Camera,
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FileMaker Pro tames the frenetic world offilmmaking
by keeping track ofall the moving pieces
SO E THINGS IN THE MOVIEMAKING BUSINESS NEVER CHANGE,

!

inclu ing oasics like "lights, camera, action!,, But today>s
filmmaking world is an amazingly complex environment
m which a typical movie consists of hundreds of individ
ual scenes, and each sce.ne has scores of different compo
nents such as lighting, sound, and animation.
Unless all of these thousands of indi
vidual components are tracked, cata
loged, and filed properly for easy
retrieval, production schedules can be
blown while project costs soar beyond
budget
Thus it is no surprise that so many
film companies today are turning
to FileMaker® Pro software. With
FileMaker Pro, film companies get the
two things they value most from a data
base solution; namely, a truly user
friendly system that makes storing and
accessing information a breeze, and the
ability to focus more effort on filmmak

ing and spend less time keeping track of
the process. In fact, FileMaker Pro is the
data solution of choice today for more
than 100,000 creative professionals,
owing to FileMaker Pro's capabilities for
handling the kinds of complex files
these professionals need to manage.
FileMaker has made it easy to try the
award-winning FileMaker Pro solution.
Film companies and other creative pro
fessional firms are no more than a click
away from downloading a free, 30-day
trial of FileMaker Pro 7 and the
FileMaker Creative Pro Starter Kit This
kit includes ready-to-use database solu
tions designed for creative profession
als and everything they have to track
from digital assets to project schedules.

Genius at work
It was the promise of making quick and
easy work out of tracking the many and
varied pieces of a feature-length ani
mated movie that attracted the staff of
Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius, the movie,
to FileMaker Pro. As the production

FileMaker
Pro 7

001 '"on'""'""""""""''''°""""

---------------

staff of Jimmy Neutron was all too
aware, assembling a feature-length ani
mated film is immensely complex. The
components of each scene include the
work of animators, background artists,
and other technicians.
"It wasn't long ago that animated
films were tracked manually on a large
hanging board;' noted Ben Gilberg, pro
duction coordinator for Jimmy Neutron.
Gilberg said such manual systems were
notoriously error-prone and unwieldy.
Not only that, but if any workers needed
inform.ation from the board, they had to
walk from wherever they were to the
board, wasting valuable production
time.
As it turned out, the Jimmy Neutron
filmmakers were already successfully
using FileMaker Pro for tracking pro
duction supplies. Extending its use into
tracking virtually everything that went

Advertising Supplement

into making this hit movie was
a logical move, Gilberg said.
In essence, FileMaker Pro
helped the filmmakers achieve
a far greater potential by
expanding the tracking system
exponentially, giving everyone
on the production team instant
access to any piece of informa
tion or file they needed-with
out team members ever leaving
their workspace.

with its use of FileMaker
Pro to index its tape library,
the production managers
decided to deploy the solu
tion companywide. Today, B
Productions is completely
in step with the dynamics
of its business, using
FileMaker Pro not only for
invoicing, but also to man
age virtually all key aspects
With FileMaker Pro, filmmakers can track individual scenes, as well as
of its complex projects.
the scene's components, such as lighting and sound.
And because all the indi
Easy work of
sive solution, recognizing that film compa vidual databases employ FileMaker Pro,
complicated tasks
nies and other creative professionals often communications among different depart
As each Jimmy Neutron scene passed prefer to use a broad mix of computing ments through FileMaker Pro is a snap.
through the FileMaker Pro system, pro technologies, including Apple Macintosh
Now when the spring and fall fashion
duction staff could readily call up its loca and Microsoft Windows based systems.So seasons dawn, FileMaker Pro is already at
tion and status, frame length, the names of FileMaker Pro lets users share files among work at B Productions, creating master
artists assigned to each shot or scene, and Windows or Mac OS X users. And, with schedules that clearly show where every
all deadline and schedule information for FileMaker Server, organizations can con one and everything is supposed to be.
a particular scene. The staff could imme nect up to 250 users simultaneously to a Not only that, but the B Productions staff
diately recognize any scenes in danger of hosted database to accommodate large can easily export FileMaker Pro data
falling behind schedule and fix the situa teams.
directly into Microsoft Excel for
tion before it became a problem.
printouts. The bottom line is that thanks
Their FileMaker Pro solution extended Earning an "A" at B Productions
to FileMaker Pro, information at
to four databases that made up the pro Virtually everyone has watched television BProductions is always in fashion.
duction system for Jimmy Neutron . These footage of the runway happenings from
included one for initial storyboards, one to the dynamic world of fashion and glam
track the assignment of shots and scenes our, where the accent is always on glitz.
to individual artists, another that followed There is a very good chance that the film
each shot through the production process, was produced by B Productions of New
and a fourth that tracked scheduling of all York, a film production house that special
shots and ensured that any required scene izes in beauty and fashion industry films.
changes were made.
The company's specialty is filming the sea
For production coordinator Gilberg, a sonal Fashion Week runway show epics,
major side benefit of the extensive use of capturing the statuesque models as they
FileMaker Pro is his ability to generate show off the latest fashions .
complete and ·current production reports
The fashion industry is clearly driven
easily, and then pass them to the produc by style, and yesterday's styles simply
Creative Pro Starter Kit
5 proft'SSIOl'llll)' 09.,.1op9C1 R911dY.to-U..
tion executives on demand. He said, "I can won't do. That was the case at B
OOI creatlvt' oattbaM so1ut1ons
give the executives any answer they need Productions when it realized the old data
base solution it had used for invoicing
almost before they finish asking for it!"
For more information about
In addition, Gilberg or any other simply was yesterday's news. Production
FileMaker Pro user can rest assured that managers at BProductions wanted a mod
FileMaker Pro or to download
sensitive client data or production data will ern system whose use could be extended
be secure. That's because FileMaker Pro 7 far beyond invoicing, to tracking the myri
a free, 30-day trial copy of
makes it easy for users to secure their data, ad components that go into making a film
FileMaker Pro with the FileMaker
providing maximum protection for the today. This includes tracking projects,
most sensitive files while offering ease of scheduling, storing information on the
Creative Pro Starter Kit, visit
access to less sensitive files that need to be production crew and the clients, as well as
www.filemakertrial.com/macworld.
other applications.
used by various professionals.
Since B Productions had been happy
FileMaker Pro was created as an inclu

Adobe Swallows
Macromedia
Few companies have been a part of the Mac era for as long as Adobe and Macromedia. From Illustrator 88 and
Macromind Director to Flash and Creative Suite 2, the two companies have provided the tools that helped
establish the Mac as a graphic-design platform . So it's no surprise that Adobe's planned acquisition of Macro
media sent tremors through the Mac design community in April.

BY DAVID SAWYER McFARLAND

If all goes accordi ng to plan, come
thjs fall Macromedia will be no more
and Adobe will own not only its own
sta ble of graphic-design applica
tions, but also a barrel full of com 
plementary and competitive
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programs. T he $3.4 billion deal will
bring an end to the rivalry of these
two great companies. Can you say
"Adobe Flash?"
vVhat this acquisition means for
the future of the two companies is, of
course, up in the air. T he official line

from Adobe is sujtably vague and
filled with the usual corporate, fee l
goocl, mincl-tranqllilizing verbiage:
"greater synergy," "better workflow,"
and "broader solution. "
Bryan Lamkin, Adobe's senior vice
president of digital imaging and video,

www.macworld.com

added, "We want to help people commu
nicate better, and that's what Macrome
dia's focus is as well. The opportunity for
Adobe now is how can we bring a better
solution to our customers."

Big News
From a strategic, corporate, mile-high
perspective, the acquisition isn't about
capturing the competition or crushing
competing programs; it's a move by
Adobe to gain ground in the growing
market of Internet applications and the
delivery of information over the Web.
Adobe is a formidable presence in the
graphic-arts world-there probably isn't
one design department in a Fortune 500
company that doesn't use its products.
And the de facto standard for electronic
documents, Portable Document Format,
is as ubiquitous as the IRS's 1040 forms
(which, of course, you can download in
PDF from www.irs.gov).
But aside from Adobe's video products,
most of its technologies are stuck in "old
media" and the static world of print.
Adobe has captured that market; it's time
to move on. Macromedia, on the other
hand, has put most of its resources into
dynamic media: Web-design applications
(Dreamweaver and Fireworks), online
Web-conferencing and presentations
(Breeze), server-based Web products
(Cold Fusion,JRun, Flex), and, the jewel
of the crown, Flash.
Without Flash, Adobe probably would
not be interested. But this technology,
which started out as nothing more than
an animation program, has morphed into
a powerful real-time information-deliv
ery tool that can access data across the
Web, read from and update databases, act
as the front end for complex Web appli
cations, and even run as a desktop pro
gram free from the constraints of a Web
browser. Most of Macromedia's develop
ment and marketing energy over the past
few years has been directed toward pro
moting Flash (in suitable industry jargon)
as a "Rich Internet Application," spawn
ing related (and less well-known) tech
nologies such as Flex (an iibergeek
programming environment for Flash)
and Central (a Flash-based desktop tool
with similarities to Tiger's Dashboard).
If Adobe is the darling of art depart
ments, Macromedia is the up-and-com
ing star of the IT set. This is the kind of
www.macworld.com

Since Tiger's release, software companies both big and small have
been updating their applications to work with Apple's newest ver
sion of OS X. Macworld is tracking these updates closely and keep
ing a running list on our Web site. Check out macworld.com/0560
for an up-to-date index.

"synergy" Adobe is alluding to-left and
right sides of the brain taking over the
universe (or at least trying to hold its
own against Microsoft).
But this high-level corporate strategy
stuff isn't much consolation to us, the folks
who use Photoshop, Fireworks, Director,
and other Adobe and Macromedia applica
tions. Newsgroups are abuzz with predic
tions about the two companies and their
products. Users on both sides of the fence
are rightfully concerned and wonder what
will become of the products they cherish
most-especially products like FreeHand
and Illustrator, or Dreamweaver and
GoLive, which compete head-to-head. It
seems unlikely that Adobe would keep two
illustration and two Web-design programs
alive for long.
Adobe may attempt to integrate fea
tures from competing programs, and I've
already seen some proposed new names
GoDream, PhotoWorks, or, my favorite
name for a hybrid Web- and print-design
superprogram: Sortaworks. Alternatively,
Adobe may just scrap programs that com-

grating the code from two different pro
grams is just too much work.
Fireworks will slowly disappear. Photo
shop is Adobe's star, and the vector
orientation of Fireworks just doesn't
mesh with Photoshop's workflow.
Acrobat Reader will incorporate the
Flash player and vice versa. You'll need

only one plug-in to view both PDFs and
Flash movies. Embedded Flash anima
tions within PDF documents will follow.
Director? Who knows? This once king
of multimedia production has been
eclipsed by its nimble sibling, Flash.
Dreamweaver or Golive? This one's a
toss-up. Dreamweaver has the dominant
market share and (rightly or wrongly) is
seen as the more professional of the two
programs. But Dreamweaver's core audi
ence isn't the same as the Creative Suite's.
The average Web developer in a corpo
rate IT department doesn't use Illustrator
and certainly doesn't care about lnDe
sign. So perhaps the two programs will
continue to coexist: GoLive for designers;
Dreamweaver for programmers.

Without Flash, Adobe wouldn't
be interested in Macromedia.
pete with its own: bye-bye FreeHand. But
a deal of this magnitude, which consoli
dates two powerful competing companies,
is subject to regulatory approval. Adobe
may be forced to sell off, rather than kill,
direct competitors of its products.
Despite all the hand wringing, doom
saying, and prognostications, it's obviously
too early to predict the future-but here's
what I see the future holding for these two
compames:
All of Macromedia's surviving products
will get a face-lift. Adobe's polished user

interface will become the standard. This
frees Macromedia's programs from a 2002
court decision prohibiting the use of
Adobe's patented tabbed palette feature in
any Macromedia product.
FreeHand will be discontinued or sold.

Illustrator is already top dog, and inte

lnDesign will be sold to Quark. No, just
kidding about that one.
For consumers of digital-arts soft
ware, this consolidation means less
competition. There will be one fewer
company making software, giving the
newly enlarged Adobe that much more
dominance in the marketplace and mak
ing it difficult for smaller companies to
compete. With fewer creative minds
tackling the challenge of making truly
great design software, and fewer CEOs
willing to invest money in producing
such software, the result could very well
mean less choice for consumers. 0
DAVID SAWYER McFARLAND has more than 15 years of
experience in the graphic-arts field-with both Adobe and
Macromedia products-in desktop publishing, prepress pro
duction, magazine design, and Web development.
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APPLE UNVEILS UPDATED POWER MAC GS LINEUP

Speed(ier) Demons
Apple recently
refreshed its dual
processor Power
Mac line- again.
Last Jun e, tl1e top
of-ilie-line Power
M ac saw a speed bump from 2GHz to
2.SGHz. Now tl1e top-end system's
processor speed is 2.7GHz (still shy of
3GHz mark).
Each system comes wiili OS X 10.4
(T iger), S12M B of RAM, a bigger
hard drive, optional Bluetooili 2.0
support, a 16x double-layer Super
D rive, and oilier improvements.

me

j

PRODUCT

FRONTSIDE
BUS PER
PROCESSOR

PRICE

DDR400
RAM/
MAX RAM

-P~~er M~---$iA996ooMHz--
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G5/1 .8GHz
Power Mac
G5/dual-2GHz

$1,999

- Po~;;-M-a~-G 5/ $2,499
dual-2.3GHz

P~~~;M~-Gs/

dual-2.7GHz

$2,999

1GHz

Prices remain ilie same as iliose of tl1e
models they replace. (Apple continues
to sell tl1e l.8GHz single-processor
Power Mac GS for $1,499.)
T he enuy-level and midrange
models now come wi tl1 an ATI
Radeon 9600 card, ins tead of an
Nvidia GeForce FX S2 00 Ultra card.
T he 2.7GHz model gains an ATI
Radeon 9650 card witl1 2S6MB of
RAM and supports botl1 a dual-link
DVI monitor (such as ilie 30-inch
Apple Cinema H D Display) and a
standard DVI display. (Ap pl e also
dropped the prices on its 20-inch [by

-

HARD DRIVE

OPTICAL
DRIVE

GRAPHICS
CARD/RAM

Bx SuperDrive

Nvidia GeForce FX macworld.com/0177
5200 Ultrai64MB
________________,__

7,200-rpm BOGB
Serial ATA

4GB

Serial ATA

BGB

Serial ATA

16x double-layer
SuperDrive
16x d~~bie-layer
SuperDrive
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SuperDrive
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512MB/
BGB
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I

256MB/
4GB

l 512M~

$200] and 23 -inch [by $3 00] displays,
to $799 and $ 1,499, respectively.)
Previous Power Mac GS systems
could work with the 30-inch display
only witl1 an upgrade to a more
expensive gra phics card m at blocked
PCI slot next to tl1e AGP video
card slot on tl1e motl1erboard .
T hese new Power Macs are also tl1e
first computers fro m Apple to include
double-layer DVD drives, capable of
burning tlrree hours or more of video
on a double-layer DVD via iDVD
5.0.1 or later, or DVD Studio Pro 4
(released in May).- PETER COHEN
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APPLE SHIPS TIGER SERVER

Industrial-Strength Cat
Although the desktop version ofTiger grabbed
all of the attention, Apple also released Mac
OS XTiger Server at the same time.The fifth
major release of Apple's server OS relies on
new open-source projects to implement many
of its new features, including iChat Server and
enhancements to its e-mail server.
Tiger Server boasts integration of more
than 100 open-source projects and standards
based software applica
tions.Among those is
iChat Server, based on
Jabber-an open-source
instant-messaging tech
nology. iChat Server
allows administrators
to deploy their own
instant messaging within
an intranet. It supports
SSUTLS encryption,
works with Apple's iChat
18
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conferencing software, and is compatible with
Jabber clients available for Windows, Linux,
and various PDAs.
" Our decision to integrate lots of open
source projects into the server is really start
ing to pay off," says Eric Zelenka, Apple's
senior product line manager for server and
storage software. Zelenka points out that
most instant messages are not secure or
encrypted-a big issue for many companies.
iChat Server is designed to integrate into a
company's infrastructure.
Another big milestone for Tiger Server is
the move to support 64-bit applications.
While this won't affect the average user, it's
a huge plus for the life-sciences field, which
can take advantage of the fa ct that indi
vidual processes and applications can now
access more than 4GB of RAM at a time.
(Zelenka says 32-bit applications will con
tinue to run just as well.)

Apple also made improvements to the
e-mail server-specifically, adding an adap
tive junk-mail-filtering system using Spam
Assassin and virus protection.
Also new is Weblog Server, which lets
users publish and syndicate their Web con
tent using existing Web browsers, including
Apple's own Safari.
Tiger Server also touts Xgrid, a distributed
computing technology that can turn groups
of Macs on a network into a virtual super
computer. Xgrid assists in assembling nodes,
submitting jobs, and retrieving results once
data has been processed-ideal for scien
tific computing, animation and rendering,
and digital content creation .
Tiger Server costs $499 for a 10-client
edition or $999 for an unlimited-client
edition. Subscribers to the Apple Mainte
nance Program can get Tiger Server for
free.-JIM DALRYMPLE
www.macworld.com

iPOD-CENTRIC STORE ATTRACTS A CROWD

Shop 'til You Bop

During the 2004 winter-holiday season,
Shane Williams deillcated much of his San
Luis Obispo, Cali fornia, MacSuperstore to
iPod-related accessories. It was supposed
to be temporary, but when he noticed that
the heavy foot traffic and brisk sales con
tinued well into 2005, Williams decided to
open what 1night be the cmmn-y's first
stand-alone iPod store next door.
Today, store empl oyee Justin Cooley
the in-store evangelist for iPods and iPod

accessories- estimates that the iPod
Shop (www.macsuper.com) gets between
50 and 100 visitors (and takes in about
$4,000) a day. "People come in here and
buy much more quickly than they do in
the MacSuperstore," says Cooley. ·
Cooley says that the store staff tests all
the merchandise, and there's a lot to play
with: one wall is devoted to iPod models
and JBL speakers; another offers FM
transmitters, adapter kits for cars, and car
1ying cases; and a third lets people fiddle
with iPod models connected to speakers
by Macally, Logitech, and Logic 3.
Store owner W illiams says that he's
planning to offer classes to help cus
tomers optimize their iPods, and the
store may even add a CD-ripping service.
iPod users who can't make the trek
to California 's central coast, take heart.
Williams says he's been approached
about franchising the store, so stay
tuned.-LISA SCHMEISER

APPLE DELIVERS 2GHZ iMAC GS, FASTER eMACS

Consumer Power
For budget-conscious Mac users who may be tired
of seeing Apple boost the specs on its Power Mac
line, the company also announced an update to
its consumer-level iMac GS-which now includes
up to a 2GHz GS processor, built-in AirPort
Extreme and Bluetooth 2.0, and Tiger.Apple also
updated its eMac desktop computer, increasing
the processor speed, RAM, and hard-disk capacity.

In addition to a faster GS
processor, the iMac
includes faster graphics,
with the ATI Radeon 9600 graphics processor
with 128MB of video memory; a new 8x Super
Drive with double-layer support; built-in Gigabit
Ethernet; and S12MB of memory across the line.
Updates to Apple's education-targeted eMac
include an increase in
GRAPHICS
MORE
the speed of its G4 pro
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standard memory and
17-inch
$1.499 512MBI 7,200-rpm 8x double- ATI Radeon
macworld
ATI Radeon 9600
iMac GS/
2GB
160GB
layer Super- 9600/128MB
.com/0554
graphics; the high-end
2GHz
Serial ATA
Drive _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r_____ ------------
---------- -- -- ----·---··------------ ..
model gets a double
20-inch
$1.799 512MB/ 7,200-rpm 8x double· ATI Radeon
macworld
layer SuperDrive. And
iMac GS/
2GB
250GB
layer Super- 9600/128MB
.com/0555
2GHz
Serial ATA
Drive
hard-disk capacity
in each model doubles,
eMac G4/
$799
256MBI 80GB
Combo
ATI Radeon
macworld
1.42GHz
1GB
Parallel ATA drive
.com/0556
to 80GB and 160GB.
------------------<1----------------- ........_____ _ 9600/64MB
The eMac starts at
eMac G4/
$999
512MBI 160GB
8x double- ATI Radeon
macworld
1.42GHz
1GB
Parallel ATA layer Super- 9600/64MB
.com/0557
$799 and includes
Drive
Tiger.-JIM DALRYMPLE
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Graffiti 4, from Boris FX
(www.borisfx.com): 2-D- and
3-D-titling software features
improved rendering speed; a
new Template Mode feature;
and Displacement Map, Spiral
Blur, and Burnt Film filters ($595;
upgrade, $149).
iControl, from M-Audio (www
.m-audio.com): USB-based hard·
ware interface for GarageBand 2
features dedicated transport but
tons and jog wheel, and eight
rotary encoders ($180).
Media 100 sw, from Media 100
(www.media1OD.com): Software
only version of Media 100 HD
editing system features the edit·
ing application itself along with
full support for all Media 100
codecs (currently available as a
free 90-day beta).
Multibridge, from Blackmagic
Design (www.blackmagic
design.net): Bidirectional hard
ware converts audio and video
between analog and digital SD or
HD signals ($1,995).
Peak Pro 5, from BIAS (www
.bias-inc.com): Professional stereo
recording, editing, and mastering
software offers replication-ready
CD burning with ISRC entry,
Audio Unit plug-in support in the
Vbox graphic-effects routing win
dow, and a new high-resolution
Tape Style Scrubbing feature via
CoreAudio ($599; upgrade for
users who bought before April 1,
2005, $179).
SD Spark, from Digital Voodoo
(www.digitalvoodoo.net): Video
card designed for uncompressed
Standard Definition SDI and ana
log support on OS X works with
Final Cut Pro HD and Power Mac
GS systems ($2.495).
Shake 4, from Apple (www
.apple.com): Updated composit
ing software features 3-D multi
plane compositing capabilities,
optical flow image processing,
and better integration with Final
Cut Pro 5 ($2,999; upgrade,
$999).
Sorenson Squeeze 4.1, from
Sorenson Media (www.sorenson
.com): Video-encoding and
-compression software adds the
ability to set destinations for
compressed video files and intro
duces support for aacPlus-audio
($449; upgrade, free).

www.macworld.com

Make your iPod even better.

Podloci<
Add a whole new level of functionality to your iPod.

Mount

Password

D

l~ l
Checkup

Cleanup

Hide Important Files.
Padlock allows you to create an
"invi sible" partition. It's like having a
secret drive that only you can see by
entering your password. You'll want
this protection in case you should ever
lose your iPod.

Restore

Save

Optimize Data.
By using Padlock's defragment tool,
your iPod's drive should run faster. This
means songs will load more quickly
and data can be retrieved much faster.

IPod
1SGB Third Gene.ration
JQ4041BXQQG
1/22/04 - China
Sofrwar.e Version : 2.3.0
Free Space: 8.19 GB

Format; Mac OS Extended

Backup and Restore.
Padlock lets you to backup and
restore your primary iPod volume to
your Macintosh drive (excluding your
music files) . This is especially useful if
you store files for transport on
your iPod.

Learn Technical Details.
Find out when and where your iPod
was manufactured, the current version
of the iPod system software, as well as
other important technical information.

From the makers of:
Micromat, Inc., 5329 Skylane Blvd., Santa Rosa, CA 95403
800-829-6227 707-566-3831 info@micromat.com www.micromat.com
©2005 Micromat, Inc. All rights rese rved. DiskStudio, Pod Loc k and Tech Too l are t rademarks of Micromat, Inc.
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APPLE INTRODUCES NEW FINAL CUT STUDIO

Pro Power
As it has done for the
past several years, Apple
took the opportunity at
April's National Associa
tion of Broadcasters
(NAB) trade show in
Las Vegas to announce big upgrades to its profes
sional video products. Apple launched Final Cut
Studio (www.apple.com/finalcutstudio), a suite of
updated and .new applications designed to give
pros a firm grip on the burgeoning HD market.
The suite includes upgraded versions of Final Cut
Pro, Motion, and DVD Studio Pro, as well as a new
application called Soundtrack Pro (all apps are
also available separately).
,

ware. New features to the program include Repli
cator, an automated design tool that lets editors
animate any number of duplicated movies or
graphics along user-defined grids and patterns.
Version 2 also includes more than 130
accelerated filters, such as 3D Rotate, Vignette,
and Caustics, and more than 50 new particle
effects-such as sparkles, bubbles, and space
clouds-that automatically generate spectac
ular animations.
New MIDI support also lets you "play"
Motion 2 like a musical instrument, with anima
tion changes triggered by keys, faders, and knobs
on a MIDI controller.

050, from Nikon (www.nikonusa
.com): Digital SLR camera fea
tures a 6.1-megapixel sensor, a
2.5-fps burst mode, and an AF-S
DX Zoom-Nikkor 18mm-55mm
f3.5-5.6G ED lens ($900).
Sharpener Pro 2.0, from nik
multimedia (www.nikmultimedia
.com): Plug-in for sharpening dig
ital images in Adobe Photoshop
and other image-editing pro
grams adds 16-bit compatibility,
a larger preview area, and new
tools (Inkjet Edition, $170; Com
plete Edition, $330).

DVD Studio Pro 4

Final Cut Pro 5
Final Cut Pro 5 supports DV, SD, film, and all
major HD formats including HDV, DVCPRO HD,
and uncompressed HD. Native HDV support
which doesn't require the intermediate codec
that iMovie HD and Final Cut Express HD use
is new to Final Cut Pro 5. But the biggest new
feature is multicamera support, which allows
editors to cut from as many as 128 sources,
with simultaneous real-time playback of up to
16 angles at a time. With typical Apple simplic
ity, an editor can click on camera angles during
playback to add them to the timeline-assem 
bling a rough cut in a fraction of the time it
used to take.
Also new is Dynamic RT, an intelligent system
that automatically adjusts image quality and frame
rate during playback. This allows editors to see
more real-time effects at the highest possible qual
ity (an improvement over Final Cut Pro 4's RT
Extreme, which made editors choose a quality
level).Apple has also added new audio capabili
ties, which enable users to capture as many as 24
simultaneous audio channels at 24 bits and 96kHz,
and use audio control surfaces.

Motion 2
First introduced at NAB 2004, Motion 2 is an
update to Apple's real-time motion-graphics soft
22
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Apple's DVD-authoring program, DVD Studio
Pro, can now use the H.264 codec in QuickTime
7 to encode and author HD-DVDs from HD con 
tent. HD-DVDs use standard media and can be
burned using today's DVD burners (Apple's
SuperDrive included).
For now, you can play those HD-DVDs only on
a Mac via the new DVD Player 4.6 in Tiger; set
top HD-DVD players are expected to debut later
this year.

Soundtrack Pro
The new application of the bunch, Soundtrack Pro,
takes elements from its namesake, Soundtrack,
and from Logic Pro. Soundtrack Pro lets you do
full multitrack editing and mixing. It has more than
50 professional effects plug-ins from Logic Pro 7
and more than 1,000 pro-quality sound effects.
Soundtrack Pro also includes useful utilities
that fix common problems with audio files. One
is Find-and-Fix, which identifies and repairs
background noise, pops, clicks, and hum.
Tight integration between Soundtrack Pro
and the other apps in Final Cut Studio allows
you to seamlessly move between apps for quick
audio touch-up and creation. You can also take
entire sequences from Final Cut Pro 5 to Sound
track Pro's multitrack editor for large-scale
audio work.-JIM DALRYMPLE

CopyCatX 2.5, from SubRosa
Soft.com (www.subrosasoft
.com): New version of disk
drive cloning software adds a
cloning-to-disk-image feature;
additional support for iPods,
TiVos, and other devices; and
OS X 10.4 compatibility ($50;
upgrade, free).
G-RAID Pro, from G-Technology
(www.g-technology.com): Fire
Wire 800 RAID system provides
hardware-based RAID Level 3
support with storage capacities of
up to 2TB using five disk-drive
modules (prices start at $1,499).
G-SAFE, from G-Technology
(www.g-technology.com): Fire
Wire 800 storage system features
a hardware-based RAID 1 con
troller, 7,200-rpm drives with
SM Bcaches, and capacities of up
to 500GB (prices start at $499).
MediaBank HS-R, from Miglia
Technology (www.miglia.com):
New version of FireWire 800
based storage system includes an
Oxford 912-based FireWire 800
interface for increased data rates
(prices start at $449).
nRAID, from FireWire Depot
(www.fwdepot.com): Network
Direct Attach storage server fea
tures hardware-based RAID Level
0, 1, 3, or 5 support with a maxi
mum capacity of 2.STB ($1,499).
Xcaret Pro-99, from MCE Tech
nologies (www.mcetech.com):
1OOGB expansion-bay hard drive is
aimed at bronze-keyboard and
Wall Street PowerBook G3s ($279).

www.macworld.com

Clicks well with others
AirClick

I

Remote Control for iPod
·Control your iPod, iPod mini, or computer from up
to 60 feet away
·Uses RF signals that travel through walls for
remote control use anywhere in the hou se

.. ft

·Tiny remote attaches to backpack, bike, steering
wheel - anywhere for on-the-go control

••

'
s1499

I

•
iTalk

LapelMic

iPod Voice Recorder

Multi-use Stereo Microphone

·Internal microphone and
laptop quality speaker
• Connect external
microphone or headphones

• Passthrough jack for
headphones or additional
speaker
• Automatic level control for
perfect recordings

• Self-powered microphone
w ith stereo-quality sound
·Swivel clip for easy
attachment

·Connects directly to iTalk,
iMic, or PowerWave

iTrip

•

iTrip

TuneJuice

FM Transmitter for iPod

Battery Backup for iPod and iPod mini

·The only FM Transmitter
designed exclusively for the
iPod & iPod mini

• Provides up to 8 hours of
additional power to iPod

• Powered from the iPod 
no batteries necessary

fO

Madefor

~iPod

• Choose any empty station
from 87.7 to 107.9, and
change your iTrip stations
directly from the iPod

•Made for iPod mini
• Made for iPod Photo
·Made for 4th Generation iPod w ith Click Wheel
• Made for 3rd Generation iPod w ith touch wheel and buttons

·Uses any disposable or
rechargeable 9-volt battery
·Carry emergency iPod
power wherever you go

·Works with any dockable
iPod or iPod mini

Buy now at www.griffintechnology.com

Another great idea from (GRIFFIN)
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PALMONE UNVEILS LIFEDRIVE

Pocket Computer
As cell phones and iPods becom e more
powerful-new models display photos
and can hold contacts, appointments,
and fi les- the traditional P DA runs the
risk of becoming obsolete. But P alm
On e has a good chance of staving off
that extinction, with its new LifeDrive
($499; www.pa lmone.com).

Billed as a "mobile manager," the
Life Drive is loaded with fea tures. It
includes both 802 .ll b Wi-Fi support, for
accessing wireless hot spots to surf the
Web or check e-mail, and Bluetooth 1.1
connectivity, fo r dialing a Bluetooth cell

phone, sending SM S text messages, per
forming a HotSync, and more.
T he high-resolution color display
(32 0 by 480 pixels) lets you view photos
or M PEG-1 and M PEG-4 videos in
either landscape or portrait mode, and
the Pocket Tunes player lets you listen
to M P 3 files and create slide shows wi th
music and transitions. And if you have a
digital camera that uses Secure Digita l
or M ultiMedia Card memory, you can
insert your camera's memory card into
the Life D rive's expansion slot and
download images to the device fo r view
ing-thus freeing up space on your
memory card.
T he Life Drive's 4GB M icroDrive
should also alleviate storage concerns
(unfortuna tely, the automatic file-syn
chronization fea ture is Windows-only).
T he LifeDrive also includes a fu ll ver
sion ofD ataViz's D ocuments to Go 7.0
application, which lets you create, view,
an d edit Microsoft Word, Excel, and
PowerPoint documents natively. You can
also convert Adobe Acrobat files and view
them on its screen.-JONATHAN SEFF

THE READERS SPEAK

iSale 1.6, from Equinux (www
.equinux.com): eBay auction
management utility, previously
available only as a download, is
now available in retail stores
through Aspyr Media ($30).
QuickVoice 2.0, from nFinity
(www.quick-voice.com): Digi
tal voice-recording software
adds Voice Reminders feature
and a new Audio Editor ($25;
upgrade, $13) .
SMS Mac 1.0, from Alco Blom
and Rene Laterveer (www
.smsmac.com): Utility lets Mac
users send Short Message Ser
vice messages to cell phones
and other portable devices ($10
annual registration fee plus 10
cents per message).
The Missing Sync for hiptop,
from Mark/Space (www.mark
space.com): Synchronization
utility is designed to sync con
tacts, calendar events, and to-do
list items between a Mac and
T-Mobile Sidekick I and II
devices ($30).
Virex 7.6, from McAfee (www
.mcafeesecurity.com): Updated
virus-protection software for OS
Xoffers businesses centrally
managed protection from virus
es, using ePolicy Orchestrator
software (contact McAfee for
pricing).

Tiger: Ready to Buy?
As Tiger arrived at the end of April, Mac users were eager to pick up the latest OS X
update, according to a survey of 1,894 Macworld readers. Read the complete results
of our Tiger poll at macworld.com/0558.-PHILIP MICHAELS

How likely are you to buy Tiger?
July 2004

April 2005

BT-510, from RadTech (www
.radtech.us): Three-button Blue
tooth-based wireless mouse fea
tures a scroll wheel. 800-dpi res
olution, and a USB power cable
in case the mouse's batteries
drain ($60).
ControllerMate, from Ordered
Bytes (www.orderedbytes.com):
Utility lets OS Xusers program
game pads, trackballs, joysticks,
and other game controllers ($10).
Graphire Bluetooth, from
Wacom Technology (www.wacorn
.corn): Graphical pen tablet fea
tures Bluetooth wireless tech
nology and comes in a 6-by-8
inch size with programmable
ExpressKeys ($250).
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It's your bright idea. Keep it sate.
You r stuff is i mportant. Save it. Store it. Back it up w ith the push of a button.
Ma xtor One Touch II is the only externa l hard drive w ith room for up to 300GB
worth of great ideas, industry leading software that lets you eas ily retrieve
backed up files, and Maxtor D1·ivelock··· for added security.
Think of it as your co mputer's new best fri end .

Maxtor OneTou ch"' II EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE
Th e perfect p lace for all th e thing s you love

I

up to 300GB

FireW ire

USB 2.0 · maxtor.com

What drives you."'

Avai lable at Best Buv. CompUSA, Frv's. Micro cente r, Office Depot, anti Staples
<JrHl online at CDW, Dell, lnsiuht, Newegg, PC Connection, and Tiger Direct

OUTSTANDING:
VERY GOOD:
GOOD:
FLAWED:
UNACCEPTABLE:

Digital SLR
Cameras
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XT Wins Out
BY BEN LONG
Say "digital camera," and most people envi
sion a small point-and-shoot camera or a cam
era phone. But the discerning photographer
has dreams of a digital SLR (D-SLR) camera
with interchangeable lenses. Because D-SLRs
typically pack bigger image sensors than
point-and-shoot cameras, they yield higher
quality results, and their support oflenses pro
vides much more creative freedom.
I took a look at three of the latest D-SLRs
available for less than $1,000: the Canon EOS
Digital Rebel XT, the Pentax ist DS, and the
Olympus Evolt E-300. (A fourth camera,
Nikon's D70s, shipped just before we went to
press-too late to be included in this review.)
These cameras are ideal for hobbyists and
amateurs who want to raise their skill level,
for pros who don't need the extra resolution
of a more expensive ($3,000 to $10,000)
SLR, and for high-end pros who need an
affordable backup camera that can work with
the lenses they already have.
While these are all good cameras, the Dig
ital Rebel has the edge, thanks to its more
developed feature set and slightly superior
image quality.
Olympus Evolt E-300 This camera is shorter than
a typical removable-lens SLR, but it's wider than the
Canon and Pentax cameras.

Olympus Evolt E-300
The $999 Evolt E-300 is a
well-built, sturdy 8-megapixel
SLR that ships with a 28mm
90mm (in 35111111 equivalency) f3 .5
f5 .6 zoom lens. Though it's not as small
or as light as the other two cameras, the E
300 has a nice feel and weight (at 1.4 pounds
for the body) and is very comfortable to shoot
witl1, despite its short, squat shape.
The E-300 is packed with a nice assort
ment of features, including flash-exposure
compensation and good tools for setting
white balance manually. But the absence of a
dedicated status display is frustrating, and so
is the camera's poor buffering performance
and poor high-ISO performance.
While the Pen tax and Canon cameras
are built around those companies' existing
35mm lens systems, Olympus has engineered
the E-300 and its lenses according to the 4/3
specification, which yields lenses designed to
work with digita l sensors. On paper, tllis is a
superior approach, but the E-300's images
are not significantly better than the competi
tion's. If you opt for Olympus's new lens stan
dard, you'll get a much smaller selection of
lenses witl10ut gaining a noticeable image
quality advantage. That said, it's worth not
ing that Olympus has a good selection of
lenses, offering a range of foca l lengths and a
reasonable selection of prime lenses.
The Evolt E-300 is a good camera, and
you should take it for a spin before deciding
on one of these tlrree models.
Pentax ist DS
At first glance, the most striking thing about
the Pentax ist DS is its small size and light
weight (4.9 by 3.6 by 2.6 inches, and 1.3
pounds for the body). The next thing you'll
notice is that even though it has a 6
megapixel sensor, it's in the same price
range ($899 for the body) as the other two
cameras here, which have 8-megapixel sensors.
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Canon EOS Digital
Rebel XT The control layout
on the Rebel XT is easy to navigate,
but the camera's lack of interlocking buttons
raises the risk of accidentally changing settings.

The ist DS has far fewer buttons and dials
than tlle Canon or Olympus cameras, but its
simplified control layout provides quick-and
easy access to essential shooting functions.
This camera's viewfinder is larger and
brighter than those of its competitors, and it
sports an easy-to-read top-mounted status
display. These features, combined with the
camera's excellent buffering performance
and shooting speed, make the ist DS a very
comfortable, capa ble camera to shoot with.
Most cameras provide a slow ISO of 100,
but the ist DS starts at 200. Though this is
fine for most indoor and daylight situations,
tlle lack of a slower, 100 ISO setting limits
your exposure options.
When you shoot in Raw mode, theist DS
yields excellent images, but when you shoot
JPEGs, its images mysteriously lose a lot of
sharpness. For snapshots or images where a
speedy workflow or small files are essential,
theist DS's weak JPEG performance will be
a liability.
Theist DS can use Pentax KAF2 -, KAF-,
and KA-mount lenses, as well as older screw
mount lenses and 67/645 lenses. This makes
the camera tl1e best choice if you already have
a collection of compatible lenses. For every
one else, tl1e camera's good performance, full

~

GOTO WEB:
More-detailed reviews of these cam
eras are available on Macworld.com.
For their image-quality ratings, go
to macworld.com/0494. For a glossary
of digital SLR camera terms, go to
macworld .com/0495 .
www.macworld.com
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feature set, lens selection, and sma ll size make
it an important camera to consider.

Canon EOS Digital Rebel XT
T he original Digital Rebel (OOt; February
2004) used a 6-megapixel sensor; the new
EOS Digital Rebel XT packs an 8-megapixel
sensor and image quality identical to that of
Ca non's excellent EOS 20D. In addition to
boosting the resolution and adding features,
Canon has completely redesigned the body.
T he Rebel XT body is ava ilable fo r $899,
and a kit bundle, which includes a Canon
EF-S 28mm-88mm (in 35rnrn equiva lency)
f3 .5-f5.6 zoom lens, costs $999.
Like the ist DS, the Rebel XT is very small
(5.0 by 3.7 by 2.5 inches) but not too light ( 1.2
pounds for the body only), providing good
heft and balance. T he small size is nice, but I
prefer the larger gi rth of the original Rebel,
which made for a less cramped hand position.
T he Rebel XT has better features and per
formance than either the Pentax or the O lym-

What Makes an SLR?
The term SLR (single-lens reflex) is just a fancy way of saying that
a camera's viewfinder looks through the same lens that
exposes the image sensor (or film). SLR viewfinders show
more accurately than a point-and-shoot camera's viewfinder
what the image sensor wi ll capture, including the effects of
any lens attachments.
As in any camera, the lens focuses light through a
shutter and an aperture. But in a digital SLR, a mirror
placed in front of the focal plane (where the image sen
sor sits) bounces the light that comes from the lens
upward into a prism and then out the eyepiece. When
you press the shutter button, the mirror flips up out of the way
so the light can pass to the focal plane.
Because light doesn't reach the image sensor until you press the shutter, you can't
use the camera's LCD as a viewfinder. Fortunately, most SLRs tend to have nice optical
viewfinders that deliver good coverage, usually showing 95 to 98 percent of the final image.

pus. In addition to nearly insta nt power-on
and wake-from-sleep, the Rebel XT has a very
large, we ll-engineered buffer and a fast burst
speed. With its superior bufferin g, the XT is
almost always ready to shoot.
Esse ntial shootin g functions are easi ly
access ibl e, but the lack of interl ocki ng co n
trols makes it very easy to accidenta ll y
change the camera's basic shooting settings.
In addition to a broader feature se t, the
Rebel XT also wins out in terms of image
quali ty. \Vhil e all three cameras fare well at
ISOs as high as 400, the Rebel XT leaves the
competition in the dust when shooting at
ISO 800 and hi gher.

Pentax ist OS The ist DS's simplified control layout pro
vides easy access to essential functions, and its top-mounted
status display is a helpful feature.

And aside from its compatibi lity with
Canon's EF-S lenses, which are engineered
to wo rk with the Rebel's sma ller sensor, the
Rebel XT ca n work with Ca non's entire line
of excellent EF- and L-series lenses.

Macworld's Buying Advice
The good news is that these cameras are
all good, and their differences are slight.
So if you're looking for a digital SLR for
under $1,000, ge t your hands on all three
of th ese units to see which one feels best
to you. Nevertheless, the Canon EOS Dig
ital Reb el XT stands out for its features,
performance , des ign, image quality, and
lens selection. D
BEN LONG is the author of Complete Digital Photography,
third edition (Charles River Books, 2004).

DIGITAL SLR CAMERAS COMPARED

I

COMPANY_ PRODUCT __

-~~Tl_N G

Canon

EOS Digital
Rebel XT

Olympus

Evolt E-300

Pen tax

ist OS

A

*

----l

PRICE

CONTACT

RESOLUTION

OU l

body only, $899;
kit with EF-S
18mm- 55mm •
f3 .5-f5.6 zoom
lens, $999

www.canon
usa .com

8 megapixels

•• U

body only, $800;
kit with 14mm
45mm • f3.5-f5.6
zoom lens, $999

www.olym
pus.com

....

body only, $899

www.pentax 6 megapixels
.com

------

BURST
SPEED
3.0 fps for
as many as
14 fram es

-------------

8 megapixels

-----------

2.5 fps for
as many as
4 frames

* =Editors'Choice.
STORAGE
FORMAT BAITERIES

-----
Compact·
Flash

--------
CompactFlash

----
2.8 fps for
as many as
8 frames

Secure
Digital

PROS

CONS

Excellent image quality;
full feature set; speedy
performance; good buffer
size.

No control interlocks;
body a bit too small.

- -- --+-----------

proprietary,
includes
charger

---------------
proprietary,
incl udes
charger

Very good image quality;
well-designed con trols;
sturdy build.

four AA or
two CR-V3
batteries

Very good image quality
when shooting in Raw
mode; speedy buffering
and fil e writing; good feature set; well-des igned
control layout.

·-··

---- --····

Noisy images at high
ISOs; poor buffering;
smaller lens selection.

------------' Image-quality problems when shooting
in JPEG mode; lowest
ISO speed is 200.

Lens sizes are absolute, not 35mm equivalency.
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5-Megapixel
Digital Cameras
Latest Models Offer Bargains for Beginners and
Advanced Features for Enthusiasts
BY ROBERT ELLIS
As digital camera prices fa ll, a S-megapixel
cligital camera is becoming a smart entry-level
choice for point-and-shooters who want a
camera they can grow into, as well as fo r
enthusiasts on a budget. I evaluated a new
batch of models in this arena: the Concord
S340z, the Hewlett-Packard Photosmart
M 4 l 7, the Konica Minolta Dimage Z S and
Z20, and the Olympus C-SSOO SportZoom. (I
also reviewed four other S-megapixel cameras
earlier this year. See "S-Megapixel Cameras
Compared. ") While this group presents a

Photosmart M417

wide variety of features and quality,
the Olympus C-S SOO and the two
Konica M inolta models stand apart
fro m the crowd.
Note th at none of these ca meras
comes with adequate memory or recharge
able batteri es. You'll have to add those costs
to your budget.

Konica Minolta Dimage ZS
T he Konica Minolta Dimage ZS looks li ke a
contraption fro m a sci-fi movie. But concealed
within its quirky curves is a surprisingly cap
able camera with an Automatic exposure
mode for times when you need quick snap
shots, and Program, Aperture P riority, Shut
ter Priority, and Manual modes for when you
wa nt to tweak controls. An electroni c view
fin der (EVF) with diopter controls (for adjust
ing the EVF to your eyesight) makes it easier
to shoot in bright swilight, and the menus are
easy to read and naviga te. A live histogram
helps you adjust exposure compensa tion.
T his ca mera's 12x optica l zoom is th e
standout in this group; it can focus to an inti

mate 0.4 inches in Super Macro mode. T he
ZS is th e only model in this group that offers
still-i mage stabili za tion, so you'll get sharp
images even at slower shutter speeds. T he
ZS's Predictive Focus Control fea ture antici
pates where a moving subject will be when
you press the shutter-release button.
T he color an d deta il in images fro m the
D image ZS are very good, with accurate,
satu ra ted tones. But while th e ZS 's ISO
ranges fro m SO to 32 0, noise beco mes a
problem above 100 ISO. And it ca n shoot
only JPEG images; there shoul d be a T IFF
option in a camera of this caliber.
T he Z S is no slouch when it comes to
shooting video, continuously capturing VGA.
continues

5-MEGAPIXEL CAMERAS COMPARED

* = Editors' Choice.

MAXIMUM DIMEN
APERTURE SIONS '
PROS
CONS
········ -------·-------···········-·"-----------------------
3.6 x 1.2 Low per-megapixel price.
Concord
5340z
.. l
$200
www.concord- 3.0x optical
12.65-fS.O
Flawed color and detail;
x 2.4
camera.com
(3Smm-103mm)
noisy pictures; poor video
_ _ __l _.......... _ _ ____ ....................
---------·-.., -- - .
____________________________
qu_a_lity
_._ _ __
Photosmart ...
$200
www.hp.com
3.0x optical
12.8-14.8
4.2 x 2.1 Low per-megapixel price; help leaSoft pictures; noise in images;
HewlettPa_~~~~------~~--------------- __ _______ ___ __ _ (36m~-108mm) _____ ---------- ~'!._ ____tu:_es: _v~'2'-~.o~~- c-~1?!: ----------------~or video q~~ty._____ _
Konica
Dimage ZS * ....
$500 www.konica
12.0x optical
12.8-14.5
4.3 x 3.1 Very good image quality; Anti-Shake Noisy images above 100 ISO;
Minolta
minolta .com
(35mm-420mm)
x 3.3
feature; 12x optical zoom; great
no TIFF or Raw support
macro mode; electronic viewfinder;
(JPEG only).
li ve histogram; very good video
quality.
___________________________ _______ ........ ------------.-- - - -- --------------- -1---- ---------------------------- .....................
COMPANY

PRODUCT

RATING PRICE

----------

CONTACT

ZOOM (35MM
EQUIVALENT)

-----~ · ----··---·-··----········----------

Konica
Dimage
... t
$350 www.konica
Minolta
Z20
minolta.com
-----------------------------------------------Olympus
C-5500
•O t $350 www.olympus
SportZoom
.com

8.0x optical
(36mm-290mm)

13.2-3.4

4.3 x 3.2
x 3.7
- ---------------- - 5.0x optical
12.8-14.8
4.9 x 3.3
(38mm-190mm)
x 3.9

Very good image quality; Bx optical Small LCD; images slightly
zoom; great macro mode; electronic dark and noisy; movie mode
_v~~wfin~~r; _li:i_~_hi~'.og~alll;fa~'._s~-~P:..__ks_udio.
lac__ a____ __ _ __,
Sx optical zoom; live histogram; help Awkward flash location;
ful exposure warnings; autofocus
video is only 320 by 240
illuminator; Area AF mode; anti
pixels; requires more-expen
shake feature for video.
sive xD-Picture Cards.
_ _. . z L . __ _ _ _ _ _ __

--~------~~~-

PREVIOUSLY REVIEWE D

Casio

"fWim ZSS

-----------------·
Epson

L-SOOV

Pentax

Optio SSi

...

$350

www.casio.com , 3.0x optical
12.6-14.8
(3Smm-1 OSmm)
····~------$3001~~:.;~~~;;~----o; ikal___ _ f2.8- f4.9
(34mm-102mm)
.com

3.6 x 2.5 For the full review, go to macworld.com/0282 .
x 1.3

...

3.3 x 2.0 For the full review, go to macworld.com/0511 .

3.ox

$300

www.pentax

3.0x optical

12.6-14.8

3.4 x 2.3 For the full review, go to macworld.com/0512.
x 0.9

--P~;~·;-------O--ptioX---. ······---·--00
$4-- -~:;,~~~~;;---· 1 ~~~~~~a~m~t2.·6=i4.s .... --.~:- ~2.1--F~;-;;.;~- fu~~;~~:-9;·;; ~~~:.;;;l;;~;~/0248~------------ .... ---------
.com
' Dimensions in in ches, width x height x depth.
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(36mm-107mm)

x 0. 7
----~· ~ ----

-A--~--- -~---

www.macworld.com

Do Nikon owners have greener summers?
Or does it just look th at way? Introd ucin g the Nikon " 050 ~" an afforda bl e. easy-to-use digital SLR. At the hea rt of
th e 0 50 is Nikon'.I· Exclus ive Feature Svste111 , mak ing it eas ier than ever to take di gital pictures with breath taking
viv idness and deta il. It starts with Nikkor' lenses fo r unriva led co lor, clar ity and contra st. And the Nikon D50
all ows yo u th e versa tility o f choos in g any AF Nikkor lens depe ndi ng on yo ur shootin g needs. The Nikon 0 50,
just $899 .95 MS RP w ith lens. Wa nt to take di gita l pi ctures th at do summ er justi ce? Vi sit ni ko ndi gital. com.

Th e

N t!11·

D50 Dig ira/ SLR

At the heart of the Image ..

REVIEWS
posed, and noise was evident above 100 ISO.
I also noticed some purple fringing around
high-contrast edges.

quality movies (640 by 480 pixels, the highest
resolution you'll find in a camera of this type)
at a smooth 30 frames per second until your
memory card is full. The Silent Cam feature
minimizes lens noise when you zoom, Night
Movie lets you shoot video in low light, and
Anti-Shake smoothes out the jitters. If you
want to take great pictures and capture decent
video, then this is the only camera you should
consider in this group.

Konica Minolta Dimage Z20
The Dimage Z20 has much in common with
the ZS-Automatic and Manual exposure
modes, an EVF, a live histogram, Predictive
Focus Control, an extraclose macro mode
but there are also some key differences.
For one, forget about shooting movies
you can capture video, but it won't include
audio. And the 1.5-inch LCD is tiny by
comparison. The menus are easy to navi
gate, but the controller buttons clack and
feel a little bit cheap. Overall, though, the
camera seems relatively solid.
The Z20's 8x optical zoom lens is a bit slow
at the wide end with a maximum aperture of
f3.2, but that jumps to only f3.4 when
zoomed in (the other cameras in this group
have maximum apertures off4.S to fS.O at the
long end, requiring that you shoot in brighter
light). Like the ZS, the Z20 can focus to an
impressive 0.4 inches in macro mode.
The Z20 starts up almost instantane
ously. A continuous mode captures three
frames at the highest quality in about as
many seconds, and a Progressive Capture
mode snaps a picture every l.S seconds for
as long as you hold tl1e shutter (but only at
Standard quality), then records the last six
images to memory.
Colors were accurate and detail was very
good, but images looked slightly underex
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Concord 5340z
The Concord S340z is a point-and-shoot
camera that offers plenty of pixels per dollar,
but its poor performance keeps it from being
a good value.
It's easy to read and navigate the camera's
menus on the 2-inch LCD, but there's no
way to adjust the LCD's brightness, which
can be a problem when shooting in sunlight.
The S340z's performance is a bit sluggish,
with a startup time of about 4 seconds. A
burst mode captures a picture every couple
of seconds (up to three images), but only at
resolutions of 1,600 by 1,200 or 640 by 480,
not at S megapixels.
The colors this camera produces look
slightly off, and images are a bit soft, espe
cially around the edges. Even with ISO fixed
at 70, noise is still very noticeable.

Concord 5340z

The S340z's movie mode captures Win
dows Media Format (ASF) movies. I could
n't get the files to play in Windows Media
Player for Mac OS X, but when I played
them in VLC (a freeware media player), the
clips were rife with muddy video and whin
ing audio.

HP Photosmart M417
The HP Photosmart M4l 7 vies with the
Concord S340z for pixel-per-dollar value.
The 1.8-inch LCD is bright and menus are
easy to navigate. And operating the Photo
smart is quite easy, thanks to a built-in help
system. It's almost like having the user man
ual inside the camera.
There's no manual mode, but you can
adjust white balance, ISO, and exposure
compensation. You tweak exposure compen
satio'n via a menu-however, the menu cov
ers much of the image, so it's difficult to
make adjustments.
Startup time is about three seconds, and
the M4 l 7's shutter lag is noticeable (about a
second). A burst mode can take two shots per
second (as many as four pictures)-faster
than the Concord 5340z.
Images from the M4 l 7 have accurate
colors but appear soft and lack detail. The
ISO ranges from 100 to 400, and noise is
continues on page 34
www.macworld.com
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SEE MORE
HARDWARE
REVIEWS!

MINIDV
CAMCORDERS

Fl REWIRE
HARD DRIVES

....t Optura 40 ($999), from Canon
(www.canon.com):

PORTABLE HARD DRIVE
•••• G-Drive mini ($299),
from G-Technology (www
.g-technology.com):

The Optura 40 produces excellent video and
respectable still photos, supports atrue 16:9 mode,
smoothes the effects of a shaky grip, and is easy to
use (November 2004; macworld.com/O 130).
•••• DCR-PC109 ($899),
from Sony (www.sony.com):

::;:::;:;:;:@; ;:;:;:;:i::

"'

This camcorder requires a dock
ing station but has excellent
image stabilization. It also has
a spot-focus feature, head
phone and mike jacks, and a
hot-shoe (November 2004; macworld.com/0130).

DIGITAL
SLR CAMERA

f

This fast drive really
complements the
_
design of a Power Mac GS and offers great per
formance. And it had the fastest speeds in all but
one of our tests (macworld.com/0314).

DESKTOP HARD DRIVE
•••• Mercury Elite 800 Pro ($450), from

owe (www.macsales.com):

The Elite 800 Pro is a great performer but doesn't
have great design details (macworld.com/0580).

MACS
DESKTOP

-•
Product

iMac

Display

Rating

More Information

••••
••••

macworld.com/0172 $989

G5/1 .6GHz

17 inches

G5/1 .8GHz

17 inches

--- -

G5/1.8GHz

20 inches

eMac

G4/1.25GHz
(Combo drive)

...

Mac mini

Power Mac

macworld.com/0174 $1,499

17 inches

....l
....t

G4/1.25GHz
(SuperDrive)

17 inches

....t

macworld.com/01 68 $799

••••
••••
•••
....

macworld.com/0316 $479

...t

macworld.com/0157 $1,895

G4/1 .25GHz

not included

G4/1.42GHz

not included

G5/1 .8GHz

not included

G5/dual-1.8GHz not included
G5/dual-2GHz

not included

PowerBook

macworld.com/0321 $535
macworld.com/0177 $1,400
macworld.com/0158 $1,557

G4/1.2GHz

12 inches

....t

····~

macworld.com/01 78 $969

G4/1.33GHz
(Combo drive)

14 inches

not
rated

macworld.com/0179 $1,235

G4/1.33GHz
(SuperDrive)

14 inches

macworld.com/01 80 $1,379

G411.5GHz
(Combo drive)

12 inches

••••
••••

G411.5GHz
(SuperDrive)

12 inches

G411.5GHz

15 inches

G4/1 .67GHz

15 inches

G4/1 .67GHz

17 inches

••••
••••
••••
••••

macworld.com/0399 $1,626

PORTABLE

·~

macworld.com/01 67 $730

macworld.com/0156 $2,421

G5/dual-2.5GHz not included

iBook

macworld.com/0173 $1,249

------

macworld.com/0398 $1,427

macworld.com/0400 $1 ,740
macworld.com/0401 $2,095
macworld.com/0402 $2,319

150
162
163
129
129
117
123
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Canon defined this market with the original
Rebel, and it keeps its lead with the XT. Though
the lack of control interlocks is a dunderheaded
oversight, the ca·mera's feature set, image qual
ity, and price, combined with the vast assortment
of Canon mount lenses, make the Rebel XT the
best choice so far in the sub-$1,000 digital SLR
market (page 26; macworld.com/0535).

•••• d2 DVD±
RW 16x FireWire,
with Double Layer
($189), from LaCie
(www.lacie.com):

-

This DVD burner can burn 8.5GB of data to dual
layer DVDs. Although it has a relatively slow read
speed, its performance is very good overall. Its excel
lent Mac compatibility includes OS X and ilife sup
port, and it comes with the full version of Roxio's
Toast Titanium (April 2005; macworld.com/0313).

165
194
212
237

106

not tested
116

not tested
136
136
142
148

' From aPriceGrabber survey of retailers as of May 18, 2005. 'Speedmark 3.3 is Macworld Lab's standardtest tool for benchmarkingsysternsrunning Mac OSX 10.3 (Panther). For informationonSpeedmark testing, go towww.macworld.com/speedmark.
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Rebel XT (body only,
$899; with EF-S
18mm-55mm
13.5-fS.6 zoom lens,
$999), from Canon
(www.canon.com):

DUAL-LAYER
DVD BURNER

Speedmark
Best PriceA Score •

Processor

....l EOS Digital

COLOR LASER
PRINTER
.... LaserJet
2550Ln ($600),
from Hewlett
Packard (www
.hp.com):
This inexpen
sive, network
able color laser printer offers crisp text and very
good color fidelity, and it supports Apple's Bon
jour (formerly Rendezvous) technology. But its
paper capacity is only 125 sheets, so you might
consider paying the extra $100 for the optional
150-sheet paper tray (macworld.com/0083).

www.macworld.com

LCD MONITOR

INTHE
21-INCH DISPLAY

MACWORLD LAB

O.. i 321 LCD Monitor ($1 ,599), from LaCie
(www.lacie.com):

Hardware Products
We Tested This Month

LaCie takes one of the best LCDs ava ilable and improves
on it. This is a bright, beautiful LCD aimed at professionals
who are willing to pay the price for accurate color. It has ·
10-bit color and optional hardware calibration (macworld
.com/0384).

... Astra 6700
($150), from Umax
(www.umax.com):

ALS O RECOMMENDE D:

23-INCH DISPLAY

....t Hewlett-Packard L2335 ($1 ,599), from Hewlett
Packard (www.hp.com); March 2005; macworld.com/0278

COLOR INK-JET
PRINTERS

FLATBED
SCANNERS

FLATBED SCANNER

This 2,400-dpi
scanner does a
good job of scanning reflective
media (photos and magazines), but scans of slides,
using the included transparen0' adapter, were
noisy. It offers Mac compatibility by including a
light version (SE) of SilverFast 6, which works well
but limits high-bit scanning options (macworld
.com/0528).

DVD BURNER
MIDRANGE SCANNER

00

....t CanoScan 9950F

LightScribe - -- - - - - 
16x ($ 199).
from LaCie
(www.lacie.com ):

($400), from Canon
(www.canon.com):

00!

Photosmart 8450 ($250), from Hewlett
Packard (www.hp.com):

This networkable ink-jet printer uses eight inks to print
excellent-looking photos (macworld.com/0280).
ALSO RECOMM ENDED:

00!

Stylus Photo R800 ($399), from Epson
(www.epson.com); January 2005; macworld
.com/0246

••O

Pixma iP8500 ($350), from Canon (www
.canon.com); February 2005; macworld.com/0275

This CanoScan raises the bar for
-~.
midrange scanners by offering high
optical resolution, improved scan quality, and
more-intuitive software controls (macworld
.com/O 188).

LOW·END SCANNER
.... CanoScan 8400F
($150). from Canon
(www.canon.com):
The 8400F has limited film and transparency
support but is a great all-a round scanner with
some high-end features and a low-end price
(macworld.com/0187).

5-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA

.... Dimage ZS ($649), from Konica
Minolta (www.konicaminolta.com):
This camera takes great pictures. It has
a 12x zoom lens and image stabiliza
tion; an Automatic mode for snapshots;
and Program, Aperture Priority, Shutter
Priority, and Manual exposure modes. If
you like macro photography or want to
capture decent video, this camera will
suit you (page 28; macworld.com/0534).

PORTABLE FIREWIRE
HARD DRIVE
.... 100GB
Surefire 800
($375), from Kano
Technologies (www
.kanotechnologies.com):

PORTABLE FIREWIRE
HARD DRIVE

0 ..

100GB On-The-Go
5400rpm BMB Cache
($300), from owe
(www.mac
sales.com):

_____

Top ProductS are those we've recently reviewed in a comparison of like products. As new
products become available, we will update the list. For longer reviews of these products
__.
and for other product recommendations, go to www.macworld.com/reviews.

www.macworld.com

This is the first DVD
burner available for the Mac that uses LightScribe
technology to write labels (images and text) onto
the top of special LightScribe discs. It will also
burn dual-layer DVDs, but not as quickly as the
16x FireWire version without LightScribe (mac
world.com/05 29).

This moderately priced, bus-pow
ered drive isn't the fastest, but it features a
triple interface consisting of FireWire 800, Fire
Wire 400, and USB 2.0. It also has lots of stor
age capacity. It's beatable via FireWire in OS X
(macworld .com/03 14).

NEW: DIGITAL CAMERA

~

02 DVD±RW with

This drive trades
speed (it runs at 5,400 rpm, instead of
7,200 rpm) for a great price per gigabyte and
lots of storage capacity in such a small drive.
It also lacks FireWire 800 ports (macwprld
.com/0314).
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Suitcase Problems?

5-Megapixel Digital Cameras
continued from page 30

noticeable even at 100 ISO. I also noticed
some fringing around high-contrast areas.
The M417's video is disappointing, at 288
by 216 pixels.

Olympus C-5500 SportZoom

Time to Get FontAgent®
Pro!
Everything designers and managers need
to conquer font problems forever
• Automatic font optimization
• Rock-solid stability
• Multiple font libraries
• Intuitive ATM-like interface
• Font and set locking

• Unrivaled auto-activation
• More ways to preview fonts
• Detailed font diagnostics
• Nested font sets
• Serverless font sharing

"...superior repair and organization functionality"
Macworld ••••
"With its ease of use and powerful feature set, FontAgent Pro
is the "Designers" font manager. ... I rate it a perfect 5/5 for
making font headaches go away for good."
Colin Smith, PhotoshopCAFE.com Perfect 5/5

G&ider
www.insidersoftware.com
For more information,
contact us today
1-866-366-8778 (US)
+1-310-827-0011 (Intl)
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Like the Dimage ZS and the Z20, the Olym
pus C-SSOO SportZoom offers an Automatic
mode, as well as Program, Aperture Priority,
Shutter Priority, and Manual modes to satisfy
the enthusiast. Then it goes even further, with
a My Mode option that lets you access any of
four sets of user-defined custo_m settings.
The C-SSOO has a solid feel, and an over
size grip makes the camera comfortable to
hold, but the flash is located on the top left,
leaving no comfortable place for your left
hand when the flash is open. The generous
2-inch LCD has menus that are easy to navi
gate. A live histogram helps you adjust expo
sure, and you ca n opt to display over- and
underexposed areas directly on the image.
The Sx optical zoom doesn't seem to live
up to its SportZoom appellation. Its top
shutter speed is 11!,soo of a second. The Dim
age Z20 offers an 8x zoom for the same
price, and most of the cameras in this group
have top shutter speeds of 112,ooo of a second,
which is better for freezing sports action .
But the C-SSOO's impressive sequential
shooting mode can take as many as five pic
tures every 1.2 seconds.
T he C-SSOO has an autofocus illuminator
to assist with focusing in low light, and an
Area Autofocus (AF) mode lets you target
any of 143 zones, so you can keep your sub
ject in focus wherever it is in the frame.
The camera produces accurate and satu
rated colors, and sharp though slightly
underexposed images. ISO ranges from 80
to 400; noise becomes apparent at 200 ISO.
I also noticed mild purple fringing.
The C-SSOO requires xD-Picture Cards. A
Sl2MB xD card wi ll set you back about $70,
compared witl1 about $SO for an SD card.

Macworld's Buying Advice
The Konica Minolta Dimage ZS takes very
good pictures, especially at lower ISOs. Add
a 12 x optica l zoom, its Super Macro mode,
tl1e Anti-Shake feature, and great movie
quality, and the ZS is the best of this bunch.
In the middle of the price range, both the
Konica Minolta Dimage Z20 and the Olym
pus C-SSOO SportZoom are good choices. D
ROBERT ELLIS is a photography enthusiast with a growing
collection of digital cameras, and he is afrequent contributor
to Macworld. He publishes a blog at www.futurosity.com.

~

GOTO WEB:
More-detailed reviews of these cam·
eras are available on Macworld.com.
For their image-quality ratings, go to
macworld.com/0403 .

www.macworld.com

More Reviews
For complete reviews of the products listed here, visit www.macworld.com/ reviews.

00

Drive Genius 1.0.1 ($99), from Prosoft Engi
neering (www.prosofteng.com): Excellent maintenance and
management tools that let you quickly and efficiently opti
mize, repair, and rebuild a hard drive characterize this pro
gram. With Drive Genius, Prosoft has raised the standard
for disk utilities. Drive Genius's ability to initialize and
repartition your devices whilevolumesare being repaired
and defragmented is welcome (macworld.com/0525).

• ••• C-7070 Wide Zoom ($600), from Olympus
(www.olympus.com): With its wide-angle lens, abundant
features, and great design, this 7-megapixel digital cam
era has a lot to offer the enthusiast who's a few dollars
short of the price of a digital SLR (macworld.com/0577).

WIDE-FORMAT INK-JET PRINTER

Stylus Photo

R1800
•O

Guest PC 1.2 .A ($ 70), from Lismore Software Sys
tems (www.lismoresystems.com): Like Microsoft's Virtual
PC, Guest PC lets you run a virtual Windows computer on
your Mac. Guest PC lags in polish and performance, but if
you need an inexpensive way to run the occasional Win
dows program (and you already own Windows), Guest PC
will do a passable job (macworld.com/0522).

O!

EyeTV Wonder USB 2.0 .A ($149), from Elgato
Systems (www.elgato.com): This device can schedu le and
record broadcast TV, but it doesn't compress the files, so
you'll need a dual-processor Mac and lots of storage
space. If you just want to watch TV on you r Mac, the
EyeTVWonder USB 2.0 is terrific. But for'scheduling and
recording, consider the higher-priced EyeTV 200 or the
midpriced Plextor ConvertX (macworld.com/0523 ).

•••!

lntelliScanner Express ($249), from lntelli Inno
vations (www.intellisw.com): This bar-code-scanner and
software combo is especially useful for online auctioneers,
wine collectors, and people who want to inventory their
home or business assets. However, considering that a bar
code scanner alone costs about $100, this package is
rather expensive (macworld.com/0524).

....t $549, from
Epson (www.epson
.com): This printer
sets the standard
for versatile, high
performance,
large-format desk
top photo printing.
It's fast and produces out
standing prints. It doesn't get
any better than this-and certainly not at this
price (macworld.com/0518).

continues

Connect • Communicate • Collaborate • Securely

Kerio MailServer

/

A groupware alternative to
Exchange that syncs calendars,
contacts and email with Entourage
and Outlook. Integrated anti-spam
and McAfee virus filtering provide
secure, junk-free email for users on
any platform.
Mac OS X · Linux · Windows

~ KERIO

www.macworld.com
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ORGANIZE AND MAINTAIN YOUR FONTS

Font-Management Utilities
If you're having problems with corrupt font files, duplicate fonts, and mismatched PostScript printer and
screen fonts, FontDoctor 7.0 is the best remedy. If you need a font manager that scours your hard drive
for fonts, gathers them into tidy folders, automati·-~ ,.
_ -·- _ ·- _
cally activates them, and then makes sure they're
~ S!. --~:. ,.!_ ~ ~'!:'°'
.
complete and uncorrupted, try FontAgent Pro
..... ..~ •••••••Ei'I
....,..,.........__
- ··-+_~ .:.
3.0. However, MasterJuggler 3.0.3 has too few
automated functions for us to recommend it
(macworld.com/0517).

:!".!. .

r :~_
. .. ===

....t NoteTaker 1.9.4 A. ($70), from Aquaminds
(www.aquaminds.com): NoteTaker uses a spiral-bound
notebook metaphor to help you take notes, outline,
and clip information from other applications. This ver
sion adds an assortment of enhancemen ts that
should appea l to power users, such as support for Java
applets, basic Web browsing from within the appli
cation, and other usability improvements. But if you're
looking for more-elegant and less-expensive (albeit
less brawny) note-taking software, you may also want
to consider the program's competition (macworld
.com/051 9).
•• IRISPen Executive ($200), from IRIS (www.irislink
.com): Buggy software and only occasional accuracy
make this pen scanner with optica l character recognition
very problematic. It's a great idea, but the execution
needs improvement (macworld.com/0533).

•••• FontAgent Pro 3.0 II>- ($100), from
Insider Software (www.insidersoftware.com)

..

This that I see-o form dorm-beaten.

--...---------

•••• FontDoctor 7.0 ($ 70), from Morrison
SoftDesign (www.morrisonsoftdesign.com)
.. MasterJuggler 3.0.3 ($90), from Alsoft
(www.alsoft.com)

This th:at I see--:a form storm-beaten. b

This that I see - a fonn storm-beatei

Thi s that I see-a form storm-bo

•••• Shake 3.5 ($2,999), fromApple Computer
(www.apple.com): Shake isone of Apple's most important
products, but very few people have heard of it. If your
work currently dependson a compositing programsuch
as Adobe After Effects or Discreet's Combustion, then
you'll want to take a look at the latest version of Shake.
But be prepa red for your first Shake projectsto take a
long time asyou get up-to-speed with the program. Ver
sion 3.5's improved caching and new Warp and Morph
tools make this a must-have upgrade for dedicated Shake
use rs(macworld.com/052 1).

....l StickyBrain 3.4 ($40), from Chronos
(www.chronosnet.com): StickyBrain 3.4 is a great pro
gram for storing your notes, stickies, clippings, pass
words, receipts, and reminders. It may be the ideal
free-form information manager, especially if you need
something that excels at captu ring information from
other applications and putting it at your fingertips.
Though it ha s some minor interface annoyances, this
version's use of hot keys and its integration with
Address Book add value to a great package (macworld
.com/0520).

The DVI KVM for Macs.
USS devices

Mic & Speakers

Now that you've got that awesome DVI monitor,
connect all your computers to it. IOGEAR's new
two-port and four-port DVI KVM switches let you hook
up to four USS-equipped computers from a single USB
keyboard, mouse ond DVI or SVGA monitor. Works
great with digital flat panel disploys, data projectors,
plasma displays, digital TVs and set-top boxes, as
well as anolog monitors and TV sets.
Go to www.iogear.com/mw and learn how to
create a true multimedia environment.

949 453 8782

www.iogear.com/mw

info@iogear.com

c 2005 IOGEAR, Inc. All rlghl 1 reaerved. Reproduction In whol e or pa r1 without perm ission Is prohlbltod. AIL other trademarks ere the property of thei r respecth10 owners.
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Game Room

BY PETER COHEN

SEE MORE
GAME NEWS
AND REVIEWS!
Go to www.macworld.com/games.

News~
Feed

Never Mind the Force There are no Jedi mind tricks in Star Wars: Battlefront-just straight-up combat and those
amazing Star Wars vehicles.

FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER

Star Wars: Battlefront
I was seven years old when
Star Vflilrs first came out,
and I can still vividly recall
reenacting the scenes with
friends in the backyard-blasting our foes to
smithereens with imaginary laser rifles and
lightsabers while saving the galaxy. As it mrns
out, things haven't changed all that much. With
the release of Star Wars: Battlefront, by Aspyr,
you can relive those battles on your Mac-and
it's just as fun now as it was tl1en.
Similar in concept to tl1e popular World War
II shooter Battlefield 1942, Star Wars: Battle
front lets you fight in the many battles you've
seen in Star Wars movies. For example, you can
become an Imperial Stormtrooper fighting the
traitorous Rebel Alliance, or you can become a
Rebel fighting the corrupt Empire. You can
even go back in time to tl1e prequel movies and
fight in tl1e Republic Clone Army or the Sepa
ratist Droid Army.
You can decide what type of soldier you want
to be. Most of the soldier classes are tl1e same
no matter which faction you choose. However,
each faction has one special class of soldier with
a unique skill. For example, Rebels get wook
iees, who are handy witl1 bowcasters. Droids, on
tl1e oilier hand, can use droidekas-droids that
roll like bowling balls and come equipped with
tl1eir own shields and heavy blasters.
The game takes you to many of me locales
you've seen in me movies, including the scorch
ing deserts ofTatooine, me cloud city of Bespin,

tO) First
Ll Look
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BETA TESTED
PROS: Varied maps and environments; fun vehicle control.
CONS: No cross-platform multiplayer capabilities.
PRICE: $50
COMPANY: Aspyr Media, www.aspyr.com

the lush planet Naboo, and the ice planet Hotl1.
Witl1 each new location, you'll need to adapt
your strategy to fit tl1e specifics of tl1e landscape.
The best part of me game, iliough, is being at
the controls of various Star Wars vehicles
everytl1ing from an X-Wing to a TIE fighter to
a two-legged AT-ST. You can even take control
of a Republic gunship. While some of me more
expansive maps lend tl1emselves to joyrides,
others clearly emphasize combat on foot. The
cityscapes are especially claustrophobic. On
those maps, hopping behind the controls of a
speeder or gunship may acmally be more of a
liability than a help.
You can play on your own, following a single
player campaign system, or use a skirmish option
that lets you square off against computer
controlled players. As fun as tl1at is, iliough,
the meat of a game like Star Wars: Battlefront
should be its multiplayer capabilities-and in
tl1is respect, the game comes up short. The Mac
release depends on GameRanger, a Mac-only
game-finding service. That diminishes me num
ber of online opponents you're likely to find, and
it may mm off gamers who were hoping to play
against tl1eir PC-using friends.

Black Hawk Down
(Again)
Aspyr is set to release the Team
Sabre expansion pack for the
Somalia-based first-person
shooter Delta Force: Black
Hawk Down.The add-on fea
tures new single-player cam
paigns, new weapons, new
transportation, and much more.
You can even take on the role
of a British SAS soldier.
Hockey
Business
NHL Eastside
Hockey Manager
2005 is coming this summer
from Sports Interactive (www
.sigames.com). The game
focuses not on playing hockey,
but rather on running a hockey
league. Featuring more than
15 playable leagues and a
database of more than 3,200
teams, it may appeal to people
interested in the business end
of pro sports. No word yet on
whether the game features a
way to avert a strike.

II

Scratch That
We previously reported that
the soundtrack to Aspyr's
forthcoming game Stubbs the
Zombie in Rebel Without a
Pulse had already been
released. In fad, the sound
track will be released closer to
the game's release, which is
scheduled for this fall.

continues
www.macworld.com

Wars moments-and does so with a great
deal of style. The lack of cross-platform
multiplayer support is the Achilles' heel of
this otherwise terrific Mac conversion.
REAL-TIME STRATEGY

Men in Tights Get in touch with your altruistic
side in Robin Hood: The Legend of Sherwood.

The game looks and sounds terrific. It
comes complete with the familiar John
Williams movie scores and lots of chatter
from other soldiers over intercoms. It
also gives you plenty of options for
adjusting the visual effects to match the
capabilities of your hardware. As a result,
the game's system requirements are rela
tively modest for this genre: it calls for a
lGHz G4 with OS X 10.3.6 and a 64MB
video system or better.
The Bottom Line Star Wars: Battlefront
puts you in the middle of your favorite Star

Robin Hood:
The Legend of
Sherwood
RATING: ...
PROS: Nonlinear story line; varied missions; simple
interface; low system requirements.
CONS: No multiplayer or skirmish mode; limited
replayability; poor zoom support.
PRICE: $30
COMPANY: Freeverse Software, www.freeverse.com

The legendary Robin Hood-the noble
turned-rogue who took from tl1e rich and
gave to the poor-has been played on the
big screen by everyone from Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. to Kevin Costner. Now it's
your turn to don the tights and tl1e cap, in

~Top Downloads I Aquadot-red

Pac-Man clones have been a staple of gaming
since the original burst on the scene in the early
1980s. But few have been as pretty and as
unique as Aquadot-red, by angelFrogGames. The
game even sports a maze editor, so you can
build your own levels.
If you've ever played Pac-Man, Aquadot-red
will be immeqiately familiar. You maneuver a
red ball with white polka dots around a maze;
the ball "eats" dots while being chased by
enemy bugs. When it eats power-up dots, the
tables turn and it goes after the bugs.
But that's where the comparisons to Pac
Man end. Aquadot-red features considerably
deeper game play. Each of the seven bugs has
a unique attack style. For example, the red
Hunter is single-minded in its pursuit. The
purple Lone Wolf is invisible until it's almost
right on top of you.

You don't immediately wither and die if you
make contact with your foes, but you do lose
energy quickly. Sometimes, the best strategy is to
run straight at (and through) your enemy, not to
run away. Along the way, Yummy dots imbue you
with special power, while Yuk dots sap your power.
Aquadot-red randomly selects levels each
time you play, so you can't win simply by
remembering patterns.
The game's graphics are simple and effective.
You'll need OS X 10.2.8 or higher and Quicklime
6.5.1. You can download afree version to try
before you buy.
The best part of Aquadot-red is that it includes
a maze editor, so you can craft your own levels
once you've got the hang of how the game is
played. It'squite easy to use and even comes with
a sample maze to help you get started.
The Bottom Line Aquadot-red is a unique
variation on Pac-Man; it takes the maze-game
idea in a whole different direction. Check it out.
RATING: 00
PROS: Simple game play; maze editor; cus
tomizable resolution.
CONS: Somber music.
PRICE: $20
COMPANY: angelFrogGames, www.angel
froggames.com

Robin Hood: The Legend of Sherwood, a
new real-time strategy (RTS) game from
Freeverse. Despite its relatively primitive
graphics, the game is quite fun if you're
fond of the genre.
You start the game playing as Robin
Hood . Together with your cohorts, you
must find a way to defeat the Sheriff
of Nottingham and the corrupt Prince
John Lackland, who conspire to keep
King Richard the Lionheart away from
the throne. You'll learn the game's
basic mechanics over the course of the
first couple of missions. Once you've
assembled your band, you can play as dif
ferent characters. All game controls are
handled through on-screen interfaces
such as menus and buttons, which are
pretty easy to learn.
Like many RTS games, Robin Hood
uses a 2-D isometric perspective. The
game's simple graphics engine helps keep
system requirements remarkably low-a
300MHz G3 with 128MB of RAM and
8MB of VRAM are all you need to play.
But as a result, the graphics don't look
great when you zoom in.
Still, for a 2-D game, tl1e action holds
up well. Its interstitial sequences look
quite pretty. The voice acting and
music are acceptable; however, the rapid
recycling of the dialogue will quickly
send you to the options menu to turn off
the sound.
As you face new missions, the decisions
you make affect how the game turns out.
You'll have to combine stealth with brute
force and figure out how to make tl1e best
use of your environment and resources.
It's easy enough to beat some guards over
the head while their backs are turned, but
it might be wiser to make your Merry
Men create a distraction that will bring a
large group of guards away from the
scene. You'll need to stay fast on your feet
and adjust your strategy to each situation.
The game has dozens of missions
to keep you busy-and this is especially
important because it doesn't offer a multi
player mode. Once you've played through,
you've probably played as much as you'll
want to-unless you start over at the begin
ning and play through a different way.
You can download a free demo from
Freeverse Software's Web site to try it out.
The Bottom Line Though it might not
hold a visual candle to today's more
sophisticated fare, and it's not the sort of
game you'll want to play over and over
again, Robin Hood: The Legend of
Sherwood will appeal to users of older
continues
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Doctor Mac Direct
Makes House
Calls Via the Net.
Training, troubleshooting,
tech-support and pre-purchase
advice for Mac users. Our Mac
Doctors do not have to physically
see you because we diagnose
your Mac issue via email, iChat,
telephone and/or our
customer initiated remote
control software.
Call us at 1.877.376.2248 (1 lAM
to 11 PM CST) to speak with a
DMD agent immediately, or visit
www.doctormacdirect.com
to fill out the "Get Help Now
Form" describing your Mac issue.
We will respond to you within an
hour of your web submissiofil
with a proposed solution.

Office for:Mac

--·

iTunes
iDVD
iMovie
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GarageBand
Printing problems
Palm syncing

Call to Purchase & Redeem
Pre-Paid Minutes
or to Get Help Now!
1-877-DrMac4U [376-2248]
www.doctormacdirect.com
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Kitty Spangles
Solitaire
RATING: Ott
PROS: Adorable graphics; resizable screen.
CONS: No game variations besides Klondike; no
support for sharing scores on line.
PRICE: $20
COMPANY: Swoop Software,
www.swoopsoftware.com

Kitty Spangles Solitaire, from Swoop
Software, may feature adorable car
toon characters Kitty Spangles, Ferdi
ham the pig, and Bim Bim the chimp.
But don't let their cuteness fool you:
this game isn't easy to win. In fact,
it's downright nzean when it comes to
awarding points.
T he game is easy to play. Buttons along
the bottom of the screen let you deal a
newly shuffled deck, restart your current
deck, access on-screen help, and view high
scores. You'll earn points for adding a card
to a pile, for finding all four aces, and for
winning. But you'll lose points if you

Too Cute Beneath that adorable facade, Kitty
Spangles Solitaire is downright ruthless.

double-click on a card that can't be moved
onto a pile, restock your deck, undo a move,
or remove a card from a pile to use else
where-so be sure you pay attention.
T he game's options are pretty limited.
You can adjust the volume for the few
sound effects the game includes. You can
also choose from a variety of animated
background themes. Beyond that, there
are few of the accoutrements I'm used to
in solitaire games-such as the ability to
access my iTunes playlists and online
score keeping. And Klondike solitaire
gets boring fast-I craved other varia
tions, such as Pyramid and Spider.
Kitty Spangles Solitaire does include
one nice embellishment I'd love to see
added to other card games: a resizable

Mac OS troubles
Slow booting /
Mail accounts
Airport networks
iPhoto

<

CARD GAME

Common Doctor Mac Direct
15-30 minute fixes

DI
DI

Macs who are looking for some fun strat
egy gaming. I definitely recommend the
game to RTS fans.
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Cordless Rumblepad 2
For most of the games I play, a keyboard and
a good multibutton mouse are all I need. But
a few games-especially the ones ported from
consoles-play much better when I have a
game pad in hand. Logitech's $40 Cordless
Rumblepad 2 lets you get the most from these
games while also freeing you from the con
fines of a USB cord.
The Cordless Rumblepad 2 is more comfort
able than its predecessor, thanks to its more
rounded shape. Its ten programmable action
buttonsare in the familiar places.
The RF-based controller works as far as 30
feet away from the computer and is powered by
two AA batteries that last as long as 100 hours.
This is an improvement on the original, which
used four batteries.This also makes the con
troller lighter than its predecessor. I only wish
Logitech would add acharging base.
The Cordless Rumblepad 2 features two vibra
tion feedback motors. Unfrn:tunately, this is only
marginally useful on the Mac, since few Mac
games support force feedback. The included soft-

ware is Windows-only, alas, so it will
work natively only with OS Xgames
that support the HID Manager. For other
games, you'll need a third-party utility such as
Alessandro Montalcini's USB Overdrive ($20;
www.usboverdrive.com).
The Bottom Line All in all, the Logitech
Cordless Rumblepad 2 is much better than its
predecessor. Too bad it doesn't have program
mable software.
RATING: t0t
PROS: Comfortable; power-conservative; no
wires.
CONS: No charging stand; no Mac software.
PRICE: $40
COMPANY: Logitech, www.logitech.com

www.macworld.com

screen. The cards and the game screen
scale perfectly, regardless of the size.
The Bottom Line If you're looking for
variety, you're probably better off with
another solitaire choice, such as Freeverse's
Burning Monkey Solitaire. But what Kitty
Spangles Solitaire lacks in variation it
makes up for in sheer adorability. O

Recently
Reviewed
Close Combat: First to Fi ht
OOi; MacSoft, www.macsoftgames.com; $40
MacSoft has released Close Combat: First to
Fight for the Mac. In the increasingly crowded
market for squad-based action games, First to
Fight manages to stand out as a unique and
well-executed game that focuses on real
world military tactics and situations. The game
is bound to raise the eyebrows of some politi
cally sensitive players, but that doesn't
change the fact that this game is a lot of fun
and a lot of challenge.
Close Combat: First to Fight puts you in the
role of a marine fighting in close-quarters
urban combat in the streets and alleyways of
Beirut, Lebanon. The game uses the same tac
tics real marines do. How well you make use of
the assets at your disposal determines how
well you do.
You can also play online against Mac and
PC gamers.There, you can go head-to-head in
a Fire Team Arena battle or you can play a
four-man cooperative mode (which is exceed
ingly difficult).
You'll need an 867MHz G4 with an AT/
Radeon 7500 or Nvidia GeForce2 MX graph
ics card, or better. (MacSoft recommends a
faster video card than the minimum for opti
mal results and says the graphics card you
have is more important than the CPU speed.)
Make sure to download the latest patch,
which fixes several problems; for instance, it
improves the display of graphics on high-end
Macs. For more detailson the game, check out
my first-look report (macworld.com/0531 ).

ATTENTION
IFYOU ARE A PAST OR PRESENT OWNER OF AN APPLE POWER ADAPTER SOLD
WITH OR FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER MODELS LISTED IN ATTACHMENT 1.A OR
YOU RECEIVED AN APPLE POWER ADAPTER IN APPLE' S RECALL OF " BLACK
BRICK" POWER ADAPTERS, YOU MAY BE ENTITLED TO BENEFITS UNDER THE
PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED BELOW.
This is to inform you of a proposed class action settlement that may affect
your rights. This is only a sum mary of the full Class Notice. You may obtain a full
Class Notice, which explai ns your rights and gives instructions on how to claim set
tlement benefits ifthe settlement is approved, by calling toll-free (800) 705-0686.
You can also download a copy of the full Class Notice and the Instructions, Claim
Form and Release at http://www.gilardi.com/appleadapters.
Th e propo sed settlement involves a class action laws uit aga in st Apple
Computer, Inc. ("Apple") where the plaintiff claims that the wa rranty, marketing,
advertising and sa le of certain Apple power adapters constituted violations of
California law because the adapters were allegedly defecti ve. Apple denies the
plaintiff's cla ims.
Definition of Settlement Class
The settlement applies to some of Apple's round power adapters {"Covered
Adapters"). You own or owned a Covered Ada pter if you: (1) bought one of the com
puter systems ("Subject Computers") listed below, which came with the Covered
Adapters; (2) you received an Apple power adapter in the recall of "black brick"
adapters (the computer systems included in the "black brick" recall ("Subject
Computers") are listed below); or (3) you separately bought a Covered Adapter for
a Subject Computer.
You are a member of the Class if: you reside in the United States; and you
own or owned a Covered Adapter(s); and the Covered Adapter(s) failed within three
yea rs of purchase/receipt on or before April 19, 2005; and you purchased a replace
ment adapter at you r own expense.
Settlement Benefits
If the co urt approves the settlement and you are a Settlement Class Member,
you may be entitled to the benefits described briefly below and in greater detail in
the full Class Notice.
lfyourCovered Adapter(s) failed within the firstorsecondyearfollowing pur
chase or receipt, you may be eligible to receive one cash refund of $35.00 and/ or a
$35.00 Certificate(s). If your Covered Adapter(s) failed in the third year following
pu rchase or receipt, you may be elig ible to recei ve one cas h refund of $20.00 and/or
a $20.00 Certificate.
The req uirements for obtaining cash refunds and Certificates are explained
in the full Class Notice. You may only receive one refund, and up to two Certificates,
per Subject Computer. Certificates may be used to purchase Apple-branded hard
wa re or softwa re products (excluding printer consumables, iTunes Music Store gift
certificates, and electronic software download products) priced at $65.00 or more
(pre-tax) from The Apple Store at www.a pple.com.Additional terms and conditions
on the Certificates are exp lained in the full Class Notice.
How To Receive Settlement Benefits
To receive Settlement benefits, you must complete and mail a Claim Form
by November 15, 2005. To receive a cash refund, you must also provide proof
of purchase of a replacement adapter. If you do not receive a Claim Form by
mail by June 1,2005, please call toll-free (800) 705-0686 to requestthat a Claim
Form be mailed to you, or you may download and print the Claim Form from
the website http://www.gilardi.com/appleadapters.
Hearing Notice
A Final Hearing will be held before the Honorable Jack Komar ofthe Su perior
Court of California for the County of Santa Clara, located at the Old Courthouse,
Depa rtment 17, 161 S. First Street, Sa n Jose, California 95113 on September 27, 2005,
at 9 o'clock a.m. to determine: 1) whether the proposed settlement is fa ir, reason
able and adeq uate and should receive final approval; 2) whether a settlement class
should be finally certified; and 3) whether the application of cou nsel for the class
for an award of attorneys' fees and expenses in the amount of $650,000 should be
granted.
Right To Object, Request Exclusion or Seek To Intervene
If you are a member of the proposed Settlement Class, you also have the rig ht
to exclude yourselffrom the settlement,objectto the settlement or to the payment
of attorneys' fees and expenses, or seek leave from the court to intervene. Opt
outs must be postmarked on or before August 15, 2005. Objections must be
postmarked on or before August 15, 2005, and filed with the court and actu
ally received by counsel on or before August 22, 2005. The full Class Notice
explains how to exercise these rights.
DO NOT CONTACTTHE COURT OR THE CLERK'S OFFICE FOR INFORMATION.
DATED: April 19, 2005
ATTACHMENT 1
A.
SUBJECT COMPUTERS ORIGINALLY SOLD WITH COVERED ADAPTERS
Model

Month First Shippee

Approximate Month
Shipping Discontinued

PowerBook G3 (Firewire)
iBook
iBook (Firewire)

01/2001
02/2000
07/1999
09/2000
05/2001
09/2000
B.
SUBJECT COMPUTERS ORIGINALLY SOLD WITH "BLACK BRICK" POWER
ADAPTERS, WHICH WERE REPLACED WITH COVERED ADAPTERS IN THE
"BLACK BRICK" RECALL

Model

MacCentral.com Senior Editor PETER COHEN would like a
Kitty Spangles skin for his Doom 3 characters.
www.macworld.com

Month First Shipped

PowerBook G3
PowerBook G3 Series
PowerBook G3 Bronze Keyboard

05/ 1998
10/ 1998
05/ 1999

Approximate Month
Shipping Discontinued
10/ 1998
05/ 1999
04/ 2000
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URL HOLDER

URLwell 1.2

Google Maps
macosxhints - Create hyperlinks via AppleScript
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iDVD UnOfficial FAQ » HOME
./ Apple - RSS Information

Like many people, I tend
to use my Mac's desktop
to temporarily store files.
Sifting through my files
recently, I was surprised
to find a few dozen Inter
URL well
1iJ
net Location files-the
URL bookmark files you Web-Site Waiting Room URLwell conveniently saves those "I'll
get when you drag a link check that out later" URLs so your desktop stays tidy.
from your Web browser
or an e-mail message to the Finder-that
URLwell isn't a bookmark manager,
I'd put on my desktop. I had already revis
but for its intended purpose, I've found it
ited many of them, and I realized that I to be exceptionally handy.
needed a better way to deal with these
URLs. Then I came across Enigmarelle
CALENDAR PUBLISHER
Development's free URLwell 1.2.1 (00;
www.enigmarelle.com), a storage area for
URLs. Just drag a URL you want to
store temporarily-from a Web page, an If you're a frequent user of Apple's iCal
e-mail message, or even your browser's calendar program, you know that one of
address bar-to URLwell's menu-bar icon its handiest features is the ability to
create multiple calendars that you can
and drop it there to add it to the menu.
Choosing a URL from the URLwell view individually or in any combination.
menu opens that site in a new tab or win You also likely know that you can publish
these calendars on the Internet via a
dow in your preferred Web browser.
This may sound like pretty much any .Mac account or WebDAV server, so you
browser's bookmarks menu, but URL- and others can vi ew them in a Web
well is specifically designed for URLs browser or subscribe to them in any cal
you want to check only once. You simply endar program that's compatible with the
set URLwell's preferences to either ICS format.
remove a URL from the menu or check
Tiger users can create a calendar
it off after you've used it. The only quirk group to export multiple calendars as a
I've found is that there's no way to
iC1IPubU1h
"uncheck" a checked-off item-a feature
that would come in handy if you wanted
to revisit a site again.
MZ"*'
•1rt'M
c __
URLwell's menu also bests Safari's
@j
bookmarks-at least for tracking URLs
you need only temporarily-by providing
,_.,, ...,,.,,.ri...
....;;,,,,(.
a number of useful features that help you
...~~~::~:r,.:1
manage your bookmarks. You can manu
ally add a site by typing in its name and
S N!d
URL; export your list of URLs to a text
-~~- h'"' P•tfl •
or HTML file; and clear items from the
menu (either all of them or just checked
,
off items). And via URLwell's Prefer
t
~&17"4
ences dialog box, you can manually add
and remove individual items, and you can
even grab HTML-formatted links for Calendars Coalesce iCalPublish lets you com
bine and publish multiple iCal calendars as one.
inclusion on a Web site.

iCalPubliSh 2.Q

A febntiiiiil-

$mu1

single calendar, but for people still on
Panther, there's no way to combine your
iCa l calendars into one published cal
endar. Luckily, you can get around this
limitation with The Buddy System's $15
iCa!Publish 2.0 CO•!; www.buddy.com).
iCalPublish lets you publish a single,
combined calendar, or any combination
of iCal calendars (your own or those to
which you've subscribed), to your .Mac
account or any WebDAV server.
iCa!Publish also provides some useful
options: you can add a prefix to the
names of events from a particular calen
dar (nice for seeing which events came
from which calendar); include subjects
in calendar events; and include any
notes you've added to events in iCal. You
can also control when new calendars
get published.
Despite its otherwise excellent func
tionality, iCalPublish does have a few
problems. It puts some buttons in odd
places; if you change the name of a pub
lished calendar, you need to remove the
previous calendar manually from your
server; and-due to a limitation of iCal
published calendars don't retain the
colors of the source calendars. But
iCalPublish is still a useful, one-of-a-kind
utility for Panther users who have more
than one iCal calendar and want to pub
lish tl1em together. And the included Read
Me file is clear and understandable, which
can't be said for a lot of the software I
review for Nlac Gems.
COOKIE MANAGER

Cookies Eater 1.1
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Many Web sites use cookies- small bits of
information about your browsing ses
sions-to save your login information and
preferences for viewing that site, or to
keep track of items you've added to an
online shopping cart. Sites store these
cookies on your hard drive and request
them each time you visit. For the most
part, cookies don't do any harm, and one
site can't access another site's cookies.
Still, some people have reasons for dis
abling cookies or deleting specific ones
continues
July 200S
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(for example, some cookies keep you
logged in to a site, something you may not
want on a shared computer).
Most browsers, including Safari, let you
view basic information about and manage
cookies. But if you work with your cookies
frequently, Safari's cookie-management
functionality leaves a lot to be desired.
For a better solution, check out
Nicolas Valcasara's free Cookies Eater 1.1
(00; macworld.com/0491 ). Like Safari's
own cookie options (in Preferences: Secu
rity), Cookies Eater lets you view your
cookies and sort them by domain (Web
site), name, and expiration date. You can
also get information on a cookie, viewing
its path and contents (although not its
security value). But several additional fea
tures make Cookies Eater a much better
solution tlrnn Safari for managing you r
cookies. First and foremost is its search
field: by typing a domain, or part of a
domain, into the field, you can filter the
list of cookies to just those associated witl1
that domain. (Alternatively, if you know

Cookies Eater
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Toss Your Cookies Cookies Eater lets you search for, edit, and delete individual cookies.
the name of tl1e cookie you want to find,
you can change tl1e search criterion from
Domain to Name.)
Once you've located the desired cook
ies, you can select them all and delete
them, just as you can in Safari-Cookies
Eater even lets you undo accidental

Flickr and iPhoto: Hand in Hand
One of the best things about digital
cameras is the ease with which they
.....
let you share photos. Youcan print
them on demand; e-mail them; er
as is becoming more and more pop
ular-upload them to a Web site. In
fact, some Web services focus solely
on picture sharing. One such service
has become particularly popular,
' :renwav
thanks to its array of features and
free membership level-Flickr.
At the same time, one of the
strengths of the Mac platform is
3 1 photos
iPhoto, which makes it easy and fun
to manage your images. iPhoto even Web Exporter The Flickr Export plug-in for iPhoto makes
lets youshare photos through the
it easy to post your photos on the hot new photo site.
three aforementioned methods, but
it's generally limited to publishing photos to Apple's HomePage or exporting to HTML. Wouldn't it
be great if you could publish iPhoto images directly to Flickr?
Now you can, using Fraser Speirs' open-source (and free) Flickr Export 1.2.1 plug-in for
iPhoto (O ..; www.speirs.org), which adds a Flickr tab to the Export Photo window in iPhoto 4 or 5.
You then specify a target Flickr Photoset (similar to an iPhoto album), or create a new one. Flickr sup
ports tags, and the plug-in converts your iPhoto keywords to tags that Flickr can understand.The plug
in can also fill in the image titles-and the descriptions-using the corresponding values from iPhoto.
F\ickr also offers a resize option that wi ll resize or constrain your photos before upload. This can
be useful, as its free membership level allows you to upload only 1OMB of photos each month.
Unfortunately, the plug-in currently doesn't display the available amount of upload bandwidth,
nor will it warn youthat you're about to exceed that limit-you'll find out when it happens.
According to the developer, both of these features will appear in a future version of the software.
If you use iPhoto to manage your digital photo collection but you really dig Flickr's handling of
photo publication-tagging, photo sets, a photo stream, and comments-the Flickr Export plug-in
for iPhoto may offer you the ideal bridge between the two.-DERtK DELONG
~ f l,
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deletions. But Cookies Eater has anotl1er
handy feature that power users wi ll
appreciate: you can not only view more
in fo rm ation about a cookie, but also
edit that information: domain, expira
tion date, name, path, and value. I
don't recommend editing cookies if you
don't know exactly what you're doing,
but if you do, Cookies Eater makes the
process simple.
Ifyou spend much time in Safari's Show
Cookies dialog box, you'll utili ze that
time more efficiently with Cookies Eater.
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NEW-DOCUMENT CREATOR

Document Palette
Creating a new document in OS X has
traditionally entailed switching to tlle
appropriate application, creating a new
document, choosing tl1e Save command,
and tl1en navigating-via the Save dialog
box-to tl1e folder in which you want the
new document to reside. When I create a
new docw11ent, I usually have a pretty good
idea where I'm going to save it. In fact, tl1at
folder is often open in the Finder. So I've
always wanted tl1e ability to say "Create a
new document right here."
Vertical Eye's $8 Document Palette
(O ..i; www.verticaleye.net) grants my wish.
Docwnent Palette runs as a background
application, witl1 a separate foregrmmd app
tl1at you launch just to set preferences. A
keyboard shortcut brings up a translucent
palette showing possible document types
by default, plain-text, rich-text, or HTML.
Choose one to create that type of docwnent
in the active Finder folder.
But Document Palette also lets you set
up your own document template. Just cre
ate a blank document in tlle desired appli
continues
www.macworld.com
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cation and save it to your hard drive; then
launch the Document Palette application.
Drag your document template into the
Documents window. Name the document
icon in the palette, assign it a keyboard
shortcut, and choose whether you want to
delete the original file after adding it to
Document Palette. Because the new doc
uments that Document Palette creates are
clones of your original version, they don't
have to be blank-you can add templates
of documents you frequently need, mak
ing this the most efficient way I've seen to
create new documents based on a tem
plate. Since I've started using Document
Palette, it has become a must-have in my
own OS X tool chest.

BENOITLIKEBECKHAM_l6X9

DVD RIPPER

- 7. 75 GB -

MacTheRipper
2.6.6
Having a PowerBook with a DVD drive is
great for lengthy plane flights, since it
means I can watch my own movies. But
bringing DVDs means I have to carry
more tl1ings in my travel bag, and I'd
ratl1er not risk scratching (or, even worse,
losing) all those expensive discs. And, of
course, running a DVD drive sucks up a
lot of battery power.
The solution to my dilemma is to copy
(or rip) my DVDs (movies I own, of course)
to my PowerBook's hard
drive. The best tool I've
found for the task is
the free MacTheRipper
2.6.6 (00; www.ripd if
ferent.com/-mtr/).

New Document Use Document Palette to create a new document in any
open Finder window (or on the desktop) without opening an application.

Just insert a DVD,
launch MacTheRipper,
choose your settings
(whether you want the
whole disc or just the
movie portion, for
example), and then click

DiskWarrior is
Now OS XNative
I

t's the indispensable utility that repairs problems
such as disks that won't mount, files you can't
trash, and folders that have disappeared. MacUser
magazine said, "It's the fastest and safest data
recovery utility you can buy."
Macworld magazine said, "DiskWarrior is by far
the best disk utility available for the Mac; it can
repair virtually any disk problem you may

FU LL DlSC EXTRACTION
-66 MB -

2.6. s

DVD Saver MacTheRipper copies your DVDs to
your laptop-so you can keep the originals at
home, safe and sound .

on the Go button. The ripping process
takes about 30 to 40 minutes for an
average-length DVD; when it's finished,
your movie will be sitting on your hard
drive in a folder called VIDEO_TS,
inside another folder bearing the movie's
name. To play a ripped movie, you sim
ply launch Apple's DVD Player applica
tion, choose File: Open VIDEO_TS
Folder, and then navigate to the movie's

encounter...and it is likely to become the only tool
you'll want to keep with you at all times."
David Coursey, ZDNet AnchorDesk, agrees in an
article comparing disk utilities. He used it to fix
a disk that no other utility could. "DiskWarrior is
a great product, not just because it fixed a pretty
serious screw-up, but because it showed me what
it planned to do in minute detail before doing it."
But disk damage isn't the only threat to your data.
As hard drives get older, the drive mechanisms

THE UTILITY COMPRNY

Phone: 1-800-257-6381 Fax: 281-353-9868 Email: sales.info@alsoft.com Web Site: www.alsoft.com
©2003 Alsoft, Inc. DiskWarrior is a registered trademark of Alsoft, Inc. Other product names are trademarks of their respective companies.

VIDEO_TS folder. You can now watch
the movie just as if you had inserted the
actual DVD. (fyiacTheRipper won't rip
every disc, but of the films from my
library that I've tried, it worked success
fully with all but one.)

---~~~~------Save. slldu hows to:
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iPOD PRESENTATION HOLDER

i:!EJ
( Crute Sllduhow )

iPresent It 1.2
Every seasoned presenter knows that if
you're giving an important Microsoft
PowerPoint or Apple Keynote presenta
tion, you should have a backup. Although
bringing a copy of your slide show on a
CD, a DVD, or a flash memory drive is
always a good approach, if something goes
wrong with your computer, you still have
to find another computer to use-and fast.
Wouldn't it be nice to be able to bring a
second presentation system with you?
If you've got an iPod photo, you can
do exactly that-using ZappTek's $18
iPresent It 1.2 (....; www.zapptek.com),
you can put your presentation right on
the iPod photo as a slide show and bring
it along as your backup. If disaster
occurs, you can just hook up the iPod
photo to a TV or a video projector and

Ultraportable Presentations Keep a copy of
your PowerPoint or Keynote presentations on your
iPod photo with iPresent It.

proceed with the slide show without
breaking stride.
iPresent It takes care of the entire
process for you-converting your Keynote Senior Writer DAN FRAKES (www.danfrakes.com) is also the
or PowerPoint presentation to images, reviews editor of Playlistmag.com. Send your thoughts on
optimizing the images for the iPod photo, this column, or on things you'd like to see in future columns,
and even importing them into a new album to macgems@macworld.com.
in iPhoto if desired.
GO TO WEBLOG:
Since the iPod supports only
The Mac Gems Weblog (www.macworld .com/
still images, iPresent It doesn't
macgems) contains even more reviews. Gheck
support animation (builds and
out this month's Web exclusives.
transitions). If your presenta
PRODUCT
RATING URL
DESCRIPTION
tion is in Keynote 2 format,
__. .. ·------------------ ·-···
·-·-···-· .
though, iPresent It can approx
.Blog~~!~:- .fl•l___ ma~~~~~m/0~2 ~e~)~-~~-~~~-·------·-imate builds by creating a sepa
Cordz Multi- ....
macworld.com/0493 Portable Ethernet and
Connection
phone cable
rate slide for each stage of the
Survival Tool
build. If you're using Power-

begin to malfunction. Eventually, the malfunctions
become so severe that the drive simply stops
working. DiskWarrior can automatically test for
hardware malfunctions, giving you the chance to
back up your data before it's too late.
Be prepared. Don't wait until after you have a disk
disaster to buy your copy of DiskWarrior. Bob
LeVitus, aka Dr. Mac, said, "I feel naked without
DiskWarrior." You can believe MacHome magazine
when they said, "DiskWarrior is a quick, one-click
solution to faster, more stable hard drives."

lfll
~

Macworl~
•••• 2

Point or Keynote 1 and want builds, you'll
need to create slides manually in the origi
nal presentation, one slide for (:!ach stage.
iPresent It isn't limited to a single pre
sentation; if you add multiple presenta
tion files to the slide-show list, iPresent It
will create a new slide show for each file .
iPresent It also keeps track of changes to
presentations, alerting you when you need
to update a presentation on your iPod.
Ifyour job or your grade depends on pre
sentations and you've got an iPod photo,
iPresent It is a handy tool for making sure
they go off without a hitch. Just don't for
get your iPod photo's AV cable. D

------~

-~

Glance at the outside of the OS X 10.4 box, and you'll see that the massive
metallic gray Xis bathed in a bright spotlight. Could there be a clearer indica
tion of how important Tiger's search technology, Spotlight, is to Apple?
But Spotlight's significance goes beyond Tiger's
packaging. It resides in the deepest levels of the oper
ating system.
What sets Spotlight apart from previous search
tools is its ability to catalog and search metadata
information about the file, such as the brand of cam
era used to take a digital photo, the bit rate of an
iTunes track, or the author of an e-mail message.
This metadata makes it possible to search for the
word tiger and find not only documents that contain
tiger in their file names, but also pictures from your
child's last trip to the zoo, e-mail exchanges about
Apple's new OS, and-if your musical tastes run to
early- l 980s anthems- a regrettable hit from Rocky III.
Spotlight does its work by accessing two indexes per
volume-one for metadata and another for the con
tents of files. These indexes are created on-the-fly and
in the background, so results are always up-to-date.
Unlike search systems on other platforms, Spotlight
doesn't make you update its indexes. And Spotlight is
fast because it searches the metadata index before try
ing the much larger contents index.
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A Better Finder Spotlight doesn't replace the Finder-it
augments it. You can now create smart folders which, like smart
playlists in iTunes, automatically update themselves.

If searching metadata and contents isn't enough,
you're welcome to open a file's Info window and enter
tags in tl1e Spotlight Comment field. Spotlight can
search for these comments, too.

The first sign of Spotlight is the magnifying-glass
icon that appears in the upper right corner of the
Mac's menu bar. Click on this icon (or press :J:g -space
bar), and the blue Spotlight field appears. As you type
your query, results begin to appear; the list narrows
as you continue typing. You can also tell Spotlight
what kind of item you're looking for. For example,
typing kind : application produces a list of all tlle
applications on your Mac. You can also combine
queries-entering kind:email date:today listsall
the e-mail messages you've received that day.
However you phrase your query, Spotlight returns
what it thinks are the 20 most relevant results. If what
you want is in that top 20, select the result you want,
and the document will open in its associated applica
tion (see "Just the Hits"). If you don't find what you're
looking for in that list, keep typing to narrow the
search, or click on Show All at the top of the list to view
all the results in a separate Spotlight window. (This
window also appears if you press :J:g-option-spacebar.)
Within the Spotlight window, you can group and
sort search results in a variety of ways-by date, kind,
or location, for instance. Within these groups, you'll
see the five most relevant results followed by a blue link
tlrnt tells you how many other results tl1ere are. Click
on this link to see all the found items in that group.
If your hard drive is packed with fi les, go to Spot
light's preferences to narrow what Spotlight searches
for (choose Spotlight: Preferences, or go to the Spot
light pane in System Preferences). Specify which kinds
of files you want it to look for-documents, mail mes
sages, and images, for example, but not applications and
music fi les. In this same preference pane, you can
instruct Spotlight to keep out of specific locations.
Spotlight respects OS X's permissions and won't search
the files in another user accow1t on your Mac.
Spotlight supports mul timedia in a big way. For
example, you can view images as thumbnai ls or as a
slide show. You can also add an image to iPhoto with
a single click. If you select a movie file in the Spot
light window and click on the small Information icon
to its right, you can view the movie as a thumbnail,
complete with sound. Drag that movie to the desktop
to copy the entire movie. Audio files work similarly.

BEYOND FINDER
The technology behind Spotlight also shows up in
features of Tiger's Finder, Mail, Address Book, and
System Preferences.
In the Finder, smart folders let you save search
results that update as you add or change fi les. Smart
folders appear not only in Finder windows' sidebars,
but also in the sidebar within Tiger's Open and Save
dialog boxes (see "A Better Finder").
www.macworld.com

And Address
Book 4.0 ha s a
Smart Group fea 
ture that lets you
gather contacts that
meet certai n condi
tions-peopl e who
live wiiliin a partic
ular zip code or
belong to a certain
e-mail domain, for
instance. Address
Book even all ows
you to choose a con
tact and invoke a
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Just the Hits Type in
your search term and
press return, and
Spotlight will serve up
what it considers to be
the 20 best resu lts. If
there are more than
that, then you can get
them all by choosing
Show All.
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Spotlight preference5...

Spotlight command that will show you all accessible
files pertaining to tliat contact. (For more on how
Spotlight changes Mail , see "Mail 2.0," page 57.)
Spotlight really lives up to its name in Tiger's Sys
tem Preferences: Enter a query in System Prefer
ences' Spotlight fi eld, and any system preference
related to the query will be highlighted with, yes, a
white spotlight (see "What's Your Preference?").
Not to be left out, Unix-savvy users can perform
Spotlight searches from Terminal (/Applications/
Utilities): md ls lists all tl1e metadata attributes of a
fi le, and mdfi nd performs a Spotlight-like search
from the command line.

MORE TO COM E
Spotlight is also extensible. Developers can create
Spotlight plug-i11S for tl1eir applications; with devel
oper support, it should soon be possible to find any
type of fi le on your Mac. Microsoft, for one, says ·that
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint documents will appear
in Spotlight searches. (Because of the way Entourage
stores e-mail messages, it isn't Spotlight-ready-yet.)
But expect most otl1er Mac developers to follow suit
soon.-Cl-IRlSTOPl-l ERBREEN
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What's Your
Preference?
Spotlight shows
up everywhere in
Tiger-perhaps
nowhere more
effedively than in
System Prefer
ences. You can
enter a search term,
and Spotlight will
shine a light on all the
preference panes that
match it.

When Apple gave us a preview of Tiger at last June's Worldwide Developers
Conference, it seemed that the biggest change to the Safari Web browser
could be summed up in three letters: R-5-S. But there's lots more.

Really Simple RSS
Safari's big new fea
ture is an RSS reader
built into the browser
itself. But if you want
to stick with your cur
rent reader, you can
easily add feeds to it
from within Safari.

RSS
In case you've been ignoring what all the cool kids have
been doing online lately, RSS (as in Really Simple Syn
dication, or Rich Site Summary, or RDF Site Sum
mary, or one of an apparently endless number of other
phrases that can be pared down to RSS) is a way for
Web sites to provide summaries of articles and otl1er
new content via a simple summary page called a feed.
With Safari 2.0, you no longer need a dedicated RSS
client-such as Ranchero Software's NetNewsWire
($40; ranchero.com/netnewswire)-to read these feeds.
Instead, you can read them in Safari.
As Steve Jobs has demonstrated over tl1e past year,
a blue RSS icon now appears in Safari's address bar
when you're browsing a site with an RSS feed (both
the RSS format and me Atom format are supported).
Clicking on mat icon displays the feed right in your
Safari window; a simple slider control lets you adjust
tl1e size of article summaries on-the-fly.
But Safari 2 includes a number of other neat RSS
tricks that haven't been widely covered. You can, for
example, bookmark a feed just as you would any otl1er
Web site. Once you've done so, Safari automatically
monitors it for new content, displaying the number
of new articles next to tl1e bookmark name.
Safari's Personal Clipping Service goes one step fur
ther, enabling you to search an RSS feed for a specific
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Open Image In New Window
Save Image to the Desktop
Add Image to IPhoto Library
Copy Image Address
Copy Image

More Image Options In Safari 2.0, when you right-click on an
on line image, you can add it directly to an iPhoto library or save
it to your desktop.
topic and then bookmark that search-Safari will auto
matically keep track of any new articles in that feed that
fit your search criteria, and it will notify you when such
articles appear. If you'd rather read feeds in your cur
rent RSS client, Safari lets you set your default reader
as another application; clicking on an RSS icon in the
Safari address bar will display the feed in that app.

BEYOND RSS
There's more to the new Safari tl1an just RSS:
Improved Performance Apple says that Tiger's
Safari loads pages J. 8 times faster than Safari 1.2 on
Panmer. I didn't test Safari 2 with a stopwatch, but in
my experience, it is noticeably faster tl13n me previ
ous version.
Saving Web Sites One of the most common com
plaints about Safari since its 2003 debut has been its
lack of support for saving a complete Web page to
disk. (You could save pages as PDF files, but you'd
lose links and other HTML features.) Safari now lets
you save pages as Web Archives, which preserve all
page content, including images, text, and formatting.
You can also e-mail these contents, or just a URL
link, via simple menu commands.
Private Browsing Your browsing history, cookies,
and cache files can all contain information about where
you've been on the Web and what you've seen mere.
Safari's new Private Browsing mode, announced last
year, can disable each of those features-great when
you're browsing on a public computer or if you're just
cautious. But remember that this feature isn't retroac
tive: if you've visited a site prior to enabling Private
Browsing, then remnants of that visit---cache files,
cookies, and possibly even autofill values such as your
www.macworld.com

name and password-may still be sitting around.
Parental Controls In case you don't want your kids
visiting the seedier side of the Internet, Tiger lets you
restrict Safari's reach. With this feanire enabled for an
account, your kids (or anyone else) can browse only the
sites included in the Boolmrnrks Bar; an administrator
has to add sites to the bar.
PDF Viewing You no longer need to install a third
party plug-in to view online PDFs in Safari. That
said, plug-ins such as the one install ed by Adobe
Acrobat Reader 7 or Shubertlt's PDF Browser Plug
in (free; www.schubert-it.com) sti ll provide more view
ing options than Safari 2.
Bookmark Changes Safari now feanires a jilter
search field, just like. the one in iTunes, that lets you
quickly search your bookmarks, RSS feeds, and
history. You can also search within groups (so you
can, for example, restrict your search for iPod to
just the sites you've visited recently). You can also eas
ily export your Safari bookmarks to an HTML file and
import HTML-formatted bookmarks-so you no
longer need third-party software in order to share your
boolm1arks between computers or witl1 friends.
Image Tools See a great image on a Web site? Con
trol-click on it and choose tl1e new Add Image To
iPhoto Library command to send it to iPhoto. Or
save the image file to your Desktop via tl1e Save
Image To The Desktop command.
More-Obvious Download Security When you down
load an application-or even just a disk image tlrnt
contains an application-Safari asks whether you're

Staying out of

Trouble Safari gives

Safari is limited by parental
controls.
Sdfa rr can't open the page ·nnp:/ Jv.ww.app!e.comr lwcause
a bookmark with '.lpp l e.com~ is not in vour bookmarks bar.
To return 10 the page you 'M!re viewing. d ick Co Sack. To

continue brows ing the Internet, click a webs ite in 1he
bookmarks bar.

To add

thl~

web si1e to your bookmarks bar, cllck the Add

Website buuon below. You need an adminlstra ior password

lo add this web site 10 the bookmarks bar. .,.,.1ie n If s. added,
the website wil! open.

sure you want to. If sJ le download finishes; if not,
Safari stops the download and deletes tl1e file.
Better Text Editing In Tiger, Safari offers signifi
cantly improved text editing (for example, when
you're typing text in a text-entry box). Two of the
handiest new feanires include the ability to undo and
redo, and support for standard OS X keyboard short
cuts (for example, ~-left arrow moves to the begin
ning of a line, ~ -right arrow to the end).
It's now clear that the new Safari is much more tlrnn
just "Safari with RSS." Over the past couple of years,
many Mac users have migrated from Safari to
browsers such as Firefox, Mozilla, and Opera. By
adding feanires users have been requesting for some
time, as well as many others, Apple may lure some of
these users back into the Safari fold.-DAN FRAKES

concerned parents
new tools for control
ling where their kids
can go on the Web.

Automator, one of the most interesting new features in Tiger, has a robot for
a mascot-with good reason. Automator is a utility that's designed, like the
21st-century robots we were once promised, to do all the dull, repetitive tasks
that we intelligent humans don't want to bother with.
EASIER THAN APPLESCRIPT
Unlike AppleScript, which also lets you write pro
grams to control your apps, Automator doesn't
require any actual programming. Instead, you just
create a "workflow" by dragging and dropping a
series of actions into a window.
On the left side of Automator's window, you pick
from a large collection of actions organized by
application. (It would be nice if Apple also let you
view actions by category-filing and converting, for
example.) When you find the right action, drag it
into the Workflow area. As you drag items in, they
connect to one another; the results of one step can
be passed along to the next. By sequencing these
basic actions, you can create a complex series of
tasks using several different Mac programs (see
"Like Legos").
Once an action is in the Workflow area, you can set
different options that let you define exactly what tl1at
action will do. For example, the Preview application's
Scale Images action lets you define what size or per
centage you'd like the app to scale your images to.
Let's say you wanted to automatically copy unread
Mail messages as note files to your iPod. You'd couple
four steps: an action tlrnt checks your messages in Mail,
an action that finds unread mail messages, an action
iliat combines those found messages togeilier, and an
action that generates a new iPod note.
After you've created a workflow in Automator, you
can save it as a tiny application file tlrnt you can double
click on to run. For tasks iliat act on specific files or
folders in tile Finder, you can even save the workflow
as a Finder plug-in. Once you do iliat, your workflow
will show up when you right-click in the Finder.
~

Copy Finder hems

;;., 0

To: { 1111 Desktop

Re placing e xisting files

..,_ Oprions

Like Legos By snap
ping together relatively
simple actions in
sequence, and passing
the output from one
action to the next, you
can build relatively
complex workflows in
Automator.
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Automator Everywhere In addition to providing its own
interface, Automator shows up in the contextual menus of other
apps, so you can build workflows wherever you are.

GET SOME ACTION
Tiger comes with more ilian 100 built-in actions, and
application developers and oilier iliird parties are
already busily building more. For example, by the
time you read this, a new version of Bare Bones Soft
ware's BBEdit (.... t ; $199; macworld.com/0543) will
be on the way witl1 25 actions of its own. You'll also
be able to download actions from sites such as Auto
mated Workflows (which will sell actions iliat work
with Adobe Photoshop, lnDesign, and oilier profes
sional programs [macworld.com/0542]) and Automator
World (www.automatorworld.com).
Will Automator change
tile way you use your Mac?
As long as Apple, oilier
application developers, and
iliird-party action auiliors
keep releasing new actions
at a rapid pace, it probably
will. And iliat means you'll
have more time to do things
iliat require your brain, not
just your keyboard and
mouse.-JASON SNELL
JASON SNELL is Macwor/d's editorial
director.
www.macworld.com
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With all the other features being introduced in Tiger, plain old Mail hasn't
~~~~~~ received much notice. Steve Jobs didn't even mention it when he previewed
the new OS at last June's Worldwide Developers Conference, and he only
mentioned it in passing at January's Macworld Conference & Expo.
But don't let the lack of hoopla foo l you. While Mail
has seen its share of upgrades since its 2001 debut,
none can match what's happened in Tiger.

MORE SPOTLIG HT
The most significant change in Mail is its integration
with Spotlight's search technology. When you choose
Find in Mail 2.0, Spotlight is what appears. (Of
course, Spotlight can also search through Mai l mes
sages when you aren't in Mail.)
Just as it does when operating as a stand-alone app,
Spotlight begins to search for matching e-mails as
soon as you start typing in Mail's search box. You can
search all mailboxes at once · or just tl1e one you're
currently browsing. You can search the From, To, and
Subject fields, as well as tl1e entire message.
A Spotlight search wi ll return a list of messages
that match tl1e criteria you entered; clicking on a
message reveals its entire text. Spotlight also dynam
ically updates the search list as new mail arrives. So if
you search for Jim Dalrymple and I send you a new
message, tl1e results will be updated on-tl1e-fly.

SMART MAILBOXES
Mail 2 has another way to keep track of and find mes
sages: smart mailboxes (see "Smarter E-mail"). Like
iTunes' smart playlists, tl1ese mailboxes are essentially
saved searches. Once you define a smart mailbox, all
messages meeting its criteria will appear in it, and that
list will update itself dynamically as new matching
messages arrive. As in iTunes, you can edit tl1ese cri
teria after you've created tl1e smart mailbox.
Unlike the Rules feature in previous versions of
Mail (and, again, like smart playlists in iTunes), tl1e
Smart Mailboxes feature doesn't actually move mes
sages from one mailbox or folder to anotl1er; tl1ey still
reside wherever you've put tl1em.

NEW LOOK AND MORE
The new Mail also has striking interface updates.
The drawer that used to house your e-mai l accounts'
mailboxes and fo lders has been replaced witl1 a panel
on the left-hand side of the application window.
That change makes Mail look and feel more inte
grated with the OS; it also gives Mai l a look that's
more like tl1e look of other mail apps such as Micro
soft's Entourage or Qualcomm's Eudora .
The color scheme has been modified, witl1 tl1e
toolbar background going solid gray and the back
www.macworld.com
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ground of tl1e new side panel sporting light blue. The
standard buttons have been replaced witl1 a glossy
looking toolbar, in which icons are grouped by func
tion (see "Pick Your Tools").
Apple has also added tlle ability to synchronize
several items in Mail with other computers; if
you have a .Mac account, you can configure Mail to
sync your rul es, signatures, smart mailboxes, and
accounts. The Junk Mai l filter has also been dramat
ically improved .
And Apple has tweaked some Mail preferences. You
can now specify tllat you want to automatica lly add
iCal invitations to Apple's calendar application. There
are also new options for signatures, such as the ability
to add them to individual accounts, and a much more
organized view of your signatures.-JIM DALRYMPLE

Smarter E-mail
Smart mailboxes in
Mail-which are based
on Spotlight-let you
define dynamically
updated mail fo lders
the same way you
define smart playlists in
iTunes.

JIM DALRYMPLE is Macworld.com's news editor.
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Pick Your Tools The
Mail toolbar has been
substantially revamped,
with new tool icons
grouped by function.
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Dashboard has been variously described as the return of Desk Acces
sories, the return of HyperCard, and a rip-off of Konfabulator. But the
point is that Dashboard is supposed to make basic computing tasks easy
and quick-and on that level, it's a success.
The concept behind Dashboard is new but straightfor
ward: it's like an alternative Finder desktop, la1mched
and then hidden by pressing Fl2, containing mini
applications called widgets. These apps range from
calculators, games, and weather reports to search tools
and front-ends for more-complex apps (see "Early
Favorites" for a few of the ones I like best so far).
Tiger ships with 14 widgets, including that afore
mentioned weather report, a world clock, a stock
ticker, and an iTunes controller. Apple has also made
it easy to add to those 14: clicking on More Widgets
(from the Dashboard layer) takes you to www
.apple.com/macosx/dashboard. There, you' ll be able to
check out and download additional widgets (some are
free and some are demo versions).
Downloads
"Serenity.wdgt" is an application.
Are you sure you want to download the application
"Serenlty.wdgt"?

(

Cancel )

Auto-Widget Installer Download a widget off the Web, and
you'll get this dialog box asking whether you want to download
the application. Click on Download, and the widget installs itself.

Because widgets are made up of HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript, plenty of third-party developers will be
cranking them out, too. Prior to Tiger's ship date,
there were already dozens of third-party widget sites.
Wherever you get your widgets, Apple has done a
little behind-the-scenes magic to make them install
themselves: If the site you're downloading from has
done its work correctly, you should be able to click on
a link in Safari and download the widget. When you
see an alert warning you that your download contains
an application (see "Auto-Widget Installer"), click on
Download, and the widget will move itself into !your
user folder/Library/Widgets/. From tl1ere, the widget
wi ll automatically be available the next time you're in
Dashboard. Note that if you've turned off the Open
"Safe" Files After Downloading option in Safari's
preferences, you won't get a warning message, and
your widget won't automatically install.
Because Apple has put Dashboard's preferences in
Expose's preference pane, you may think the two
tools have something in common. Actually, they
don't. That said, if you're used to the way Expose
makes application windows appear and disappear,
switching to and from the Dashboard layer should
quickly become second nature.
Once you've switched over to the Dashboard layer,
click on the plus-sign-in-a-circle icon in the lower
left corner to call up the Widget Bar, where you'll see
an alphabetical, graphical list of all the widgets
installed on your Mac.

Where's That
Widget? These are
only about a third of
the widgets I have on
my machine-and
Dashboard is still too
crowded.

It's easy to get carried away downloading cool wid
gets to the bar; I currently have to scroll tl1rough as
many as five bars to find the one I want (see "Where's
T hat Widget?"). Because relaunching widgets is a
multistep process, the easiest thing to do is to leave
1widgets open once you've laun ched them. Whe n you
want to close a widget, just hold down tl1e option key
while hovering over it; tl1e Close dialog box for only
that widget wi ll then appear.

My guess is that most Mac users, even those who
might once have thought twice about launching
an additional app or heading out on the Web
to look up a bit of information, wi ll soon find
themselves pressing the F12 key dozens of times
a day.-DORI SMITH
DORI SM ITH is the author of the upcoming Dashboard Widgets for Mac OS X
Tiger: Visual QuickStart Guide (Peachpit Press, 2005).

The biggest new feature in iChat AV 3.0 is its support for multiple-user chats.
You can now create a video chat with as many as three other people, or an
audio chat with as many as nine others. These features really work, but not
quite as simply as Apple has made it sound.
FOUR-WAY VIDEO
To keep chats going under less-than-ideal circum
stances, iChat prioritizes audio and the frame rate of
the video signal (without which a video chat would be
awkward at best and unusable at worst). In their
place, iChat sacrifices picture quality.
As a result, images of participants sometimes go
horribly out of focus. In my experience, three people
chatting produces relatively little blurring, but tl1row
in a fourth, and suddenly a couple of people go off to
fuzzy-camera land.
One way to avoid that is to let whoever has the
fastest connection to the Internet initiate tl1e chat.
iChat designates one system as the host of the chat,
and it should be the fastest system on the fastest con
nection because it'll do tl1e bulk of tl1e work.
According to Apple, a four-person video chat in
iChat AV 3 requires a dual-I GHz G4 or GS Mac witl1
at least a 384-Kbps Internet connection; just to par
ticipate, you need a I GHz G4, a dual-800MHz G4,
or a GS, as well as a 100-Kbps connection.
When you aren't bumping up against bandwidth
constraints, image quality in iChat AV 3 seems quite
a bit better than in previous versions. That's tlrnnks
to the new H.264 video-compression scheme used
throughout Tiger (see "QuickTime 7.0 and H .264,"
page 63).

SECURITY
iChat AV 3 is also more secure tl1an its predecessors.
Previously, the app supported both the AOL
Instant Messenger service and local chatting via
Rendezvous. Those two features remain intact
(though Rendezvous has been renamed Bonjour). But
there's now a third server option for iChat: Jabber.
Jabber is an open-source chat-service protocol.
IT types like Jabber because it lets them set up a chat
server of their own and dole out official corporate
chat accounts; messages sent to and from those

Can You See Me?
When your connections
or systems can 't keep
up with iChat AV 3.0's
demands, the program
blurs out some of its
images to save band
width.
62
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Hey, Buddy! iChat finally catches up with AOL when it comes
to grouping your chat partners.

accounts can then be sent via SSL encryption. (No
surprise: The Tiger version of Mac OS X Server has
a built-in Jabber server.)
For home users, Apple has added parental con
trols to iChat. From the Parental Controls tab of the
Accounts preference pane, you can limit the people
your kids chat with to a specific list of accounts
school friends, grandparents in Florida, and you
and nobody else.

BUDDY GROUPS
With iChat AV 3, Apple has finally done AOL
buddy groups right. Now when you activate Groups
(View: Show Groups), each group of buddies is
preceded by a collapsible gray header. Clicking on
the header toggles between showing and hiding
the members of that group. Creating and editing
groups is easy, too: click on the plus sign in the
Buddy List window to add a buddy or a group; and
use the Edit Groups option to add, rename, or
delete groups.
Lots of people I chat with like to use iChat's
status message to show the music they're listening
to. Until Tiger, that required third-party utilities.
Now this function is built into iChat. Just select
Current iTunes Track from the list of status-line
options, and iChat will automatically update itself to
reflect your currently playing track's title and
artist.-JASON SNELL
www.macworld.com

QuickTime does more than let you watch those video
clips your coworkers are always sending you. When
ever you use video within OS X-for example, when
you launch a video chat using iChat AV, edit video clips
in iMovie, or encode audio files in iTunes-you're
using the QuickTime architecture built into OS X.
QuickTime 7.0, the updated application that ships
with Tiger, makes that architecture stronger than ever.
The biggest advance in QuickTime 7 is the pres
ence of the H.264 video codec (compressor/decom
pressor) . Just as music files based on the AAC audio
codec in iTunes sound better than MP3 files of the
same size, video files based on the H.264 video
codec look better than video based on other codecs.
The QuickTime 7 Player itself also adds some nice
features . Full-screen controls let you play, pause, stop,
fast-forward, or rewind a movie, as well as adjust vol
ume and scroll through a movie-all while you're in
full-screen mode. Previously, you had to switch out of
full-screen mode to make such adjusnnents. Quick
Time 7 also features live window resizing, which keeps
playback smooth and continuous when you adjust the
player's window: it actually stretches or compresses in
front of your eyes, instead of jumping from one size to

When it comes to keeping your Mac in sync with
.Mac in Tiger, don't even think about using iSync.
T hat works only with your Mac and your cell phone,
iPod, or PDA now. If you want to sync data from
your Mac to your .Mac account or to another Mac,
you need to do so via the .Mac preference pane's
new Sync tab.
The Sync tab provides a conduit for syncing data
between your Mac and your .Mac account. Once you
register other Macs with the .Mac Sync Server (for
this, use the Advanced tab), you can synchronize data
among them all.
In Panther, you were able to synchronize Address
Book, iCal, and Safari bookmarks. In Tiger, you can
synchronize your keychains, Mail accounts, and even
Mail rules, signatures, and smart mailboxes. If you
have more than one Mac, you can keep them all syn
chronized, even when you're on the road. Just set the
Sync pane on each machine to sync with your .Mac
account at regular intervals.
Still, T iger misses the Holy Grail of Sync Services:
synchronizing system and application preferences
between multiple Macs. You can't, for example,
drag your Preferences folder (/your user folder/
www.macworld.com

the other. This addition, as well as
many other QuickTime improve
ments, comes courtesy of Apple's
new Core Video technology,
which al lows for hardware
accelerated processing.
There's more: the new A/V
Controls window lets you deter
mine how fast you jump back or
forth through a movie's frames; a
new Playback Speed slider slows
down playback, to half of normal
speed, or quickens it, up to three
times as fast; you can now quickly
capture and share movies from an iSight or another
FireWire-based camera; and while the DVD Player in
Panther added multichannel audio output for watch
ing DVDs, QuickTime 7 is the first version to offer
surround-sound through QuickTime Player itself.
All those deta ils are nice, but it's the video in
iChat and the higher quality playback that many
users will appreciate most.-JONATHAN SEFF

Full-Screen Gem
Quicklime 7's new
full-screen controls let
you play, pause, stop,
fast-forward, or rewind,
as wel l as adjust vo l
ume and scroll through
a movie.

JONATHAN SEFF is Macworld's senior news editor.

Library/Preferences)-or anything else for that mat
ter-to the Sync pane. That means there's no easy
way to make sure the Dock, Dashboard, Expose, and
Desktop & Screen Saver behave the same way on all
your Macs. Sure, you can hack your way around this.
(I log in remotely via SSH and copy .plist files from
one machine to the other.) But if Apple's going to let Set Your Sync Using
me sync my keychains, why not let me sync my sys the new Sync pane, you
can automatically sync
tem and application preferences, too?
So while Tiger's synchronization is better than it with your .Mac account
was in Panther, it falls short of everything it could be. at regu lar intervals.
·"''
I'll let .Mac Sync handle the 6 0 "
small stuff, but I'll keep using B~
<~
Ken Boyd's RsyncX (archive
________ J "'~"' ._ i ;""' - ..,,,_.. . ,
.macosxlabs.org/rsyncx/) or
·-l'.IDl
""m
'"n
m•l•;<>
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••
[!! s.,nduoniu wlt h .M'"1
Econ Technologies' ChronoSync (www.econtechnologies
.com) for syncing preferences

and files between multiple
machines.-CHUCK TOPOREK
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CHUCK TOPOREK is the author of Mac OS

X Tiger Pocket Guide (O'Reilly, 2005) and
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Inside .Mac (O'Reilly, 2004).
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It may not have the wow factor of Automator or Spotlight, but OS X's Unix
plumbing has been given a major makeover.
The biggest change for casual command-line users is
the compatibility of Unix tools like mv and cp, (move
and copy, respectively) with HFS+ structures. So
now, if you need to move files with resource forks
such as program files-you can do so without special
tools such as MvMac or CpMac.
For developers, the changes are more
substantial. The new 64-bit support in
Tiger, for example, means that they can
implement 64-bit support at the Unix
level. Most of that 64-bit support is at
the engine level, not the window level.
So the core system libraries-such as
libsystem-are 64-bit, but Cocoa and
Carbon libraries and frameworks are
not. As Apple introduces 64-bit support
at the Carbon and Cocoa levels, developers will
gradually be able to implement it in the higher lev
els of their apps.

The developer tools have gained some critical new
features. For anyone building Unix applications, OS
10.4 ships with the GCC 4.0 compiler collection,
which supports C, C++, Objective-C, and other pro
gramming languages. Xcode 2.0 lets you model your
code in a visual mode, so you can see the structure of
your code outside of the code itself. This is most evi
dent in the new Core Data features, which allow
to graph your database design, and have Xcode use th t
graph to create the database sm1ctures for you to use
Core Data also lets you drop a database entity tha't
you create in Xcode onto Interface Builder, which can
then use that to create a prototype user interface fqr
you. Since Apple is embedding the SQLite databas~
engine in Tiger, between that and Core Data, data
base developers will be looking at the Mac in a whok
new light.-JOHN c. WELCH
'
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JOHN C. WELCH is a columnist for MacTech magazine.
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If you remember when Apple released Panther, you might recall the arriva l of
Core Audio and Core MIDI. Those two technologies introduced low-level archi
tectural changes that audio applications, such as Apple's Logic, could exploit.
Apple has pulled off much the same trick in Tiger,
only this time with graphics. OS X 10.4 adds Core
Image technology, which gives developers easier
access to pixel-level effects than they had in previous
versions of OS X. It also offers a new way to create
such effects.
More specifically, Core Image lets apps take
advantage of the speedy, programmable graphics
processing units, or GPUs, in today's ATI and
Nvidia video cards. If your video card doesn't have a
programmable GPU, Core Image makes more effi
cient use of your CPU by adjusting for Velocity
Engine and dual processors.
Core Image relies on Image Units, its plug-in
architecture for accessing filters, transitions, and
effects. There are about 100 Image Units included
with Tiger, along with blurs, color blends, sharpen
ers, gradients, transitions, halftones, and distortions.
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Developers can tap into these filters without having
to write their own; they can also create new ones that
will work across applications.
While all of the Core technologies (Core Audio,
Core Image, and Core Video) are clearly targeted at
developers, end-users ultimately benefit as well.
Core Image creates a new standard for graphics
plug-ins that your apps can exploit, and makes
better use of the fast new graphics cards included
in Macs.
As Tiger ships, Core Image is supported on
ATI Mobility's Radeon 9700, Radeon 9600 XT,
9800 XT, and X800 XT cards, and on Nvidia's
GeForce FX Go 5200, GeForce FX 5200 Ultra, and
GeForce 6800 Ultra DDL and 6800 GT DDL
cards. Look for Core Image support to appear in
other cards with programmable GPUs in the
future.-JONATl-IAN SEFF
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Add a Double-Layer DVD·
Burner to Your eMac
Apple's eMac provides a lot of bang for the buck. But you can add an
even bigger bang for less than $100: a modern optical drive capable of
recording double-layer DVDs. By adding one of these drives to your Mac,
you'll be able to create DVDs that can hold as much as 8.SGB of data
almost twice what a single-layer DVD can (see "Double Your Pleasure").
From the outside, the eMac appears to be impene
trable. Not so. All you need are the proper tools, a
measure of patience, and our guidance. (You can per
form this upgrade on many other Macs as well. See
"New Options for Older Macs.")
Keep in mind that these instructions apply to the
current eMac-known as the eMac (USE 2.0)-and
the previous eMac (ATI Graphics) models. Disas
sembling the original eMac, which was sold between
April 2002 and May 2003, requires a couple of
extra steps-including removing the speakers and
the fan assembly.
When you're shopping for an internal DVD
burner, look for one made by Pioneer. Its drives offer
the greatest compatibility with the Mac operating
system, and recent versions don't require the kind of
firmware updates that other drives demand. Pio-

(

neer's current SuperDrive is the DVR-109, which
can burn both single- and double-layer DVDs. D
Contributing Editor CHRl510PHER BREEN is alsci the editor in chief of
Playlistmag.com.

1

Make the eMac Comfy

What You'll
Need:
> #2 Phillips
screwdriver
> 2.Smm hex
screwdriver
> Needle-nose
pliers •
> Optical drive
(we used a Pio
neer DVR-108,
from Other World
Computing)

66

Warning! If you suspect that anything in these instruc
tions is beyond your abilities, do not attempt to upgrade
your eMac. Have a tinker-happy friend or a qualified com
puter technician do it for you.The computer's CRT display
can store lethal amounts of electricity even when the eMac
is unplugged. Although this project won't get you too
close to the display components, you should avoid playing
around unnecessarily inside your e'Mac. If you monkey with
the wrong parts, bad things could happen-the least of
which is that you'll destroy your computer.
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Shut down the eMac and unplug anything connected
to it (power, USB, Ethernet, and FireWire cables, for
example). To be ultrasafe, leave the eMac unplugged
for 24 hours so any electricity held in the CRT has
time to dissipate. Place the eMac monitor-side down
on a towel or carpet to protect the screen from
scratches. Turn it so the user-access door faces you.

Remove the User-Access Door

2

Using the Phillips screwdriver, unscrew the single
screw 0 holding the user-access door in place, and
put the door aside. If there's an AirPort card installed,
detach its antenna cable, pull the card from its slot,
and set it aside.
www.macworld.com

Unscrew the Case

3

Below the user-access door opening, you'll see two
plastic feet held in place by Phillips screws @.These
screws also help hold the case together. Remove the
screws and put the feet aside.
Next, use the hex screwdriver to remove the hex
screw 0 between the two feet, just below the door
opening.
Two similar hex screws appear on each of the
remaining three sides of the eMac's case. Remove
these screws as well.

Lift Off the Case

4

With the user-access door opening
facing you, carefully lift the case
about two inches straight up. Look
in through the door and find the
power-button cable attached to the
left side of the case CD. Take note of
which way the power-button cable
bends (this will help you reattach it
when you're done).
Now reach in through the user·
access door opening and carefully
detach the power-button cable.
Caution: Be sure to pull the con
nector straight out, not out at an
angle. The plastic surrounding the
connector is brittle.
Once you've disconnected the
power-button cable, lift the case
straight up and put it aside.

Double Your
Pleasure

5

Remove the
Faraday Plate
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On the bottom of the eMac,
you'll see a large metal plate.
This is the Faraday plate,
which covers the media drive.
Remove the four Phillips
screws @ holding the Faraday
plate in place. Before you
remove the plate, note how
the gray cable above the
plate <a is arranged (you'll
need to duplicate this later
when you replace the plate).
Gently pull the top of the
plate toward you, creating
an inch-wide gap. Push the
plate down to unhook the
metal tabs at the bottom of
the plate. Then pull the plate
toward you and lift it out.

Double-layer DVDs (sometimes referred to as
dual-layer or DVD9 discs) are nothing new.
Hollywood has been using such discs for
years to hold not only full -length block
busters, but also scads of bonus material.
What is new is the introduction of inexpen
sive, Mac-compatible DVD drives capable of
recording double-layer discs.
The advantage of these drives is that they
can burn almost twice as much data as a
single-layer drive.This makes their discs not
only useful for data backups, but also a great
way to store higher-quality video-with more
room, you can forgo compressing your video.
So how does it work? Double-layer DVDs
have two recordable dye layers separated by
a spacer.The drive burns the innermost
layer-from the inside of the disc to the outer
edge-using a low-energy beam. The burner
then refocuses the beam and burns the outer
layer from the outside edge in .
Double-layer DVDs are compatible with
nearly all consumer DVD players. But they're
not inexpensive. Single-layer DVDs in bulk cost
less than $1 per disc, while double-layer DVDs
cost around $8 per disc.
Another disadvantage of double-layer
burning is that its support on the Mac is lim
ited. iDVD 5.0.1 supports double-layer burn
ing onlywith Pioneer 109 drives. DVD Studio
Pro 3.0.2 (and later) is compatible with all
double-layer systems. Your other option is to
use third-party software such as Roxio'sToast
6 ($100; www.roxio.com) or later, which
does support burning to double-layer media
on the Mac.
continues
July 2005
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Remove the Optical Drive

6

Disconnect the long black data-cable connector © and multicolored
power connector Cl from the back of the optical drive. If you have trouble
removing the power connector by hand, use needle-nose pliers on either
edge of the connector and pull it straight up.
The optical drive is held in place by four Phillips screws-two 0 on
either side of the drive bracket. Remove these screws and set them aside.
Pull the drive toward you and remove it.
Finally, remove the EMI shield @> from the end of the old drive and
place it on the end of the new drive.

Reassemble the eMac

7

To reassemble the computer, follow the previous steps in reverse order.To
replace the Faraday plate, insert the bottom first. Next, lift the plate until the
tabs at the bottom of the plate fit into the cutouts on the eMac's chassis.
Then push the top of the plate into position and screw in the four screws.
Replacing the power-button cable is perhaps the trickiest part of this proj
ect.You have to slip your right hand in through the user-access door opening
between the chassis and case while holding the case with your left hand.
People with large hands will find this a difficult fit. Before you reattach the
power-button connector, be sure it's oriented correctly. (If you push the con
nector in upside down, you could bend the three small pins in the recep
tacle-making it impossible to connect the two without first straightening
these fragile pins.) Then push the connector straight into the receptacle.

Configure the
New Media Drive

8

Connected CO/ DVD wri ters
If you're running OS X 10.4 with
Vendor
Model
Pro fl le
Apple's ilife programs, the
lj.!1Wfr
'19tll·JSl.lfodU!ft1MiiW
system should recognize the
double-layer burner. If you're
running an earlier version of OS
X, it won't. To change this, you'll need to install Christian Moeller's free
PatchBurn utility (www.patchburn.de). PatchBurn alters OS X's built-in CD
·and DVD drivers to make them recognize unsupported single- and double
layer burners.
Reattach the eMac's cables, start it, and then download and install Patch
Burn.When you restart your computer, you should be able to use your new
media drive to burn discs in the Finder. iTunes, iPhoto, and iDVD. But keep in
mind that you'll need additional software to burn double-layer discs.
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New Options
for Older Macs
Of course, eMacs aren't the only systems in which you can
install a new double-layer DVD burner. You can upgrade
your laptop, desktop, or even your Mac mini with one of
these new optical drives.
Other World Computing sells a wide range of double
layer drives, including those for the iMac GS and the Mac
mini (macworld.com/0539). MCE Technologies (macworld
.com/0540) also sells internal drives for a range of laptops.
However, if you want to upgrade an iBook, you'll have to
send the computer .to MCE, who'll do the work.
If you're doing the job yourself, here are some resources
that will help you make the switch:
First-Generation G4 For step-by-step instructions on
installing a DVD burner in a first-generation G4, go to
macworld.com/0567.
PowerBook G4 You can download in-depth assem
bly guides for PowerBook G4s-and many other laptop
models-at PB Fixlt (www.pbfixit.com). This very useful
site offers a series of free downloadable PDFs and on line
tutorials for replacing just about any part in your
laptop.- KELLYLUNSFORD

www.macworld.com
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SECRETS BY JACKIE DOVE

WORKING MAC
Solve Font Problems
Most mortals, with the exception of graphic designers, almost never
think about fonts. But ignoring your fonts can lead to trouble. Font
mishaps can be the source of mysterious application and computer
crashes, slowdowns, poorly substituted fonts in print, and other per
plexing problems. Just one corrupt font can be very bad news.
The New Font Order introduced in OS X made font
handling-always tricky at best- even more complex.
(For a basic OS X primer, see "End Font Frustration,"
at macworld .com/0423 .) Here's how to diagnose and
solve some of the most common problems.

dangerous. The safer route is to deactivate the ones
you don't use. See the next section for details.

Massive Font Menus
My Font menu is huge and unwieldy. Is there a safe way to
remove fonts and confine my choices to the ones I use?

The Doubting Deleter
Iremoved some fonts from my Font folder to shorten my Font
menus. Now my Mac crashes on startup. What happened?

Sayonara, Seldom
Used Fonts Tired of
foreign-language fonts
clogging your menus?
It's easy to disable
them with Panther's
(or Tige r's) Font Book
application.

You may have removed fonts with names you
didn't recognize or fonts you don't use from
your /System/Library/Fonts fo lder. Unfortunately,
Mac OS requires some of those fonts in order to
function properly.
If you remove LucidaGrande.dfont, for example,
your system won't boot. By the same token, some pro
grams (Address Book, for one) need Helvetica to dis
play text correctly. OS X must have the following fonts :
the AquaKana.otf family, Keyboard.dfont, LastResort
.dfont (a special font used to show missing characters in
other fonts), and LucidaGrande.dfont (the font most of
the system uses for menus and dialog boxes).
If you work in the Classic environment at all,
make sure you don't delete Charcoal, Chicago,
Geneva , Monaco, or New York from Classic's Fonts
folder (OS 9 System Folder/Fonts).
Basically, deleting fonts that come with OS X
(especially anything in /System/Library/Fonts) is
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The easy, free way to depopulate your Font menu is
to use Font Book (in your Applications folder). Font
Book offers a friendly interface that lets you view
fonts individually or in family groups- for example,
Aria l italic, bold, and regular. Most important, Font
Book can deactivate fonts. In other words, instead of
deleting a font from tl1e operating system, Font Book
simply removes it from your Font menus.
You could use Font Book to deactivate those for
eign-language fonts you never use (see "Sayonara,
Seldom-Used Fonts"), for instance. Here's how:
1. Launch Font Book.
2. You'll see a Collection column, a Font column,
and a preview window. From here you can see each
font individually or within its collection. For
instance, you'll see Korean, which includes six fonts,
and J apanese, which includes four.
3. You can deactivate tl1ese fonts one by one, shift
click to select a contiguous group to deactivate, or
option-click to select a group of individual fon ts.
After you make your selection, click on the Disable
button (in Tiger, click on the check-box icon). In the
dialog box that appears, click on Disable again. In
Panther, you can also disable an entire collection by
selecting Font Book: Preferences and then activating
the Disabling A Collection Turns Off All Fonts In
The Collection option. In Tiger, select the collection
and choose Edit: Disable collection narne.
T he fonts won't disappear from most Font menus
until you close and relaunch your programs. If you ever
need to write a note in Japanese, return to Font Book
and follow these steps again, but you'll instead click on
tl1e Enable button to reactivate the needed font.

Where'd Everything Go?
When I open Font Book, I can't see some of the fonts I've
installed. What's going on?
www.macworld.com

Take Out the Cache
\i\Thile Font Book gives you a lot of control over
activa ting and deactivating fonts, it wo n't display
fonts you've install ed with other type managers.
If you work primarily in Appl e's TextEdit, Mail,
Pages, or Keynote, then use OS X's Font panel to
view and organize your fonts. T his sophi stica ted
font viewer appears only in Apple's OS X-native
applications and a few other applications that sup
port it. In addi tion to letting you view fonts, the
Font panel lets you organize fonts into coll ections,
as well as select and manage th em so you can find
and use them easily.
To access the Font panel in TextEdit, for example,
select Format: Fonts: Show Font. The Font panel
wi ll appear.
Apple has created some default collections for you,
such as Classic, Fixed Width, Fun, and Modern. You
can add, delete, and replace collections at wi ll. Here's
how to create a new collection:
1. In the Collections column, click on th e plus
sign button (+). A new, unn amed collection will
appear in the column. Name it anything you wa nt.
2. Select the All Fonts collection at the top of the
column . In the middle column , you'll see all the
enabled fonts in your system.
3. Select the fonts you want in your new collection
and then drag and drop them onto the collection you
just made. It doesn't matter if they're activated.
\i\Then you click on your new collection icon, you'll
see the fonts you moved.

Porting PC Fonts
I've just switched to the Mac from Windows. How do Irebuild
my font collection?
The good news is that you don't have to. In OS X
10.2 and later, your Mac can display Windows fonts
as easily as Mac fonts. In the past, the major incom
patibility between Mac and Windows fo nts was that
Mac font fil es incl uded both a data fork and a
resource fork-Windows files have only a data fork.
As of OS X, however, Apple created a new font for
mat, dfont (or data-fork TrueType font), which
stores all its resources in the data fork. So OS X can
now display Windows TrueType and U ni x fonts as
well as all Mac and OpenType fo nts. And you can
install all the fon ts from those megafo nt CDs with
no worries.

Mysterious Crashes
My system keeps freezing and hanging, my apps crash for no
reason, and everything is running slowly. I fixed my permis-

~

GOTO WEB:

If you have 15 copies of Helvetica and aren't
sure why or what to do, we can help. Go to
macworld.com/0425 to learn howto deal with
vexing duplicate fonts.

www.macworld.com

Are you experiencing garbled text, fonts that refuse to delete, or appli
cation crashes? Your problem may not reside within the fonts them
selves-it may be within their cache files. OS Xuses these files to
keep track of the fonts you've insta lled and the characters each one
uses. If the cache files become corrupt, you've got trouble in font city.
•
Happily, the solution is simple: delete the cache files. When you do,
OS Xcreates new, uncorrupted copies with default settings. You can either let a third
party utility do this for you or take the do-it-yourself approach .
A Helping Hand If you prefer having a utility take out the trash for you, Irec
ommend Font Finagler ($1 O; macworld.com/0426). This utility creates a list of all
the relevant cache fil es on your drive and then lets yo u delete them with the click of
a button.
DIV Details To do it yourself, locate the cache fi les in the Finder and drag them to
the Trash. It's that simple. In some cases, you'll need an administrator's password. Here
are the items to mark for extinction (and where you'll find them):
> com.apple.ATS.plist: This file is located in /your user folder/Library/Prefer
ences.Amo ng other things, it contains information about whichfonts you've disabled
via Font Book. Deleting this fil e will likely reactivate disabled fonts.
> com.apple.ATS: This folde r is located in /Library/Caches. Delete it along with
all its contents.
> fontTablesAnnex: This fi le is located in /System/Library/Caches; if it's cor
rupted, it's the likeliest cause of garbled text. Delete it.
> Office Font Cache: This fi le is located in /your user folder/Li brary/Preferences/
Microsoft. Delete it if your font troubles are restricted to Microsoft Office applications.
> All other files whose names include .ATS or font: These are located in
the /Syste m/Library/Caches folder.The com.apple.ATS.System.fcache and com.apple
.ATSServer.FODB_System files are the most importa nt ones to delete. But it can't hurt
to get rid of all of them .
Whichever method you choose, restart your Mac after deleting the cache files.
That's the best way to make sure OS X immediately and correctly creates new fi les. If a
corrupt font is actuallycausing your problem, eliminating the cache files won't help
but clean ing out your font caches is often effective and certainly easy. So before has
sling with your fonts, give it a try.-TED LANDAU
'

sions, ran a diagnostic utility, and updated my virus defini
tions. But none of this has helped.What's wrong?
Corrupt fonts or fo nt caches may be to blame (see
"Take Out the Cache" for information about cache
problems). System crashes and other troubles with your
hard drive or operating system can cause font corrup
tion. Crashes are particularly damaging to fonts, and
since your fonts are open during a crash, any document
you're working on, and the fo nts associated with it, can
become corrupted. It's all too easy to overlook font cor
ruption as a potentia l problem, but your computer's
performance will suffer until you figure it out and fix it.
\i\Thile there are fewer instances of corrupt fonts in
OS X, legacy fonts from earlier Mac operating sys
tems, and fonts from nonstandard vendors, can sti ll
cause problems. OS X checks automatically and deac
tivates fonts that look corrupt. But the only way to
repair them is to buy and run a third-party font-repair
utility. Many commercial packages are available, and
most offer demo versions so you can try them out (see
macvvorld.com/0424 for a list of all recent reviews). 0
JACKIE DOVE is Macwor/d's senior associate editor.
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Corral Your Classical Music
If you 're a fan of classical music, then you've probably, at some point,
become frustrated with iTunes and the iPod. Track information from
the Web is inconsistent, pieces are difficult to tag and categorize, and
imported songs don't flow seamlessly into one another. But you can
have your Mozart and enjoy it, too, with these simple tips.
Eliminating Gaps
Most audio players-the iPod included-can't
play music without gaps between the tracks. For
many types of music, this isn't a major problem. But
for classical music (especially opera), it can be a deal
breaker. Even a short blip between a recitative
and an aria is enough to min the effect of G . F.
Handel's greatest works for the stage.
For listening in iTunes, you can turn on
Crossfade Playback (in iTunes' Audio prefer
ences) and set it to 0 seconds-that does a
pretty good job of keeping the flow. But a bet
ter workaround for iTunes and iPod play
back is to combine multiple tracks into
one. When you're importing a CD, select a
group of tracks and choose Join CD Tracks from
the Advanced menu-this will cause iTm1es to join
those tracks into one long music file upon import.
iTunes displays the tracks with a vertical bracket indi
cating that they're to be joined (see "Join In").

Want more tips
on digital music?

For iPod- and
iTunes-related
expert advice and
breaking news,
as well as reviews
of all the latest
gadgets, check out
playlistmag.com.

· ~ Song Name

Time I Composer
12 :4 3 GustJ.V Mahler
8:10 Gustav Mahler
9:37 Gustav Mahler
17:46 Gust01v Mahler

1 [I
2

I!!

II

Ill
IV

Join In The Join CD

Tracks command helps you
combine several tracks
into one, so iTuneswon 't
create those distracting
small gaps between songs
or play pieces out of order.
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I Artist

NOR Sinfon leorchester,
NDR Sinfonieorches ter,
NOR Sinfonieorchester,
NOR Sinfon ieorchcster,

' Album

Kyrill
Kyrill
Kyrill
Kyrill

Kon dr:uh ln

Ma hler Sinfonle Nr.l

Kandra.sh in

Mahler Slnfonie Nr, l

Kondrashln
Kon dr.:i.sh in

Mahler Slnfonle Nr. l
Mahler Sinfonie Nr. l

You can combine an entire CD or just parts of it.
Say you want to import a symphony as one track, but
the CD contains two symphonies. Select the tracks
of the first and join them, and then do the same for
the second- when you import the CD, each sym
phony will be a single, free-flowing track. The
downside is that you lose the ability to listen to
individual movements or arias without scrubbing
through a file.
If you've purchased music from the iTunes Music
Store, or if you've already ripped your CDs as indi
vidual tracks and don't want to rip them again, then
you have a few options. Jack Gill's Track Splicer
AppleScript (macworld .com/0470) lets you join
unprotected tracks in iTunes (as long as they have
the same format and bit rate). Alternatively, you can
burn an audio CD from protected files and then
reimport the tracks, joining the ones you want to.
T he second method may mean you lose some qual

ity, but if you reimport tracks at the same bit rate,
the loss should be negligible.

Tagging Classical Music
Having correct tags for your music is essential. As
long as you have Connect To Internet When
Needed selected in iTunes' General preferences,
iTunes searches the online Gracenote
CD Database for artist, album, and track
information when you insert a CD. The prob
lem is that when you're dealing with classical
music, this information is often wrong or
incomplete, or the tags show up in the wrong
fields . To best manage your music, you'll
need to do some tweaking.
Many classical CDs show up as compila
tions. While many classical albums may actually be
compilations, where the artists listed change from
one piece to another, it isn't always· useful to classify
them that way. So start by nuking the compilation
tag. Select all the tracks on an album (either before
or after importing), and then select File: Get Info .
In the Multiple Song Information window, set the
pop-up menu below Part Of A Compilation to No,
and then click on OK.
Changing Track Names Since the database often
returns incorrect track names for classical CDs, you
need to change these manually. In some cases they're
blank, and in others they're totally useless: for
instance, you may find Symphony No. 5 listed for all
the tracks of that symphony. You may even find that
the track names appear in the artist tags or in other
odd places. Click on a track to select it and then press
enter; or select a track and use File: Get Info to access
the Info tab and alter the information.
Choosing the Correct Artist One of the best ways to
search for music is by artist, but the artist tag doesn't
have to be the actual performer. Since iTunes lets you
browse only by genre, artist, and album, it can be use
fu l to change the artist tag to the composer's name;
this way you can browse, say, all of your Schubert
music by looking for his name in the Artist column.
On the iPod, you can browse by composer, but if you
continues
www.macworld.com
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Georg Bohm
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, Sym No l - Simo·nov
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i Sym No 2 Hei nrich Schutz

The Name Game By

streamlining and stan
dardizing album
names, you'll have a
better musical experi
ence with iTunes and
the iPod.

l'nb"I

~

Sym No 2 - Vonk
Sym No l - Bern.iein

•

Sym N'o l - Boule z

want to organize your library in iTunes before sync
ing to the iPod, it helps to have the option to list
music by composer.
You may want to leave the artist's name as is: this
lets you see, for example, all your recordings of
Yo-Yo Ma at a glance . However, this can get a bit
confusing when the name of a symphony orchestra
and conductor shows up in several different ways : the
New York Philharmonic, conducted by Leonard
Bernstein, could appear as Leonard Bernstein and
New York Philharmonic; New York Philharmonic
and Leonard Bernstein; Leonard Bernstein, New
York Philharmonic [and other performers]; or NY
Philharmonic and Leonard Bernstein.
All these tags mean the same thing (except in the
case of discs containing additional performers). Take
the time to standardi ze them: choose the one you
prefer (or create your own , such as NYP/Bernstein),
and set this tag for all your recordings featuring this
orchestra and conductor. Select multiple tracks, press
~ -1, and change the artist tag accordingly.
Whichever solution you choose-actual perform
ers' names or composers-pay close attention to the
spelling and ordering of these names: as far as iTunes

Get Small
Many audiophiles turn up their noses at the idea of lis
tening to compressed music. But at 1OMB per minute,
uncompressed audio isn't typically a viable option.
Even the Apple Lossless Encoder, which can reduce
files to between 40 and 60 percent of their original size,
still produces large files (lossless compression creates
smaller files, but doesn't compromise sound quality to do so).
Unless you have a very small library of music and a very large iPod, you're going
to have to accept AAC or MP3 as your musical file format. There are things you can
do to make the music sound better. iTunes' default AAC bit rate is 128 Kbps. While
this is appropriate for some music, it's not ideal for classical. Importing files as 160
Kbps AAC files will make a noticeable difference-these files sound very good even
on high-quality stereo equipment. If you prefer MP3 (and you also have a non-iPod
music player or use a music-streaming server in your house), then you should go to
at least 192 Kbps-AAC files generally sound better than MP3 files at the same bit
rate, so it's worth the slightly larger file size.
If your ears are truly golden, you can go with the maximum bit rate for AAC or MP3
files. I defy anyone to tell the difference between files compressed at 320 Kbps and
original CDs. And at 2.3MB per minute, you can still fit more than 3.5 hours of music
on the smaller iPod shuffle, and nearly 450 hours of music on a 60GB iPod photo.

and the iPod are concerned, Johann Sebastian Bach
is not the same as]. S. Bach; or Bach, Johann S.; or
Bach,]. S.
Tagging Works Another way to tag your music is to
change the album name to reflect the title of an indi
vidual work. Let's say you have a CD of Charles lves's
Concord Sonata, but it also contains a handful of
other songs. Select t11e four tracks of the sonata and
then set their album name to Concord Sonata (even
adding the performer's name after that, if you want) .
Tag the remaining songs witl1 sometl1ing different so
a search turns up only tl1e tracks you're looking for.
Longer names of works can be problematic. For
example, you could name a favorite recording of
Mahler's Third Symphony something like Symphony
No. 3 - Bernstein to separate it from other versions
you may have. But the iPod display doesn't show
enough text when you browse-you'll see Syn1phony
No. 3, but not t11e conductor's name. If you have a lot
of symphonies, and especially if you have multiple
versions of some works, you'll want to shorten their
names: Sym No 3 - Bernstein, for example, is more
iPocl-friendly (see "The Name Game").
Getting the Genre Right All classical music is in t11e
Classical genre, right? Well, not really. If you're a fan,
you know it has plenty of subgenres that can make it
easier to organize your music. For example, should
you classify a piece as Symphonic, Chamber Music,
Piano, Lieder, or Opera? Would you like to be able
to browse your library by Recitals, Baroque Music, or
Organ Music? It's a piece of cake. Just select a group
of tracks, press ~ -1, and type your own genre name
in the Genre field. You can now browse your music
more effectively both in iTunes and on tl1e iPod.
Adding Comments The Comments field is a catchall
area for any tagging information that doesn't fit else
where-a place to note tl1e soloists for an opera or t11e
recording elate of a performance (rather tl1an the CD's
release elate). You can also acid keywords useful for cre
ating smart playlists. Say you have a lot of sn-ing quar
tets; acid the words string qumtet to the Comments field,
and you can create a smart playlist tlrnt looks for tracks
whose comments contain those words. Do the same for
organ, viola cla gamba, and otl1er instruments.

Curtain Call
With a helping hand, t11e iPocl and iTunes can be a
great medium for organizing classical music. Once
you realize how to overcome their constraints and
discover tl1e best ways to import and organize your
music, you'll never look back. You may use your CDs
only one more time-to import them into iTunes
ancl then in the future turn to your iPocl for all your
classical music listening. D
KIRK McELHEARN is the author of several books, including iPod & iTunes
Garage (Prentice Hall, 2004). He also reviews early and baroque music for
MusicWeb (www.musicweb-international.com).
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D IGITAL PHOTO
Great Portraits Made Easy
Your sister covers her face if you point a camera at her, and your dad
hides in the garage whenever you even mention a family portrait. Why
are so many people shy in front of a camera? It's often because they've
rarely seen good pictures of themselves. The fact is, many photogra
phers haven't learned the fundamentals of taking flattering portraits
but you can master these tricks with just a little practice.
To take a good portrait, you need to understand light
ing. Good lighting can accentuate a subject's best fea
tures while minimizing flaws. Bad lighting will do just
the opposite. How you harness the power of lighting
will depend on the tools at your disposal and the
amount of work you're willing to put into the setup.
The rewards are well worth the extra effort.

Out of the Shadows
Outdoor lighting can
be unflattering for the
prettiest of subjects. By
turning on your flash,
you can put a sparkle
in the eyes and down
play imperfections.

Use Front Lighting
Many amateur photographers rely on a single light
source for their portraits-typically the sun or a
nearby lamp. The problem is that this lighting
often hits the subject at an angle, creating harsh
shadows that accentuate texture. This is great when
shooting an adobe mission, but not so hot for
pictures of your mom. A single light source from the
left, right, or above gives wrinkles more definition,
eye sockets more depth, and the nose Pinocchio-like
proportions. Is this how you want to photograph
your loved ones?
If you have only one source of light, make sure it's
coming from in front of your subject-ideally from
your camera's flash. Front lighting flattens out noses,
illuminates eye sockets, and diminishes wrinkles
(see "Out of the Shadows").

The best way to
set up this type of por
trait is to take your
subjects outdoors and
put them in an area of
open shade with even
lighting (for instance,
under a tree). This has
the added benefit of
keeping the sun out
of the subjects' eyes.
Switch your camera to
Program mode-usu
al ly represented by
a P- and then force
your flash to fire.
Many cameras refer to Bounce the Light Here, the
this as a fill flash. Pro- main light is coming from the right.
gram mode automati- A reflector positioned on the left
cally balances the light bounces light onto the subject's
from the flash with the face, for a more pleasing portrait.
background light, so
the camera won't overdo it. (If your camera doesn't
have this mode, try the Portrait mode instead.) Note
the effective range ofyour flash. If it's good for 10 feet
and you stand 15 feet away, you may be disappointed
with the results.

Reflect Your Light
Side lighting is worrisome mainly when it's the
only light source. But when combined with a second,
softer light source from the opposite side of the sub
ject, side lighting actually becomes more flattering
than front lighting.
The easiest-and least-expensive-way to accom
plish this balancing act is to position a reflector
opposite the main light. If you don't mind spending
a few bucks, you can pick up a collapsible 22-inch
Photoflex LiteDisc online for around $27. If you're
not in the spending mood, then white cardboard or
foam core works just as well. For a more portable
option, pick up a foldable sunshade from your local
auto supply store.
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Model Management
You'll need a second pair ofhands for this technique.
If you're going solo, you may want to consider invest
ing in a LiteDisc Holder (around $50) or building your
own rig (see "Reflections").
Say you're shooting a portrait indoors with win
dow lighting from the right (see "Bounce the Light").
You would position the reflector on the left so the
light is bouncing right into the subject's face.
The nice thing about reflectors is that they provide
a soft fill light without your having to invest in a sec
ond flash and deal with lighting ratios, dead batteries,
and other flash-related annoyances. With a reflector,
you just get it positioned and shoot away. The results
are usually quite flattering.

Use Two Light Sources
For the greatest amount of control over your indoor
portraits, use two different light sources. This will let
you customize the lighting to best flatter your subject.
If your camera has a hot-shoe for an external flash,
you can quickly set up professional portrait lighting
just about anywhere, with the help of wireless flashes .
Both Canon and Nikon offer great wireless flash sys
tems. For example, you can get two Canon 420EX
Speedlite flashes and one Canon ST-E2 wireless
transmitter for around $600.
Insert the transmitter into the camera's hot-shoe
and position the two flashes anywhere you'd like.
When you press the shutter button, the transmitter
causes the flashes to fire until just the right amount
of light has exposed the subject, and then it turns
them off. The 420EX Speedlites even come with
little adapter feet so you can set them on furniture or
attach them to a light stand. All three pieces will fit in
a large camera bag along with your other lenses and
accessories, so tl1ey're very portable.
How you arrange the flashes will depend on your
subject-many times, having the same amount of light
on both sides can cause a person's face to look too full.
A little graduation is good, and it can be slimming (see
"Lighten Up"). To create this effect, place your main
flash at a slight angle about five feet from your subject.
Then use the second flash as a fill light by placing it
fartlier away on the other side-perhaps eight feet.
On the other hand, if the subject has a very narrow
face, you might want to position the flashes at equal
distances and angles to broaden his or her features.
The great thing about digital cameras is that you can

t

Reflections
Don't have a photography assistant to
hold your reflector? You can create your
own setup with an old light stand and a
few clamps (for complete instructions, go to
macworld.com/0546).

So far I've focused on the technical aspects of portraiture. But just as there's more
to being a good nurse than taking blood pressure, your camera-side manner is a vital
aspect of successful pictures.
> Find the Best Side Shooting angles work in concert with lighting to create
flattering portraits. By shooting from slightly above your model, for example, you can
hide a double chin and emphasize eyes.Turning the model's shoulders slightly to one
side creates a slimming effect.
Digital cameras make posing so much easier. Start with your best guess for posi
tioning your model. Take a few shots, and then review them on the LCD screen. Often
a subtle posing change can make all the difference.
> Keep Them Relaxed Start a conversation before you actually start shoot
ing. I like to inquire about a person's interests while setting up the lighting and test
ing the camera. That always makes people more comfortable.
> Give Them a Preview For the first few frames, I always say, "I'm just doing
some testing here, so you can relax." I take a few shots, review them on the LCD,
make a few adjustments, and then shoot some more. I keep the conversation going
while doing this. When I capture a shot that I think is flattering, I show it to the
model right away. Seeing the image on the LCD gives the model confidence and
helps the shooting session go much more smoothly.
> Keep Shooting If you're not relying on your flash for lighting, try setting your
camera in a continuous-shooting mode. A burst of five or six frames may help you
capture that quintessential expression you wouldn't otherwise get. It's also great for
kids and other fidgety models. However, this technique doesn't work so well for flash
photography because the flash can't fire often enough to keep up with the shutter.

make your best guess for the lighting setup, take a few
test shots, and then review them on the LCD screen.
After a few adjustments, you should be able to create
the best possible lighting for your subject.
It's a Wrap!
With a little preparation and practice, you can capture
portraits that will bring smiles to your subjects' faces.
And who knows-this could lead to the perfect part
time job (one that'H pay for your next camera). 0

Lighten Up Lighting
that is too even can
sometimes make a face
appear too broad. By
producing graduated
tones and adjusting
the model's position,
you can slim your sub
ject's face.

DERRICK STORY (www.storyphoto.com) is a coauthor of iPhoto 5: The Miss
ing Manual (O'Reilly Media, 2005) and the author of Digital Photography
Pocket Guide, second edition (O'Reilly Media, 2004). He's also the editor of
O'Reilly Media's MacDevCenter.com.
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SECRETS BY JIM HEID

CREATE
Prevent DVD Disasters
For many iDVD projects, one click of the Burn button is all it takes to
commit your work to plastic. But if you have a slow computer or a com
plex project, or just seem to have trouble burning reliably, you may be
better off taking a more circuitous route. In iDVD 5, part of Apple's $79
ilife '05, you can create a disc image of your DVD project-which you
can then use to test for errors or to access advanced burning options.

By the Book This
article is an excerpt
from The Macintosh iLife
'05, by Jim Heid (2005;
reprinted by permission
of Peach pit Press/Avon
dale Media).

If you've downloaded software from the Internet,
you're probably already familiar with the concept of
disc images. A disc image isn't a disc or an image. It's
a file on your hard drive. The bits and bytes in this
file are organized in the same way that they would be
on a disc. Ifyou double-click on a disc-image file, the
Mac's Finder reads the disc image and creates an icon
on your desktop, as if you'd inserted a disc.
When you create a disc image in iDVD 5, the pro
gram performs the same steps as when you click on
the Burn button, with one exception: after iDVD fin
ishes preparing your DVD's assets, it doesn't fire up
your DVD burner. Instead, it simply saves the data in
a file on your hard drive-as a disc image.
Creating a disc image can be a great way to
increase your success rate when burning DVD proj
ects. Separating the encoding and burning processes

Choosing the
Right Media
There a~e several types of writable DVD media: ~...;;;;;;;i._
DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+R, and E>VD+RW. Previ- I'
ous versions of iDVIJ coald handle 0nly the
DVD-R format, but iDVD 5 is much more ver
satile. It can burn any of the aforementioned
formats, assumiAg your DVD burner supports
them. Most of the SuperDrives in today's Macs
can; older SuperDrives support only the DVD-R and
DVD-RW formats.
There is an important difference between Rand RW discs: an Rdisc (-R or +R)
can record data only once; an RW disc (-RW or +RW) can be erased and reused
roughly 1,000 times. If you insert an RW disc that already contains data, iDVD even
offers to erase it for you.
RW discs are great for testing, although you're more likely to encounter playback
problems with them on some DVD players.Also, RW discs are more sensitive to
damage and aging than write-once discs.
If you're interested in the technical details of these folrmats, read Jim Taylor's superb
DVD FAQ at www.dvddemystified.com .
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into separate phases gives you more flexibility-and,
often, more reliability.

Creating a Disc Image
To turn your project into a disc image, choose Save
As Disc Image from the File menu (~-shift-R). Give
your disc image a name and click on Save. iDVD
compresses your video, encodes your menus, and
then saves the resulting data in the disc-image file.
The file's name ends in .irng.
Testing a Disc Image
If your DVD has a lot of menus, transitions, and con
tent, you should take it for a test-drive before you
burn it to disc. To test your DVD, use OS X's DVD
Player program.
Double-click on the disc image file to create an
icon on your desktop. If you double-click on this icon
to examine its contents, you'll see two folders:
AUDIO_TS and VIDEO_TS. (If you added DVD
ROM content to the DVD, you'll see a third folder,
too.) Those awkward names are required by the
DVD standard, as are the even more awkward
names of the files inside the VIDEO_TS folder.
(The AUDIO_TS folder will always be empty,
but don't tty to create a DVD that lacks one; the
DVD may not play in some players. And in case
this ever comes up in a trivia contest, TS stands
for transport stream.)
Start DVD Player and choose Open VIDEO_TS
Folder from the File menu. Navigate to your disc
image, select its VIDEO_TS folder, and click on
Choose. Now press the spacebar, and your faux DVD
will begin playing back.
Burning a Disc Image
If you found a problem when testing your disc
image-a typo, for example, or a missing piece of
content-you haven't wasted a blank DVD. Simply
trash the disc image, make your revisions in iDVD,
and then create and test another disc image.
And if your disc image tested perfectly and you're
ready to burn? Don't bother with iDVD's Burn
www.macworld.com

~~TRY THIS
button-u se the di sc
image instead.

Ti p

When you're
burning a
DVD, avoid running complex
programs that put a lot of ·
demands on your system.
For example, recording a
track in GarageBand while
burning a DVD isn't a good
idea. Also consider turning
off file sharing and quitting
any disk-intensive programs.

Using Disk Utility

First, start up OS X's
Disk Utility program.
(It's located in th e
Utilities folder within
your Ap plic at i o n s
folder.) Next, click on
the Burn button in the
upp er le ft corner of
Disk Utility's window.
In the resulting dialog
box, locate and double-click on the disc-image fil e.
Disk Utility then displays another dialog box. Before
yo u click on its Burn button, select the littl e down
pointing arrow to expand tl1e dialog box and see addi
tional burn options.
You can get more-reliable burns-and increase the
chances that your DVD will play in other playe rs
by setting th e Speed option to your drive's slowest
speed (see "What's the Hurry?").
Need it qui ck? If you deselect Verify Burn, your
disc will be ready sooner. On the downside, you won 't
know if data was written inaccurately w1til you try to
play me disc.
Other Ways to Burn If you have Roxio's Toast 6 Tita
nium ($100; www.roxio.com), you can drag your disc
image's AUDIO_TS and VIDEO_TS folders into
Toast and burn the disc there. If you've installed Toast's
Toast It shortcut menu, the job is even easier: control
click on yom disc-image icon and choose Toast It from
the shortcut menu. (Use Toast's Preferences COilll11and
to install the Toast It shortcut-menu plug-in.)
You can also use Toast to fine-tw1e any DVD-ROM
content you've added-for example, removi ng me raw
versions of the photos you've included in a slide show.
Toast also gives you a choice of burning speed. For
critical projects where you need tl1e broadest compat
ibility, burn at I x speed. 0
Oisk Utility
Burn Disc In: SONY DVD RW DW-U lOA

Wow Your Friends: 3 iDVD Tricks
> Add an iPhoto Book to Your Slide Show
Rather than just showing off your pictures one at a time in an iDVD slide show, why
not lay them out in a book and display them as pages in iDVD? In iPhoto 5, you can
save a pheto book as a PDF. Click on the book and press :11:-P.
Choose Save As PDF from the PDF menu, and then open the PDF in OS X's Preview
program. In the drawer (View: Drawer), select the page that you want to turn into a
slide, and choose Edit: Copy. Go to the File menu and choose New From Clipboard
the Preview program will create a new document and paste the page you copied into it.
To add that page to your slide show, position the iDVD and Preview windows so
you can see them both. Then drag the thumbnail from the new Preview document you
created into the iDVD window. You don't have to save the Preview documents-you're
simply using Preview as a tool for extracting individual pages from your book's PDF.
> Hack iDVD
The iDVD application is a package, a kind of sophisticated folder that stores iDVD's
program code ancd other resources. By exploring the conteots of the iDVD package, you
can take an inside
~ /\ppl k atlon s
0
look at iDVD's
themes and even
t!!j iCal
12/20/ 04
extract video and
~ !Chat
3/ 12 /04
audi0 from them.
#.211
Control-click on
He lp
' .
Im age Capture
the iDVD icon and
Open
Get Info
~ iMovieHD
choose Show Package
Color Label:
Internet Co nnect
Contents from the
pop-up shortcut
,
Move 10 Trash
tofllSnltc
oupllcate
menu. The Finder will
MakcAUas
Create Archlvt or · 1ovo·
display a directory
Copy "IDVO"
window showing the contents of the iDVD pack
Enable Folder Action s
age. Open the Contents folder and then the
Configure folder Action s.. .
Stuffll
Resources folder.
In the Resources folder are iDVD's themes (each X-Ray Vision Want to tinker
ends with .theme). Each theme is also apackaQJe; to with the song or design from
explore it, control-click on its icon and choose Show one of iDVD's themes? Go to
Package Contents from the shortcut menu. Open
its package contents.
the Contents folder and then the Resources folder,
and you'll find background movies and audio loops. ifo extract an item-for example, to
grab the background audio from the Drive In One theme-press the option key while
dragging the item's icon to the desktop.This makes a copy of the item but doesn't
change the original. (Don't throw away or alter any resources whose purpose you don't
understand, or you may have to reinstall iDVD.)
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> Archive Projects to Burn Elsewhere
Burn Options -
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After Burning - - -

!!! Verify burn

8

Eject disc
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0

Mount on Desktop

-------------

What's the Hurry? To give your DVDs the widest compati
bility and to get more-reliable burns, burn discs at your
drive's lowest speed.
www.macworld.com

If your PowerBook lacks a SuperDrive but y0ur desktop Mac has one, you can still work
on a DVD on a cross-country flight. iDVD 5 has an archiving feature that saves aproject
and all of its assets in one self-contained file that you can move to any Mac with iDVD 5.
Choose Archive Project from the File menu. If you created customized themes for the
DVD-or if you want to be certain that your themes will be available in a future version
of iDVD-select the Include Themes option. If iDVD has already encoded the DVD's con
tent, you can include those encoded files in the archive by selecting Include Enrnded Files
(but this will make your archive file quite a bit larger). Click on Save, and iDVD copies
everything in your project into afile. You can transfer this file to another Mac, using a
FireWire hard drive, afast network, or the FireWire disk mode that laptop Macs provide.

Contributing Editor JIM HEID publishes more ilife tips at www.macilife.com.
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SECRETS BY ANDREW I L A URENCE

MOBILE MAC
Fix AirPort Printing Problems
Sharing a printer among multiple computers over an AirPort network
by connecting the printer to the USB port on an AirPort Extreme or
Express base station-usually just works. But according to online
reports and reader mail, it doesn't work all the time. Here are five basic
troubleshooting steps to take if your shared printer stops printing.
Step 1: Get the Correct Driver
First, download and install the latest drivers for your
printer from the manufacturer's Web site. Even when
AirPort is set up correctly and your printer is compat
ible with it, you still might have problems: the print
queue in Printer Setup Utility stops processing jobs,
or a print job vanishes or doesn't complete. These
problems-particularly when they happen on long,
complex print jobs-may indicate a driver problem. A
new driver could be all you need to fix it.
If the manufacturer's driver doesn't work, try tl1e
Gimp-Print drivers (macworld.com/0501 ), which work
with OS X's Unix underpinnings. Another option is the
Hewlett-Packard Inkjet Driver Project (HPIJS) driver
package for Mac OS X (macworld.com/0502). HPIJS
originally supported only HP ink-jet printers, but it has
grown to include drivers for printers from manufactur
ers such as Brother, Canon, Epson, and Samsung.
To use one of tl1ese alternative drivers, select your
printer in Printer Setup Utili ty and click on Show
Info in the toolbar. Choose Printer Model in the
upper pop-up menu, and then select tl1e printer's
manufacturer in the lower pop-up menu. A list of
printer drivers appears below the lower pop-up; the
list is formatted with the name of the printer followed

AirPort Does Windows
AirPort printer sharing isn't restricted to Macs: Windows PCs can also use an Air
Port print server. To set this up, you'll need the AirPort's IP number. (By default, it's
at 10.0.1.1.) With the PC attached to the AirPort wireless network, open the Add
Printer wizard in Printers and Faxes. Following the steps in the wizard, create a
local printer, deselecting the Automatically Configure option. Next, click to create
a new Standard TCP/IP Port, and enter your AirPort's IP number in the IP number
field. If the IP number is 10.0.1.1, the queue name should automatically fill in as
IP_10.0.1.1. In the next screen, select Standard as the device type, and then specify
Hewlett Packard Jet Direct. Finally, click on Finish, and then select your printer make
and model from the list of available drivers.
If you're using Windows XP, 2000, or 2003, there's a simpler solution:Apple's
Bonjour for Windows (macworld.com/0505). Once installed, the included Printer Wiz
ard displays a list of available printers on your subnet; just select your AirPort-shared
printer, click on OK, and select the printer make and model from the list.
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Switching Drivers Having trouble printing to your printer via
AirPort? Your printer driver could be to blame. You can download
third-party drivers-such as the Gimp-Print drivers, which work
directly with OS X's CUPS printing subsystem .

by the source of the printer driver. For example, if
your printer is an HP Deskjet 990Cxi, you should see
HP Deskjet 900 Series, CUPS+Gimp-Print v4.2.5 as
an option (see "Switching Drivers").

Step 2: Check AirPort Compatibility
Apple's Remote VO USB Printer protocol allows a
USB printer driver to work across a TCP network con
nection-in other words, to do something it wasn't
designed to do, so problems sometimes crop up.
Apple used to provide a list of AirPort-compatible
printers, but now only a list of OS X--compatible print
ers is available (macworld.com/0566). Hewlett-Packard
(macworld.com/0498) and Lexmark (macworld.com/0499)
publish compatibility lists on their Web sites, but nei
ther list is comprehensive.
To fill that void, James Clay-known as "iFelix" on
Apple's discussion forums-maintains an unofficial
printer-compatibility list on his Web site (macworld
.com/0500). He started with Apple's original list and
bases updates on his own testing and other users'
www.macworld.com

Printer + Print Server
Network Printer

reports. When shopping for a printer, check these
compatibili ty lists; if a printer isn't listed, a bit more
detective work is in order.
Another way to tell whether your printer should
work with AirPort is to look at its marketing materi
als. Do they say the printer can be networked? If so, it
will probably work with AirPort. If the manufacturer
specifically says it can be used with a print server, the
odds are even better. If the manufacturer sells a print
server for the printer, it's almost a sure bet. If network
ing or print servers aren't mentioned, the printer could
well be a host-based model and therefore less likely to
work with AirPort (see "Printer + Print Server= Net
work Printer").
Also, remember that Air Port supports only pri nt
ing. If you have a multifunction device, you won't be
able to use its additional features (scanner, fax, and so
on) over the network. Some manufacturers sell print
servers that support those extras.

-

Some printers are meant to be shared; some aren't. Network-ready printers can process
print jobs on their own. Such printers also typically hold plenty of paper, ink, and toner.
Models that areA't meant to be shared are called host-based printers, meaning that
they rely on the attached computer to figure out where to put the ink on the paper.
Host-based printers are also not designed to work with print servers-devices that
attach to a printer's USB or parallel port and make the printer available on a network.
The AirPort base station is a very capable print server, too, although it can't queue jobs
internally. (Networking aficionados will be pleased to riote that AirPort uses the famil
iar AppSocket [or JetDirect) protocol on TCP port 9100.)
AirPort is unique among print servers in that it doesn't care whether the attached
printer is host-based or network-ready.Apple's Remote 1/0 USB Printing protocol sim
ply extends the USB data stream over the network. But network traffic tends to flow
in bursts, not the steady and predictable stream of a USB connection. Therefore, if the
printer's ha rdware isn't capable of queuing and buffering incoming data, it may be
unreli able when used in a network setting.
Note that whe n you use a print server, you lose access to whatever utilities your
printer has for monitoring its ink supply, paper jams, and the like. These utilities
require a direct USB connection and don't work over network connections. Such limi
tations are part and parcel of network printing, and are true of any print server.

Step 3: Make Sure AirPort
Is Set Up Correctly
Unplug the printer from your base station; then
download and install the latest AirPort Admin
Utility from Appl e's support Web site (www.apple.com/
support/airport). In addition to the utility itself, the
download should include the latest firmware released
for your particular base station.
After the base station restarts, establish connectivi
ty between the outside world and all your computers.
Once your wireless network works, plug your printer
back into the base station. On your Mac, open Printer
Setup Utility, click on the Add button, and select Ren
dezvous (or Bonjour, if you've upgraded to T iger)
from the Printer Type drop-down menu. You should
see your printer listed (see "Are You There? "). Acid
the printer and run a test print job. If your job prints,
you're clone; if some jobs print but others don't, there
may be a driver problem (see the first step).

the problem seems to be triggered by a particular
print job, try another print driver. If you can resolve
a problem by reseati ng the USB cable, tty another
cable. If the Mac has trouble sending 'the print job to
the printer, find out whether someone on the net
work is chewing up the wireless bandwidth.
Apple's discussion boards for AirPort-connectecl
printers (macworld.com/0503) have a lot of helpful
in formation . In addition to keeping his compatibility
li st, James "iFelix" Clay is a regular figure there and
a respected authority within the user community.

Ready, Aim, Troubleshoot
Although AirPort does make sharing a USB printer
eas ier-most of the time-networking is never
simpl e, even whe n Apple does it. But when you run
into a glitch with Air Port printer sharing, you don't
need a computer-science degree to fix the problem.
Systematic troubleshooting should, in almost all
cases, do the trick. 0

Step 4: Test the Printer
Plug the printer directly into your Mac's USE port.
Open Printer Setup Utility, select USB from tl1e top
drop-down menu, pick your printer from the result
ing list, and click on Add. Run another test print job . ANDREW T. LAURENCE is a network administrator and a modmini.com editor.
If it doesn't work, try reinstalling tl1e
0
~----~
,,,-""°''~;=~~:~.-driver that came with your printer, and
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Step 5: Sweating the Small Stuff
If you're still having difficulties, remem
ber to check the basics: Is everything
plugged in and turned on? If you use a
laptop with multiple network locations,
have you selected the correct location? If
www.macworld.com
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Are You There? An

important step when
you're troubleshooting
AirPort printing prob
lems is to unplug the
printer and make sure
Ai rPort is running with
the latest firmware. Then
plug the printer in and
see if you can find it.
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The Linux iPod
Imagine using your iPod and a regular old microphone to record studio
quality audio. Or sitting on a commuter train and playing Othello, Pong,
Tetris, or Asteroids. All this and more is possible when you install Linux
on your third-generation or earlier iPod. Best of all, one soft reset, and
you're back in Apple's iPod operating system, listening to your tunes.
Do the Deed
To get started, you need your iPod, the FireWire
cable you use to attach your iPod to your Mac, and
free software from the open-source iPod Linux
Project. Currently, the software supports all cl1ird
generation and earlier iPods. Work is under way on
adding the fourth-generation iPod, the iPod photo,
and the iPod mini to that list. (To make sure your iPod
is supported, go to macworld.com/0372 .) Download
the iPod-Linux Installer from macworld.com/0373 . It
will take up about 5MB ofyour iPod's hard-disk space.
It's unlikely that anything bad will happen while
you're installin"g Linux, but it would behoove you to
back up your music to your Mac first (if you don't
already keep your master files there). That way, if
some unforeseen software glitch happens, you won't
lose your entire collection.
The installation process is very straightforward.
Plug your iPod in and make sure clrnt it's mounted on
your desktop. If you can't see it, open iTunes and
select iTunes: Preferences: iPod. Select the Enable
Disk Use option and click on OK Now you can run
the installer. Once it's completed, eject your iPod
cl1rough iTunes or by dragging its icon to the Trash.
Disconnect it and then reboot it by holding down
the menu and play/pause buttons simultaneously.

When you see the Apple logo, press and hold the
back button. The smiling face of Tux (cl1e emblem
atic penguin that is Linux's mascot) should greet you,
and then you'll see a rapid series of scrolling text mes
sages (see "Hello, Tux!"). In a few seconds, the new
interface should appear. Known as podzilla, it looks
very much like the iPod's familiar facade but includes
many new options.

Enjoy the Linux Goodies
Of course, there is a simple pleasure in having Tux's
mug grace your iPod when you turn it on. But that's
just the beginning of the fun.
Record Audio Probably the coolest thing you can do
after you install Linux on your iPod is record high
quality audio. Using Apple's software, you can create
recordings only at up to 8kHz with your iPod, and to
do so you must purchase and use an add-on device,
such as the Griffin iTalk voice recorder ($40; www
.griffintechnology.com).
A Linux-enabled third-generation iPod circumvents
this restriction. You can record mono audio at up to
96kHz. (If you're feeling really geeky, try recording in
stereo by using cl1e line-in pins on a modified dock
connector. To identify the pins you'll wire the mike to,
see macworld.com/0390.)
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To put those numbers into context, CDs are
44. lkHz, and Digital Audio Tape (DAT) is 48kHz.
Most pro studio recording is done at 24 bits and
96kHz. Newer DVD-Audio discs also go up to
96kHz. The higher the quality you have up front,
the better your recording will sound in the end.
Any simple computer microphone should work as
a recording device. In fact, you can even use your left
earbud. Mind you, the recording quality is not per
fect, but it's surprisingly good. Listen to a sample at
macworld .com/0374. If you're a musician, this could
be a highly portable way to record your live shows.
To try this out, boot your iPod into Linux and
plug in a microphone. Scroll down to the Extras
directory and click on Recordings. Scroll down to
Sample Rate and adjust it as you see fit. Then scroll
back up to Mic Record and press the iPod 's center
button to begin recording. Press the play/pause but
ton to stop or restart recording. Voila-you'll find
your recording stored as a 16-bit sample under
Voice Recordings. When you connect your iPod to
your Mac and soft-reset back into the iPod OS,
iTunes will pick up this recording and create a
playlist for it.
View Images What else can your iPod do ? How
about acting as a very crude photo viewer? OK, it
won't turn your third-generation iPod into an iPod
photo, but the supported iPods can display images
(including JPEG, GIF, and BMP files) in black and
white. That's good enough to sneak a quick peek at
a scan of your child's latest drawing (see "Powered
by Linux").
To access this feature, hook up your iPod to your
Mac, and then create a new folder at the iPod's root
level. Call it something like img. Put a small photo
say, less than lOOK-in the folder. Now disconnect
your iPocl and boot into Linux. Using the scroll
wheel, select File Browser and then the img folder.
Press the iPod's center button to open the folder.
Select the file name and wait a moment. The image
will open in 2-bit gray scale. Simple photos with lots
of contrast will come out better; those with subtle
color distinctions will look like mud.
Play More Games This slimmed-down version of
Linux, called uClinux, comes with a number of
games, including Othello, Pong, Tetris (known as
BlueCube), Asteroids (Steroids), and Minesweeper
(Nimesweeper)-it even offers a version of Etch
A Sketch called PodDraw. To play a game, use the
scroll wheel to open the Extras menu. Scroll down
to Games, and then select a game. Press the menu
button to exit. Now when you get tired of music
while traveling on a plane, train, or bus, you've got
other options.
Access Other Goodies Under the Extras menu,
you'll find a calculator application, perfect for doing
simple math at the grocery store. There's also a
Calendar application, but unlike Apple's version, it
www.macworld.com

What's Cooking·
The busy programmers at the iPod Linux Project have more cool things planned. Check
the status of upcoming projects at macworld.com/0375. Here's a sampling:
> iPod to iPod Connection

Status:beta
This program will enable direct transfer of files between two iPods when they're
connected to each other, something that's currently impossible.
> Game Boy Emulator

Status: in progress
Play Super Mario Land on your .iPod.

> Doom

Status: in progress
Doom, the classic first-person shooter, has been ported to graphing calculators, so
why not to the iPod?

can't sync with iCal, nor
does it display entries for
each clay. It'll do for
finding out what day of
the week the 15th falls
on next month. But for
any serious personal
appointment making,
you'll want to switch to
the calendar that's avail
able through the regular
iPocl OS.

One iPod,
Two OSes
If you uy to play
music with your Linux Hello, Tux! When the Linux
Pod, you'll quickly notice penguin greets you, you'll
that your songs don't know you're not in an Apple
sound very good. In fact, OS anymore.
they probably skip. If you
uy to play a song and then play Tetris while listening
to it, the song stops.
In short, don't bother. A simple soft reset (press
the menu button and the play/pause button) is all it
takes to switch back to your regular iPocl OS. Want
to go back to Linux? Press those buttons again;
when you see the Apple logo, press the back button,
and Linux takes over.
The iPod Linux Project is open source, which
means new features are always in the pipeline (see
"What's Cooking"), and anyone with sufficient pro
gramming background can help . For details, go to
www.ipodlinux.org . The developers also maintain a
blog (www.ipodlinux.org/blog) that provides news
and updates. 0
CYRUS FARIVAR is a freelance technology journalist living in the San Fran
cisco Bay Area. He was an editorial intern at Macworld magazine in 2004.

Now Hear This!
Are you itching to
know more about
Bluetooth, or to
see some of the
crazy ways people
are still using the
Newton? Then go
to macworld.com/
0573 to hear the
new Geek Factor
Podcast.

See his blog at cfarivar.org.
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SECRETS BY ROB GRIFFITHS

HELP DESK
Mac OS X Hints
The Insiders' Tips You Won't Get from Apple
Quickly Add Titles to iPhoto Images
When you're working with Apple's iPhoto S ($79 as
part of iLife; www.apple.com), the left- and right
arrow keys are useful keyboard shortcuts for moving
from one photo to the next. But if you're working in
the Information panel (click on the small i in the lower
left corner) to set titles, dates, times, comments, and
so on, you'll find that tl1e arrow keys no longer switch
photos. Instead, they allow you to move witl1in tl1e
text you're modifying. This makes changing informa
tion for multiple photos difficult, since you're forced
to use the mouse to move between them.
There are, however, two not-so-obvious shortcuts
that can save you some mousing time. After you've
clicked on one of the Information panel's text fields,

~ UNIX TIP OF THE MONTH
Examine Your Battery,s Lifeline
Ever wish you could get more information about the state of your
laptop's battery? The Unix command i o reg displays the con
tents of the 1/0 Kit registry, which contains a ton of information
about your machine. Open Terminal (/Applications/l:Jtilities) and
type i oreg -1 I more .You'll see data on everything from CPUs to peripherals.
Buried deep in the output is information about your battery's overall health and cur
rent charge, but it:S not easy to find on your 0wl'l. Instead, let the Unix search tool
grep do all the hard work for. you. Just use this command:
ioreg cwo -1 I ,grep Capac ity
The - wO flag t~lls i 6reg not to truncate the output lines, and the - 1 flag is the
l i st command, which is what actually generates the output The pipe,symbol ( I l.
then sends the output to grep, which sea~ches for any line cor:itaining the word
Capac i ty .The output will l0ok something like this:
I I I "IOBatterylnfo" - ({"Capacity"- 3971 , "Amperage"
- 18446744073709550895,"Cycle Count"- 61,"Current"- 2160,
"Voltage"- 11370,"Flags"- 4,"AbsoluteMa xCapacity"- 4200})
What does it all mean? The values y0u care about are Cycle Count (the num
ber oftimes the battery has gone through a discharge-charge cycle), Current (the
current charge ir:i the battery), Capacity (the highest charge the battery can hold),
and Ab sol uteMa xCa pa city (the battery's original highest-charge value).
As your battery ages, the Capac Hy value will slowly decline ir:i relation to
Ab sol uteMaxCa paci t y-the battery is losing its a!;iility to take a full charge. If a
battery is giving y0u very short usage cycles, you may need to replace it You can find out
by checking the Capacity value. The Cycle Count valu~ shows what remaiAs of
y0ur battery's useful life. Studies indicate that P0wetBook-style batteries have a usefUI
life of between 300 and 500 cycles.

I
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just use ~ -[ (left square bracket) and ~ -] (right square
bracket) to move to the previous and next images,
respectively. Your cursor stays in the text field you
were working in, so it's easy to quickly update infor
mation for a large number of photos (see "Quick Pies
Info"). Note that if you're setting the field to exactly
the same value for every photo in your selection, it's
faster to select Photos: Batch Change.

Add Photos to iPhoto 5 via the Dock
In earlier versions of iPhoto, you could add images to
the library in only two ways: by using the ln1port fea 
ture, or by dragging and dropping images directly
into the iPhoto library. Both of these techniques
required that iPhoto be running. In iPhoto S, there's
another option: drag and drop an image, or a group
of images, onto the program's Dock icon. You can do
this even if iPhoto isn't running, and it works from
most applications-drag an image out of Microsoft
Word, say, and onto iPhoto S's Dock icon, and the
image joins the library.
Unfortunately, this trick won't work with Apple's
Safari or Mozilla's Firefox; if you want to put Web
images in your iPhoto library from one of these
browsers, you'll have to save the images to your disk
from the browser and tl1en import them into iPhoto.
Fine-tune Fonts in iPhoto 5 Books
The Settings button in iPhoto S's Book toolbar lets
you control a photo book's font particulars- you can
set the font size and type for the cover title and sub
title, headings, and ·more. But you're not limited to
just this kind of global control.
Once you've created your book, you can modify any
text as you see fit-just press ~ -T to bring up the Font
panel, select some text, and change the size, color, shad
ow, and so on. Since iPhoto sends a book as a series of
images, not text, to the print house, what you see on
screen will be what you get back from the printer.
Alert Others to iCal Events
If you're an iCal user, you're probably familiar with the
alarm function-you can set up alanns that alert you to
upcoming events via a pop-up message or via an e-mail
message sent to the address stored in your own Address
Book entry. Therein lies the rub-for whatever reason,
~Cal will not let you send alarms to e-mail addresses
other than yours. This might make sense for personal
events, but if you use iCal to track your whole family's
www.macworld.com

~CHECK IT OUT
Don't Settle for Standard Finder Font Sizes

6 0

When you view a folder's contents in the Finder,
you can oustomize the font size by choosing
View: Show View Options (~-J) . However, you're
limited to text between 10 and 16 points in size.
What if you'd like a smaller or larger size? For
instance, a smaller font will show many more
entries when you're in Column view (see "20/20
Vision Required "). A larger font might be useful
if you use Icon view or have a limited number of
items on your desktop. If you edit the Finder's
preferences, you can choose font sizes outside of
Apple's predefined range.
To start, navigate to /your user folder/Library/
Preferences, find com.apple.finder.plist in the
long list of files, and drag and drop it onto
TextEdit. Make a duplicate of this file before
you start, in case you make a mistake.
The preferences file is quite large, but you're
looking for four particular things.The first thing
to look for is the settings that control the desk
top. Press ~- F to bring up the Find dialog box,
type DesktopVi ewOpti ons in the search
box, and click on Next.
If you don't find any matches, close the file,
click on your desktop, and then select View:
Show View Options. Toggle one of the options
twice and then close the window-this will

~ Adobe Ac... ofesslonal

write a DesktopViewOptions entry to your Find
er's preferences. Now reopen the file in TextEdit,
search again, and look for this section:
<key>DesktopViewOptions</key>
<diet>
<key>ArrangeBy</key>
<string>%00%00%04%0 1
<!string>

Once you find these lines, you adjust the
desktop's font size by changing 12 to a larger
or smaller number.
The next three options (called keys) are all in
one section of the file, so switch back to TextEdit's
Find window, type StandardVi ewOpti ons
in the Find field, and click on Next. The three keys
you're looking for are Nl s v (List view), cl mv
(Column view), and i cnv (Icon view). You'll have
to scroll to reach each one.
Within each area, you want to find and modify
the FontSi ze key, changing the values to the
size you prefer. If you don't see this key in a par
ticular section, that means the Finder's defaults
haven't been changed. The safest way to fixthis

commionents, it might be nice to use iCal's alann func
tion to remind eve?yone. With a bit of trickery, you can.
This tip takes advantage of the fact that Address
Book will let you associate more than one e-mail
address with any one person. Open Address Book,
select your own card, and click on the green plus sign
(+)next to your e-mail address. Address Book will cre
ate a new e-mail entry for you. Type in the address of
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Quick Pies Info When editing text fields in iPhoto S's Informa
tion panel, you can use a keyboard shortcut to navigate between
photos-no need to reach for the mouse.
www.macworld.com
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20/20 Vision Required Ever wish you could
cram more text into your Finder windows?
You can if you edit the Finder's preferences
file. Here you see the Finder with the standard
12-point font Q and the same window using
a 9-point font © .
is to close the preferences file, use the Finder's
View options to set a font size for the missing
entry, and then reopen the preferences file.
When you're done, use File: Save to save the
modified file, and then quit TextEdit. To see your
changes, you need to restart the Finder. The easi
est way t0 do this is to hold down the option key
and then click and hold on the Finder's Dock
icon until a contextual menu appears. Choose
Relaunch to restart the Finder.

the person to whom you'd like to send a message from
iCal, and then click on the label to the left of th at
e-mail address. Select Custom from the pop-up menu,
and type the person's name for easy identification.
Repeat this process for each person you want to be
able to include. \Vl1en you're done, click on the Edit
button to return to normal browsing mode.
Launch iCal (or quit and relaunch it if you already
had it running), and select or create an event. Click on
the Alarm field, set the alarm type to E-mail, and then
click on your e-ma il add ress. In the pop-up menu,
you'll see all the new e-mail addresses. Select the one
you'd like to use, and you're done .
But what if you want to send a message to more
than one person? When you add a new e-mail address
to your Add ress Book card, don't type an individual's
e-mail address; instead, type the name of any already
existing Address Book group. For instance, if you've
set up a group named My Family, just type that name,
complete with the space, in the e-mail address field .
Then click on the pop-up menu to the left of the
e-mail address, select Custom, and type a descriptive
name for the group. IV11en you next launch iCal and
set an e-mail alert, you'll see your newly added group
in the list of addresses. Select it, and everyone in the
group will receive the alert when the time comes.
continues
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1J OS X 101
Secrets of the Application Switcher
Productivity mavens probably already know that
you can press ~ -tab to switch programs quickly
in OS X 10.3 and later. But there's a lot more to
the Application Switcher.
When you press ~-tab, the icons for active pro
grams appear at the center of your screen, in order
of use from left to right. The program you're cur
rently using is in the leftmost position, the one you
used before that appears to the right, and so on.
This makes it very easy to toggle between two pro
grams-for example, if you're copying and pasting
multiple items from Microsoft Excel to Word. Just
press and release ~ -tab. You don't even need to
wait for the window to appear; as soon as you
release tab, you'll switch to the prior program.

The standard method of moving between pro
grams in the Application Switcher is to hold ~ and
just keep pressing the tab key. As you do, the
selection moves left to right across the Switcher.
What if you want to move right to left? The hard
way is to hold down ~ -shift-tab. An easier method
is to press ~-tab once and then press the backtick
key(') while continuing to hold ~- That's one less
key to press, and it's much easier on the fingers.
Depending on your predilection, you can try
other means of navigating the panel. If you have
a scroll wheel, activate the Application Switcher
by pressing ~ -tab, and then spin the wheel
while holding down ~- Or just move the mouse
itself, and the cursor will highlight each applica

T his isn't an ideal solution, of course-if you sync
Address Book witi1 your phone or PDA, you'll find
your data record clogged with multiple e-mail
addresses. A more elegant workaround is to create
an AppleScript that sends an e-mail message to a
bunch of users simultaneously, and then have the
iCal alarm trigger that AppleScript. However, that

tion icon it touches.You can also use the left
and right-arrow keys to navigate across the
Switcher. The home and end keys will jump to
the left and right ends of the Switcher, and you
can activate a selected application by either
releasing ~ or pressing enter.
Finally, here are two keyboard shortcuts you
can use with the Switcher.After you press ~ -tab,
hold down ~ and press Hto hide the highlighted
application. Press Q, and the program will quit
instead.This is a great way to quit all your apps
at the end of the day-just press ~-tab once to
bring up the Switcher, then keep pressing Q (no
need to press tab again, as the Switcher will
move through the list as each program quits).

method is much more complex. T he one I've
described will work just fine for most people.

Avoid Chart Snafus with Excel and iWork
Using Apple's new $79 iWork productivity suite
the Pages word processor and Keynote presentation
continues
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A Waste of a Paste
If your chart data in
Excel has a numeric
first column, such as
Year 0 , you' ll have
trouble pasting that
column into Apple's
Pages or Keynote. The
Year column will
become the first data
column, which is not
what you want © .
You can get around
this by adding a char
acter to the first year
@ so that Pages and
Keynote treat the col
umn as labels, not
data. Delete the letter,
and you're done.
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program-you can create gorgeous charts with data
you've copied from Excel workbooks. Most of the
time, this works just fine. Copy the data range in
Excel, and then insert a new chart in Pages or
Keynote using the Objects toolba r button. In the
Chart Data Editor window that appears, click on the
leftmost column (named Region 1 by defau lt), and
select Edit: Paste. If all goes well, the labels from
your data will show up in the first column and first
row, and the remaining cells will contain the data
points to graph.

But what if things don 't go well? For instance,
you'll run into problems if you're trying to create a
chart that has an axis labeled with numbers. Say
you're charting something across multiple years
(1997, 1998, and so on). In that case, the paste will
fail-the iWork applications will interpret the num
bers as values that appear on the graph, instead of
treating them as labels. A simple example demon
strates both the problem and the solution.
Consider the Excel spreadsheet in "A Waste of a
Paste." If you were to copy all of the spreadsheet's
data and paste it into the Chart Data Editor in
Pages or Keynote, you'd find that the Year colunm
would become the first column of data on your
chart, and the Cost column would become the sec
ond column of data.
To prevent this, you need to fool Pages and Keynote
into thinking that the entries for the x-axis are real
text, not numbers. T he easiest way to do this is to just
add a letter to the first label-change 1997 to J997a,
for instance. Then when you copy and paste, Pages or
Keynote will properly place the labels in the label por
tion of the Chart Data Editor, as seen in the bottom
half of"A Waste of a Paste." Remove the a, and you're
done. You'll have the same problem if your row labels
are numerals; the solution is the same. D
Contributing Editor ROB GRIFFITHS is the author of Mac OS X Power Hound,
Panther Edition (O'Reilly, 2004), and runsthe Mac OS X Hints Web site
(www.macosxhints.com).
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THE EVOLUTION OF
DIGITAL ART
BERT MONROY

Bert Monroy embraced the Mac as an artistic
medium with the introduction ofthe Mac 128
in 1984. In this evening talk, open to all,
Bert will take you on ajourney through the
evolutionary transformation of the Mac from
its beginnings with MacPaint to its current
status as the preferred tool of graphic artist
throughout the world.
Ahistory lesson mixed with useful production
techniques will leave you not only entertained
but alittle more attuned to the potential that
lies within our favorite little box.
You will learn: How the first computerized
comic book was produced • How the Mac has
revolutionized the graphic arts industry • How
the Mac is used in the motion picture industry
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Mac 911
Solutions to Your Most Vexing Mac Problems
Sound Check Redux

Spreadsheet Acrobatics

I'd like to apply the Sound Check process to my iTunes library
again. Is there a way to do it without removing and re-adding
all my songs?

I have a number of spreadsheets in PDF that I want to work
with in Excel. Is there any practical way to do this?
Richard Troxel

Tom Starling

There is. But it's not quite as easy as visiting iTunes'
Audio preference pane and toggling the Sound
Check option (which adjusts each song's volume level
to be nearly the same) on and off. The trick is to
rebuild the iTunes library.
To do so, quit iTunes and navigate to the iTunes
music folder (/your user falder!MusicliTunes). Move
the iTunes Music Library.ianl file to the desktop
you'll need it later. Then move the iTunes 4 Music
Library file to the desktop. For the moment, hang on
to it in case things go awry. When you launch iTunes,
you'll see that there isn't a single song listed in its
library. iTunes simply doesn't know where they are.
Select File: Import and, in the resulting Import
window, find the iTunes Music Library.xml file you
moved to the desktop. C lick on Choose. iTunes will
populate its library listing with your track titles
and restore your playlists. If the Sound Check
option is selected, iTunes will once again apply tl1e
Sound Check adjustment to your library. If it's not
selected, then enable the Sound C heck option to
apply tl1e effect.
Once you're sure your songs are safely listed, trash
the iTunes 4 Music Library file that's on your desk
top. If sometl1ing did go wrong, replace the new
iTunes 4 Music Library file with the original one.
. ~~Te_
xi_
lmport Wizard - Step 2 of 3

This su u n leu you ut the dellmiten your data cont;iins. You ca n see how your text Is
affected In the pre\Mw below.
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0

Setting the Table
Getting a table out of
PDF and into Excel is
no easy task. But after
you do, specifying a
space delimiter may
help separate con
joined cells.
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It depends on your definition of pmctical. I can sug
gest a method that will work-but it can be time
consuming, and it isn't free. That method is to use
Adobe Acrobat 6 or Ts Select Table tool (Standard
edition, $299; Professional edition, $449; www
.adobe.com). (Earlier versions of Acrobat for the
Mac lack this feature.) Choose Tools: Basic: Selec
tion: Select Table and drag the selection area over
tl1e table. Once it's highlighted, control-click on the
table and choose the Open Table In Spreadsheet
command from the contextual menu. Witl1 luck, tl1e
selected text will sort itself into the proper cells and
you'll be well on your way.
I say "witl1 luck" because this may not occur. If the
text in one cell butts up against text in an adjoining cell,
the text from botl1 will be placed in a single Excel cell.
If this happens, go back to Acrobat, control-click on
the selected table again, and choose Save Selected
Table As from the contextual menu. In the dialog box,
choose Text (Tab Delimited) from the Format pop-up
menu, name the file, and click on Save.
Now launch Excel, choose File: Open, find tl1e file
you just created, select it, and tl1en click on Open.
The Text Import wizard will appear. If cell consoli
dation is the problem, the second step of the wizard
may be your salvation. In the Delimiters area of tl1is
window (called Text Import Wizard - Step 2 Of 3),
enable the Space option (see "Setting the Table").
This should separate conjoined cells. (You can find
out by looking at the Data Preview panel at the bot
tom of the window.) Click on Next to determine how
tl1e data in each column will be formatted (General,
Text, or Date), and then click on Finish. The for
matting should be better, but it will probably still
need tweaking.

.a.
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I would like to upgrade the memory and hard disk on
two iMacs-a 400MHz iMac DV and a GOOMHz iMac. Can I
use PC133 memory chips instead of PC100? And is it true
that you can increase the memory limit on the 400MHz
iMac from 512MB to 1GB? What options do I have for the
hard drives?
Larry Kidd
www.macworld.com

~~ TIP OF THE MONTH
This is one of those "Teach a man to fish" questions I
like so much. I can tell you that, yes, you can use
PC133 RAM in your iMac and that, yes, your iMac
supports as much as a gigabyte of RAM. But my
answer will be more helpful to others ifI point you to
a couple of good sources for finding all you need to
know about Mac RAM upgrades.
When seeking RAM specifications, I visit Tech
Works (www.techworks.com). This site allows you to
look up RAM confi gurations for nearly every Mac
ever made. Search results will tell you h ow much
memory a particular one can hold, how many RAM
slots the computer offers, and the kind of RAM the
Mac can use. Oh, and TechWorks will sell that
RAM to you, too. Although I'm a satisfied customer,
Tech Works is hardly the only memory merchant on
earth, and many others offer similar guides (Kingston
[www.kingston .com] and Ramjet [www.ramjet.com],
for example).
You can put a hard drive as expansive as 120GB
into your iMac (we tell you how at macworld
.com/0479). If this isn't enough storage, consider
using a higher-capacity external FireWire drive. And
if you're rmming OS 9 on this iMac, make sure you're
running version 9.2 or later. Earli er versions of OS 9
require third-party drivers before they'll recognize
FireWire drives. To read testimonials of oth er users
who have performed these upgrades, I h eartily sug
ges t that you visi t the Accelerate Your Mac's Drive
Compatibility Database page (macworld .com/0480).

Words and Pictures
I own three Apple computers-an eMac, an iBook, and a Mac
mini. I've been trying to put text on a picture for my Web site.
If iPhoto offers this possibility, I haven't yet discovered it. Will
Ineed another program, such as Photoshop, to be able to add
text to a picture?
Lane Loman

There are a multitude of tools that do this less expen
sively than Adobe Photoshop ($650; www.adobe.com),
though it and its $90 sibling, Photoshop E lements, can
certainly do the job. Luckily, you already have a tool
that can- AppleWorks ($79; www.apple.com/apple
works), an application that ships wi th all consumer
Macs-that is, all but PowerBooks and Power Macs.
To add text to a picture, export one from iPhoto,
drag it into an AppleWorks drawing document, and use
the program's text tool to add the text you want. Save
the file as a JPEG. T hat's it. People who don't already
have AppleWorks can choose from two other inexpen
sive options: Lemke Software's GraphicConverter
($30; www.lemkesoft.com) and Crescendo Software's
Picture Play ($15; www.crescendosw.com).

Missing Packet
At work, I have a Windows PC and a Power Mac. When work
ing with recordable CDs on the PC, I can create folders, drag
www.macworld.com

Slicker Tape
If you select View: Show Paper Tape in the Calculator application, you can enter values
into the Paper Tape window and click on the Recalculate Totals button to perform the
equation. When Inoticed this, Iwondered if that meant Calculator could work like my
graphing calculator. Sure enough, just as Ican on my Texas Instruments Tl-83+, Ican
enter equations using not only the symbols +, - , *. and I , but also
parentheses-(100*5) I ( 2. 25I1. 72) . for example. I've found
this very interesting while doing my chemistry homework, and I have
a feeling that many other Mac-using students out there will, too.
Steven Sekulski

files, delete files, and eject the CD as if I'm working with a
floppy disk. When I take the CD to my Mac, all the files are
accessible, but that's it. Is there software available for the
Mac that will make the CD act the way it does on the PC?
Mickey Godwin

W hat you're describing is something called packet writ
ing, a process by which you write to a CD-R multiple
times. Rox.io (www.roxio.com) used to offer a program
called DirectCD that added packet-writing capabilities
to pre-OS X versions of the Mac operating system.
Regrettably, the program has gone the way of the dodo.
But you can use Tiger's (and Panther's) Disk Utility
(and Jaguar's Disk Copy) to create CD-Rs that you can
burn multiple times. Here's how it works in Tiger:
Grab the files you want to put on the disc and place
them in a single fo lder. L aunch Disk U tili ty (in the
I Applications/Utilities folder) and choose File: New:
Disk Image From Folder (in Panther, select Images:
New: Image From Folder). In the resulting dialog box,
navigate to the folder you created and click on Image.
In the New Image From Folder dialog box that
appears, name the image, choose Read-Only from the
Image Format pop-up menu, and click on Save.
Select the image in the left column of the Disk
Utility dialog box and click on Burn. Insert a blank
CD as requested. If you don't see any option s at
this point, click on the trian gle to the right of
the Burn Disc In pop-up menu to reveal them.
Select the Leave Disc Appendable option to
burn the material you chose as a single session.
You'll be able to add additional sessions at
another time.
Now for the caveats: this method is convenient and
free, but discs burned this way don't work on Win
dows PCs because their format is incompatible with
Microsoft's operating system. In order to use your
discs on Macs and PCs, you'll need to buy one of the
utilities that can burn cross-platform multisession
CDs. One of the least expensive is toolsonTEN's
burnitAgainSam ($15; macworld.com/0481 ). It fea
tures a simple interface and burns discs in the ISO
9660 Joliet format, which is compatible with both
Macs and PCs. I'm also very keen on Roxio's Toast 6
continues
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@D TOOLS OF THE TRADE
Many Answers to Mini Problems
The Mac mini is a different breed of computer-one that not
only is more affordable than any previous Apple computer, but
,
also presents unique challenges.And finding ways to meet
those challenges can be a challenge in and of itself.
> Reset the PMU For example, because the mini is
nearly hermetically sealed, how are you supposed to reset
the Power Management Unit (PMU)-a chip that, as the
name implies, controls the management of the computer's power? If this chip's set
tings are corrupted, your mini could behave in unexpected ways. Fortunately, Apple
describes how to reset the PMU at macworld.com/0483. It's a document every mini
owner should tuck away in case of emergency.
> Fix Video Glitches And then there are the reports of dim video on VGA
displays attached to the mini.Apple offers a small measure of help in its ":fr0uble
shooting: Reduced Brightness with Some VGA Displays and Mac mini" document
(macworld.com/0484), but the Web site MaclnTouch goes into greater detail
(macworld.com/0485).
> Upgrade with Ease You say you'd like to upgrade the RAM, hard drive,
or optical drive on your mini? Macworld's own Jason Snell describes how to crack
open a mini at macworld.com/0486. To see these upgrades in video format, check
out the mini-upgrade QuickTime videos offered by Other World Computing at
macworld.com/0487.

after, you must dig into that directory and find just
the clip you need. Follow these steps:
Open the iMovie project that contains the clip
you want. Select that clip in the timeline or the
C lips pane and press ~ -I to bring up the Clip Info
dialog box. Find the fi le's name by looking at the
entry next to Media File. It will be something like
Clip 06.dv (see "Clip Job").
Now quit iMovie and control-click on the iMovie
project you just opened. Choose Show Package Con
tents from the contextual menu. In the resulting win
dow, open the Media folder and look for the clip with
the right name (Clip 06.dv in my example). Option
drag this clip to the desktop to make a copy of it. Now
launch iMovie and drag the clip into the iMovie win
dow of your new project to import it.

Readdressing Address Book
My iBook was recently stolen. When I replaced it with
another a few weeks later, I naturally wanted to restore
my address and iCal information. I backed up my Library
folder from my Home folder. Can I recover my addresses
from that folder?
Samuel T. Ocean

Titanium (001; macworld .com/0482). At $80 it's not
the cheapest utility around, but it's reliable, does far
more than simply create multisession CDs, and is less
cumbersome than Disk Utility.

Clip Conveyance
I've been trying to copy a movie clip from one iMovie proj
ect into another.The problem is that when Itry to move just
the small clip that I've designated, the whole original moves.
What's the proper way to do this?
Martin Goldstein

In all likelihood, when you attempt to move that one
small clip, you're actually moving the entire iMovie
project. An iMovie project file is a directory that
holds the raw material for the movie, including the
movie's audio and video clips. To grab the clip you're

------~··-"'
'·---~-----1
Name:

l ~llp 06:

Media file : Cllp 06.dv
Size ; 529 MB
Capture date: Friday, Marc.h 4. 2005 2 :13 PM

Duration: 2:34:06

Clip Job Trying to
grab a specific part of
your iMovie project?
Press ~ -I to learn the
name of the clip.
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To find your addresses, open up that Library folder
you backed up and peer into the Application Support
folder. Locate the AddressBook folder inside, and
copy it to the same location on your new iBook.
Doing so will replace the AddressBook folder on
your iBook that contains no useful information
(unless, of course, you've added contacts on the new
iBook) with the AddressBook folder that contains
all your contacts.

Accessorizing iCal
Is there an automatic way to put holidays and moon phases
into iCal?
Jason Kamps

With the help of iCal subscriptions, yes. Choose
Calendar: Subscribe and enter the calendar's URL in
the sheet that appears. I use the site iCalShare
(icalshare.com) to find calendars. The site offers more
than 2,000, from the schedules of pro sports teams
to important dates in the history of anarchy. The last
time I looked, iCalShare listed 228 holiday calendars
and enough moon-phase calendars to bring out the
werewolf in anyone.
To subscribe to an iCa!Share calendar, find one you
like and click on the Subscribe link associated with it;
iCal will launch and add the calendar. If you get tired
of a particular calendar, just click on it in iCal's Cal
endar pane and delete it. D
Contributing Editor CHRISTOPHER BREEN is the editor in chief of Play
listmag.com and the author of Secrets of the iPod and iTunes, fifth edition
(Peachpit Press, 2005).
www.macworld.com
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• Dashboard hosts widgets, mini-applications that provide
instant, timely Internet information
·
• Easier to access and enjoy.everything on your computer
• Spotlight helps you find documents and images
• Over 200 new features
Mac OS xv. 10.4 Ti ger .......... .. ........... .....

$99* #5591727

Mac OS xv. 10.4 Tiger Family Pack ........ $169• #5763787
•After rebate . Exp ires 6/30/05.

Take control of Your Music

AirClick iPod Remote control

New!

• RF remote controls iPod from
your sound system

•••••
•

• Works up to 60 feet away
• Select songs, change
volume, pause music
ONLY $29

95

#5692675

Stand Up and Be Heard

mm22 Portable iPod Speakers
• Dynamic audio in a compact design

I

• Twin micro drivers for smooth sound
• Deluxe case protects speakers 0.
and organizes cables·
\JI
ONLY 5 5995
#5678021

t

(~
Logitech·

When iPod Meets Stereo

wow Them in the Living Room

Make a Digital SLR Breakthrough

iPod stereo Dock

EP7110 Home Cinema Digital Projector

D70S Digital SLR camera outfit

• Play iPod tunes through
stereo system

• Projects up to nine feet diagonally

• 6.1-megapixel,

• 1600:1 contrast ratio

• 1/8000 second shutter speed

• Simultaneously charges
iPod, iPod mini, iPod photo

• SVGA (800 x 600) resolution

• Remote firing capability
• Includes 18-70 mm
DX Zoom-Nikkor lens

• Included remote works up
to 30 feet away
ONLY $69
#5801940

95

•

-...:.~ .~;

---.c...__t::::1" ,.,.-· )
~

Kensington

Take Your iPod on a Roadtrip
iCruze
ail MCNSTER'

ONLY $1399
#564391 1

ONLY $1195
#5776844

...__,_ .

.._

Nikon.

one Remote Does it All

Envious Friends Not Included

TSU7000 Touchscreen Remote control

42" Plasma TV

• Patented interface technology directly
connects iPod to factory car stereo

• Customizable RF remote
• Backlit LCD screen

• 16:9 widescreen aspect
ratio ideal for movies

• Select playlists and tracks through your
car stereo's CD changer controls

• Advanced graphical capabilities

• HDTV compatible

5
ONLY 599
#5256937

• 4000:1 contrast ratio

• Simultaneously charges iPod
95

STARTING AT s249

www.macconnection.com/monster
94
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5
ONLY 1999
#5738688

Panasonic
www.macworld.com

Get Lab-Quality Photos at Home

PictureMate Personal Photo Lab

Put a Little PC in Your Mac

Virtual PC for Mac 7.o
Windows XP Professional

Adobe creative Suite 2

• One-touch printing for glossy,
borderless 4" x 6" photos

• Access PC-only software, fil es,
networks, and printers

• Prem ium includes latest versions
of Photoshop, Illustrator, lnD es ign,
Golive, Acrobat

• Print directly from your camera
• Water and fade-resistant photos

~~2~~~9995

Bring Your
creativity to Life

• Improve performance and reliability

• Extended PDF capabilities
Standard Upgrade

+@"i·U•

s339 9s#5707136

Recei ve S50 rebate when purchased with a
3MP+ digita l camera or any sys tem. Expires 6/30/05.

Premium
upgrade
5

539 #S?OS918

ONLY

• Bright, color-rich screen

22995

~-

Adobe·
r-..,
ir •'I

Most Popular Handheld is Better Than Ever

Tungsten E2

5

#5087256

www. macconnection .com/ mw

A/Of
Mow./ FREE
"' IY4
• Sofware Pack!

• Built-in Bluetooth0 wireless technolgoy
• Non-volatile Fl ash memory
keeps data safe
ONLY

5

249

#5751330

.'f.(

800. 800. 33 3 3

P.~~~~n,e

1

MacConnectiorr
A PC CONNECTION, INC. COM PANY

the right tools for the right brain '"
© 2005 PC Connection. All rights reserved . MacConnection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. or its subsidiarles. All other copyrights and trademarks remain tt1e property of tt1eir respective owners.

our Sales Policy - All sales are subject to Macconnectian·s Standard Terms of sale. You may review the Terms of sare at wvvw.macconnection.com.

Other World Computing
Serving the Mac Universe since 7988.

/ Make your IMac
Move with Rain
Design 1360'
ATurntablefor
~~===·=-:BB~ll•C=~~="",.. youriMac $39

••
••
••

Check out our
Mac of the Month at

Get up to
2 GIGsof
Memory

your
HardDrive
400GB $299

'

''

'

''

More Memory
=Faster
Mac
Did you know that memory makes the difference?
For today's applications and OSX, increasing
your memory to 768MB or greater can more
than DOUBLE the performance of your Apple! See fewer
'spinning beach balls' and notice how much faster your
Apple is with the right memory! Speak to one of our
knowledgeable OWC reps by phone or use our on line
memory guide at macsales.com/memory

All PowerMac G4, eMac G4,
& iMac G3/G4 Models

''

PowerMac GS & iMac GS
All Models up to Dual ~
GS 2.SGHz 184 Pin
DDR DIMM Upgrades
.

512MB Module $49.00
lGB Module $125.00
lGB Kits $99.00
2GB Kits $235.00

8

I

j

I\

-



.

768MB/1GB!
\'

•

512MB from $55.99
lGBfrom $139.99
lGB Samsung Factory Original
OEM Module $179.00

' L
. \I
:::_Spec.1a ·

Max up to

·,.·

•

All Models up to 1.67GHz
200 Pin DDR SO-DIMM Upgrades

For All PowerMac G3 Models

256MB Module
only $25.99

-

•

PowerBook G4 Aluminum
& iBook G4 (all models)

PowerMac G3 Memory

SDRam or DDR Memory Module Upgrades

256MB from $25.00
512MB from $49.00
lGB from $119.00

•• • •• • • •• ••

•
••
•
• ••

-r _;~
I
<

"71 "

Get the right memory every time by speaking to a friendly
OWC Rep at 800-275-4576 or with our memory guide at
macsales.com/memory

MW_OHS
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Your Online Mac Upgrade Center

www.macworld.com

SuperDrive Your Mac
From Only $75.00

8

Internal options for PowerMacs,
PowerBooks, Mac mini,
iMacs, & eMacs from $75.00.
'
External from $129.99 for any • •
FireWire/USB Equipped Mac.
DVD Burn Speeds of up to 16X
& Dual Layer Burn Support too!

OWC FireWire & USB ~
High Performance plug &play ~

NEW-Now Available!
OWC Mercury Elite-AL Pro
FireWire Solutions

External for any Mac (or PC)
with an available FireWire/
USB 2.0 port.
~

i!J

FW400/800 and USB2
Combo Solutions

.......

120GB to 400GB 7200RPM

Macwo~d

'"""""from '"'·"

•

9in

I
::::;~:)4;:;:

!i@t

5.5 in

OWC Mercury On-The-Go
2.5" Portable
FireWire and FireWire+USB2
Combo Solutions
'Fits in your Shirt Pocket,
Weighs less than 12 ounces!'
40GB to 100GB in the
palm of your hand
from $127.97
Most Popular:
80GB 5400RPM
for $209.99

Ie?::o j
1.5 in

NEW-Now Available!
OWC Mercury Elite DUAL FireWire 800
RAID Solution
Plug & Play FireWire Dual
Drive Hardware RAID

Media, Cases, Label Kits
in stock too!

.· ~
---~---

Most Popular:
Elite Pro FW400 + USB2 Combo Solutions
250GB 7200RPM BMB Buffer $229.99

For PowerBooks:

All OWC Mercury and Neptune Model Solutions provide Ultra Quiet Operation and
uti li ze custom Oxford Fire Wire Bridge designs for high-performance and
reliability. All models are EMC/Daotz Retrospect Backup Certified and include EMC
Oantz Retrospect Backup software, lntech HO Speedtools, all connect ing cables,
overlGB of Mac Public Domain/Freeware/Shareware, other accessories bctupb'f- ]
specific to each model and either a lyr or 2yr OWC Warranty.
l ~a~

C9
2-Port FW800 PCMCIA $78 .95

Audio/Video/Music

Internal Hard Drives

Hard Drive Controllers

Bulk up your computer by giving it higher
capacity to perform for your needs.

Use Serial ATA hard drives or bigger, faster ATA
drives with a new PCI hard drive controller

\ I

,,, , r-J

NINt~-

Serial
J:l
:t
@ : :A 4-Channel PCl-M $79.95

lllL..,,

~

Tempo ATA & SATA Mac PC/ Controllers
Tempo SATA/150 $75 .99
Tempo HD Ultra ATA / 133 $78.95

;;~:;::';,,w;,,1""''"'·"'
2-Channel SATA Controller $63 .99
4-Channel SATA Controllers
from $119.95
Dual-Bay Hot Swap External Serial
ATA Enclosure with SATA PC/
Controller Card $257.95

/

'" ;, ""'~

@l!ijli1i
EyeTV 200 $309.00
EyeTV 500 High
Definition $347.95
EyeTV - TV Tuner/Digital
Recorder/Video Encoder $149.99

.,

~
(J;Jt:::?
Instant Music for Mac
$41.99

Prices, specifications, and availability are subject to change without notice. Items returned within 30 days may be subject to a restocking fee.
No return will be accepted without Return Merchandise Authorization number.

www.macworld.com
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See the fu ll line of OWC Fi reWire Solutions as well
as solutions by LaCie, EZ Quest, SmartDisk, and
Weibet ech online at macsales .com / FireWire

2-Port FW400 PCMCIA $19.99

2.5" 40GB I
"'- tolOOGB '
-_trom $69S

• .• ~.

!mlBll
FireWire 800 + USB 2.0 Combo PC/ $85.99
~owe

,,,,_

11 b

40GB to 250GB from $99.99
Most Popular:
120GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $139.99
250GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $199.95

2-Port FireWire 400 PCI $9.95
3-Port FW400+5 Port
2.0 PCI $29.95
3-Port FireWire 800/1-Port
FW400 PCI $49.99

For PowerBooks, iBooks, & Mac mini

+

'Value Done Right' FireWire 400 Solutions High
Performance, Quality Storage for less.

For PowerMacs:

_

''''

OWC Neptune

~owe

0

CiR£AT

MaCWorJd

Sout of S

Elite Pro FW800/400+USB2
· -~
Combo Solutions
~ ·' ·
2SOGB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $259.99
400GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $439.99

Add new capabilities or extra ports

For iMacs, eMacs, and PowerMacs

~60

~

160GB7200RPM8MBBuffer $199. 99 ~
Yea ;ill
2
.......J
'

ADD FIREWIRE & USB TO
PowerMacs and Powerbooks!

SuperDrive your computer online!
Visit macsales.com/Superdrive

.

'OroolWorthy"

~

'f D~

2SOGB 7200RPM BMB Buffer $ 249.99
400GB 7200RPM 8MB Buffer $419.99

Make musicl movies, data
backups and more!

~

Aptil 1005

Elite Pro FWB00/400 Solutions

9 in

3.5" Plug I I
" & Play 80GB ,
- to 400GB
;¥
_ trom $59

W

300GB 7200RPM SMB Buffer $ 289.99

5.5 in

Pioneer DVR-109
$75.99 Up to
16x DVD Burn w/
Dual Layer

\

High-Performance for the most demanding
Audio/Video, Backup, Music, and general
storage needs.
MacAddlct
80GB to 400G8s from $129.99 ~

320G B RAID $329.99
500GB RAID $439.99
800GB RAID $799.99

Apple Genuine
Pioneer DVR-106 w/
Black Bezel $75.00

OWC Mercury Elite Pro Top Rated Fire
Wire 400, 800, & USB Combo Solutions

-~--

Other World Computing
1004 Courtaulds Dr., Woodstock, IL 60098
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Satisfy that Need for Speed
- with up to G4/1.BGHZ DUAL Processor Upgrades!
Plug n' Play makes your 'old Mac' perform like NEW Again. Compatible with
new and existing software, all the memory and other hardware you have too!
* *30 Day 100% Money Back Guarantee on all PowerLogix & OWC Brand Upgrades!**

G3&G4
Processor
Upgrades by:

.•

iJ PowerLog»<

OWCglves
cash back !or
your old

•

processor

Go from as slow as G3/233MHz up to
G4/1.0GHz from $129!

Power Up to Dual 1.8GHZ from $179.00!
For PowerMac G4 AGP Graphics/Sawtooth, Cube, Gigabit
Ethernet, Digital Audio, and Quicksilver models.
Featured Products:

Featured Products for any PowerMac G3 Model:

•awe

j! PowwLoi»<

Mercury ZIF G4@SOOMHz 1MB L2 $129.00
j! PowwLoi»<
~~l\FO~

PFSS G4@1.0GHz 2MB L3 $179.00
PF47 *DUAL* G4@1.2GHz $549.00
PF47 *DUAL* G4@1.7GHz $659.00
PF47 * DUAL* G4@1 .8GHz $749.00

1°NN®r

Mercury Extreme G4@1.4GHz 2MB L3 $339.00

ZIF G4@700MHz 1MB L3 $199.00
ZIF G4@1.0GHz 1MB L3 $349.00

~-~

PFZ G3@1.0GHz 1MB L2 $229.00
PFZ G3@1.1GHz 1MB L2 $329.00 ,..

•awe

.:..

--.ii
I :-:_,,

1°NN°r

EncoreST G4@1 .7GHz ;2MB L3 $449.00

Take your Legacy PowerMac 7300-9600
up to 1.0GHZ!
PowerLog0<
'l.<t'iJ'-Fo~

J!

OWC is the #1 Source for
G3/G4 Upgrades

PowerForce 'S partan' PCI G3/ 1.0GHz $229.99
Also available: \0
Crescendo G4@700MHz 1MB L3 $247.00
Crescendo G4@800MHz 1MB L3 $346.00

Call or Visit mac5ale5.com/FASTER
for our full line up.

NN°r

Online Upgrade Guide makes it easy to find
just what upgrades are right for YOUR Mac
model. Exclusive online Benchmarks show
you how the different upgrades com pare to
each other AND new Macs I

Network Adapters

For Power Mac GS models:

D-Lin~

x800 GS Dual DVI with
2S6MB $495.99
9800 Pro Mac Special Edition
2S6MB $292 .99

D-Link 10/ 100
Ethernet PCI Card $9.99

For AGP Equipped
PowerMac G4s:

Is your Mac forgetting what
time it is? OWC PRAM
batteries starting at $5.75

9800 Pro 128MB $243.99
9000 Pro 128MB $127.99

:=·~

.._

Make your Mac mini even better!
Upgrade to lGB

C:::-~irii;;::~ only $119.00
'

PRAM Batteries

Wireless Mouse
Logitech Cordless 'Click'

Get a Bigger & Faster
Hard Drive from $79.99
More Storage that's up to 43.8%Foster!

Burn DVDs & CDs
for only $149.95
BX DVD Burner is twice as fast as Apple's
current Superdrive option+ supports
Dual Layer DVD Burning!

Optical Mouse for USB
SPECIAL - **$25.99**

More Memory= Much Faster!

Exclusive owe Online Video
shows how to install these
Mac mini upgrades or for S99
including overnight pickup and

return delivery. owe will do the
Mac mini upgrades for you!

n ) n e u..o ~r t:vr;hnulnyui
Need accessoriesfor your mini?
Newerlech has some Ergonomic
Aids. includ ing an Acrylic base
that lights up cool blue!

Call or Visit macsales .com/macmini

Laptop Accessories

n >neUJer t:ec:hnology:

NuPower Batteries
PowerBook G4 Titanium 15"
4800mAh NuPower $149.95
Forall400-1GHzModels.upto42%

MORE

Capacity vs. Original Battery!
Nu Power w ith up to 50% more

Capacity also availab le from
$119.99 for PowerBook G4
Aluminum 12/15/17" Models,
PowerBook G3 Wa ll street/
Lombard / Pismo, All iBook G3
and iBook G4 Models.

Protect your screen!
There's an OWC Laptop
Screen Protector (LSP)
product for your Mac.
PowerBook G4 17" $17.99
PowerBook G4 15" $17.95
PowerBook G3 lS" $14.99
iBook/PowerBook G4 12" $13.95

Software
AppleOSX

10.4x 'Tiger'
from $109.99
10.3x ' Panther' from $49.00
10.2x 'Jag uar' from $17.99

Th eOWC LSPs are precision cut, glove soft leath er protectors that preve nt
potentially permanent marks which can occur from the trackpad and
keyboard while your laptop is closed.

FREE SAMPLE of Klear Screen display
cleaner with each LSP Purchase

MW_OJ.Ol
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Your Online Mac Upgrade Center

www.macworld.com

Music on your Mac

Brian Moore Guitars
iGuitar USS/ MIDI Guitar Controller
Starting from $759.00
Featured in Roger
Adler's the garage
album CD along with
other owe products.
thegaragealbum.com
•

iPod Replacement Batteries & Enrichment Products

n)

nel.Uert:ec:hnology~

iPod Replacement Batteries

D

ES

I

G

NewerTech iPod Replacement
Batteries feature up to 70 %
more capacity vs. original
batte ry for runtimes even
exceeding 21 hours!
~

N

Shuttle A/V Controllers

NuP011Ver

~

Nu Power 600mAh Battery
for all iPod mini $29.99
50% more ca pacity vs. ori gin al

RoadTrip & RoadTrip Plus
Listen to your iPod while 'on-the-road'!

HIGHLVRECOMMENDED
1podh1un9•.com

RoadTrip, . rllLei!!tijjj!iillll

Batteries are'
complete kits wi th

documenta tion and
ins tallation tools.

Shuttle Pro v2
Jog/Shuttl e
(1S pro gra mmable
butto ns) $84.99

Shuttle Express
Jog/Shuttle
(S programmabl e
button s) $39.99

M-AUDIO

NuPower 2100mAh Battery
for all 1st & 2nd Gen iPods $39.95
70% more capacity vs. ori gin al

FM Transmitter
+ iPod Charger
$27.95
For iPod mini, 3rd Gen,
4th Gen, and Photo Models
Charges and broadcast s
clean and cl ea r - all in one.

Trigger Fing er MIDI
Controller Input
Device $199.00
Bl ack Box - Awesome
Guitar AMP FX & Au dio
Interface $249.00

More rockin' accessories at macsales.com/music

The Latest Enhancements

~
~
Village Tron le VTBook

Add another CRT or Flat
Panel Display to your
Powerbook $246.99
ilugger iMac cases
for the iMac GS
Scolor combinations
starting at $99.95
Rain Design i360°
A Turntable for
your iMac GS 17"
and 20" $39.00

'II~)~r
1

Eyecandl« for
your!Mac. Sixflavors
to choose from.

c.:::;;:.i~=..,.....,...,,iiiiii~ Use NewerTech's
"_ _!i!_ G -~-instructi ons & includ ed
..,..,,.,. ~ ~.,.,_
tools+ OWC's online
:yg;.s;r_?AS!Y
insta ll ation videos to
l fli:o.:_"'€~"'-::~'~"'°~.=:! easily in sta ll the iPod
~c ..---cro;;-,,.
bat te ry you rse lf- OR,
for $49 +the cost of th e
battery, owe cove rs all
freight and will in st all
the batte ry for yo u!
-..n====-===:=:o.....-' macsa les.com/iPodinstall

,/
·
·;
"-.'.. ' --.

--

1

-
--

Contour Design
iSee

Contour Design

XtremeMac iPod
cases fro m$9.95

Contour Design

"':"i:rj""""
XtremeMac Sport
Wrap Armband

OWC's full line of iPod Accessories, Batteries, and more on line at macsales.com/iPod

O'Reilly Books
The latest Mac titles from $9.95

Over 30 Mac

Titles In Stock!

·--·-··

~
.

· 71;;;?t~m;;;~ ~i:t

---

OMl.ll'"

_ ,.....

Pay less . Get: more. Surf fast:er!

Mac-Only
Internet
from only

s s per
month!

Hig h-S peed Nationwi de Dial -up
and DSL Se rvices 24/7 Toll Free
Te ch Support & More !

Visit Fast erMac .net or call
toll free 800-869-9152 to
learn more or to sign up.

Other World Computing
Serving the Mac Universe since 7988
il!i!'iiil!!i!ffii!!!,!;!)' A

Di'f!iiW

twMOOii!tMlftl

visit macsales.com 800.275.4576
Pri ces, specificat ions, and ava ilability are subject to change without notice. Items returned with in 30 days may be subject to a restocking fee.
No return will be accepted wi thout Re tum Merchand ise Authorization number.

www.macworld.com

;...

Nu Power 900mAh Battery models
for all 40GB iPod 4th Gen, 40GB
& 60GB iPod Photo $34.95
Up to 44% more ca pacity vs. original

a

Stud ioPro 4 Des ktop
Audio Powered
Monitors $149.00

FM Transmitter -· AsREviwmar:
for All Apple t""~rh.;i>Tt1;;;1,;~
iPod Models ~-·
$14.99
Also works with any device with
a headphone audio out jack.

RoadTrip'~ rllL'e!li'"!!"l'.!.i!Ml.B

Nu Power 850mAh Battery
for all 3rd Gen iPods $25.99
30% more capacity vs. ori gin al
Nu Power 750mAh Battery
for all 4th Gen iPods $25.99
20% more ca pa city vs. original

Keystation 49e
49-Key USS Midi
Controller $99.00

Finally, an easy to use and GREAT sounding
FM Transmitter for your iPod! Just Plug,
Tune a single station, and jam on without
interruption. Easier to use and sounds better
than products costing 2-4 times as much!

Other World Computing
1004 Courtaulds Dr., Woodstock, IL 60098
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CANON GL-2
•20x Optical Z - o m
· 100x Digital Zoo
...

;;~~~~Ser
· 8.0 MegaPixels
· 5x OpU3x Dig Zoo
s59999
C·5500 .. .$259.99
C·60 ....... $244.99
C·7000 ... $439.99

- -

• •

...... $3009.99
NEW! XL-2 .. ..
NEW! ZR-1 00 ... .. .. ..... $2 69 .99
NEW! ZR-200 ..... ... .. .. $299 .99
NEW! ZR-300 .. ........ .. .. $349 .99
NEW! ZR -400 .. ........... $3 89.99

NEW! Elura 80 .... .... ... $379 .99
NEW! Elura 85 ...........$409 .99

NEW! Op1ura 400 .... ..$599 .99

JVC GZ-MC200

JVC GR-DF550

SONY DCR-HC1000

...._
~

PENTAXOptio WP

· 2.12 MegaPixels

·6.1 MegaPixelsCC.D
· 2.0~ LCD Screen

• 5.0 MegaPixel
· 2.0~ LCD Scree

s59999

99
1
244
.$209 .90
. .... .$2 19.99
......... $319.99

· 10x Optical Z o o
· ·
· 200x Digital Zo
.
· 1.8~ Color LCD

·1sr-o

NEW! Optura 50 . ... ... .$549 .99
NEWI Optura 60 ....... .$604 .99

• 1.33 MegaPixels
• 2S Color LCD

Opture. XI .. .

... ... $809 .99

· 12x Optical Zoom
• 150x Digital Zoo. .
•2.5" LCD

•

1100999

ss1999
NEW! GZ-MC 100 ......... S669 .99
NEW ! GZ-MCSOO...........CALL
GA -DX77 ..
.. ..... $354.99
GR-DX97 .. .................. $379.99
NEW! GY-HD10U .............CALL
JY- HD 10U ........ .. .... $2 149.99
GY-OVJOO ... .. ...... .S1649.99
GY-OV5000 ... ............. S3699.99

NEW! GA-0250 ..........$249 .99
NEW! GR·D270 .. ........ S259 .99
NEW! GR-0 290 .......... $269 .99
NEW! GR-0295 .... .. ... .$269 .99
NEW! GR·DF430 . ...S309.99
NEW! GR -DF 450 ........ $349.99
NEW! GR-XS .. ..
.. .... CALL

NEW! DCR-HC21 .... .. .. $339 .99
NEW! DCR-HC32 .......S399.99
NEW! DCR·HC42 ....... S449 .99
NEW! DCR-HC90 ....... $699.99

SONY DCR-VX2100 ...._

SONY HDR-FX1

SONY DCR-DVilD403

~

· 48x Digit al Zoom
• 12x Optical Zoom

•2SLCDScre~
·

1199999

~-

' · .

• 12x Oplical Zoom
·3.5" LCD Sere~
5
99
2649

• 3.3 MegaPixels
· 1Ox Optical Zo

• 2.7" LCD
...,.

~

s5s999

~

SONY DCR-PC1000
• 2.8 MegaPixels
• 2.
LCD Screen

r

ss7999

•

r

ESQ ... .. .$239.99
X50 ... ... $21 9.99

Special! DSA·PDX10. $1649. 99
Sp ecial! DSR·PD 170 .$2479.99
NEW! DCR-TAV280 .... $264.99
NEW! OCR-TRV480 .... $309 .99
NEW! HDR -Z1 .... .......$3999.99

NEW!
NEW!
NEW!
NEW!

DCR-DVD7 ....... S529.99
DCR-DVD92 .. .. .S469 .99
DCR-DVD103 ...$509.99
DCR-DVD203 ...$529.99

PANASONIC PV-GS250

PANASONIC AG-DVX1 OOA

· 3. 1 MegaPixels
• 2.5'' LCD Screen

• 3-CCD Imaging
·Super VHS

Special! DCA·DVD301 $6 29.99

• 12x Optical

m!ll'llt'"".lloa

99
1
2299

AG- DV25 00 .... . .. ......$1409.99
AG- DVC200 ........ .... .$3199. 99
NEW! PV-GS16 .. ......... $339.99
NEW! PV-GS19 . .. ....... $259 .99
NEW! PV-GS31 .. ...... ...$3 19.99
NEW! PV-GS35 ........ ... $369.99
Special! PV-GSSS .. .. .. .$349 .99
NEW! PV-GS65 ........ ...$449 .99
NEW! PV-GS 150 .........$509 .99
NEW! PV-GS400 . .. .. ...$949 .99

AG-OVC7 ..... ..........$8 . 9
Special! AG -DVC30 ..$ 1599.99
NEW! AG-DVC60 .. .... $1799.99
NEW! AG-HVX200 . .. ....... CALL
NEW! AJ -HDX100 ........... CALL
Special! VD -RM 50 ...... $499.99
NEW! VDR-M53 .... .. .... S459.99
NEW! VDR -M54..... ... ..$469.99
NEW! VDR-M55 .... .. .... $5 19.99
Special! VD-AM70 . .. ...$529 .99
NEW! VDR -M75 .......... $549.99
NEW! VDR -M95 .......... $669.99

IN FOCUS X2
• DLP

• 5888 x 4000 pixels
· 4000 DPI Optical
Resolution
•USB

EPSON Stylus 2200P

EPSON Stylus 1280 ...._

• USB/Serial Port
• PC or Mac
• 6 Color Small
Archival Link s

·Smudge Free Inks
· PC or Mac

•

~

OLYMPUS

~:~-Sublimatioll
• 1.8" LCD
•USB

s37999

LS-40 .....
SI lu s 3000 ...............$1 179.99
Policy: Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express, Diners Club, Mone&,Orders, Certified Check, (Personal Checks up lo 14,000.00 with name and address imprinted on check). C.O.D. orders are also accepled. Orders by mail please
0

ft~ni~~~) ~~ep~o~~u~~~~~t?~~~~.c~i~1r~~~~~s~~fcC:~; ~ul~~nzati~~e~~~~~:Asht~~?n~v!~~:~d1~;·;r·e ~:lrr!1~~d~:~ ~:f~e~~~~ t~uc~e~r~gp~n~i~~u~~~~~~~g~~~ruo~ns~io~~~;~!:~~flr~c'r~:il-~=~~~~4~t~~~

'!ae
merchandise must be in new condition and must include all packaging and printed material in original, unaltered condition. Broadway Photo is not responsible for typographical errors. All items are covered by USA, International or Broadway
Photo and Video Warranty. Prices subject to change. Please check our website for current prices. All our merchandise is brand new and factory fresh. Quantities are limited . Thank you and enjoy your order.
MW 7/05
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DEVELOPER showcase

Developer Showcase

BooqBags

SKB Cases

Etymotic

Hoodman
TI1ird Street SW
loswap
@

last Software

QuidVe15e
Dato Video Corp.

skbcases.com

booqbags.com
etymotic.com

hoodmanusa.com

Rain Design

raindesigninc.com

thirdstreetsoftware.com

Acme Made

acmemade.com

ioswap.com
sketch up.com
quickverse.com
datavideo-tek.com

MarWare

marwa re. com

Dr. Bott

SeafoodByNet
Global Print Runner

Services Showcase
Presentation Services

Mark/Space

EDG Graphics

edgmiami.com

rProof

Disc

Ma~

discmakers.com/mwmag

Radlech

bigposters.com

~~
~~~

1t1

It's like iTu n e s for
·-academic literatu re .
Better Research.
Better Bibliographies.
Download a free, fully-functional demo at:
www.ThirdStreetSoftware.com

www.macworld.com

peryy of their ros

yourmaclife.com

macresq .com

Academic Superstore academicsuperstore.com
1-800-4- Memory

18004memory.com

tradeshow-stuff.com
Data Memory Systems

datamem.com

drivesavers.com
Journey Education

journeyed.com

MegaMacs

megamacs.com

boswell.com

imagers.com

brochures.com

All trademarks remain the

Your Mac Li fe

Boswell

Brochures. com

granitedigital.com

globalprintrunner.com

MacResQ

Drive Savers

sharpdots.com

Granite Digital

macsolutions.com

drbott.com

Sharpdots

omnigroup.com/outlinef

Mac Solutions

fatcow.com

TechRestore
Omni Group

seafoodbynet.com

FatC ow

Tradeshow Stuff

Cases
Glare Guard
Academic
Storage

techrestore.com

Americas Printer

americasprinter.com

Direct Showcase
Po werOn Computers
Shreve Systems.

Endless Pools

endlesspools.com

Mac Pro

mac-pro.com

poweron.com
shrevesystems.com

Introducing

TinyDrive'"
Portable Mini USB MicroDrive
•
•
•
•

Hi-speed USB2.0 Portab le Storage
Avai lab l e i n 2.2GB & 4.4GB Capacities
Plug-n -p lay Driverless Des ign
Fast 6.SMB/s Sustained Data Rat e

TinyDrive 2. 2GB $165
Tiny Drive 4.4GB $ 228

dive com aniu.

July 2005
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Graphics
Bible Software
Multimedia
Software

Welcome to the family!
The #1 Bible Study Software is now
on a whole new platform.

datawa@©(Q)
www.datavideo.us

DAC-10
Bi Directional DV
Component, Composite & S-Video
NTSC I PAL

l).'' I

Analog Video

Format Converter

li::il
~

The wait is over. Fast. Intuitive. Elegant...Some of the most ski lled
Mac programmers in the business, with over 40 years of combined
experience, have brought t heir vision for QuickVerse Bible study
software for Macintosh to life! The Macintosh Operating System,
user base, and hardware platform are definitely not foreign
territory for QuickVerse. Created from th e ground up to be a truly
native 05-X application, any Mac user interested in Bible reading,
Bible study, sermon preparation, or teaching wi ll qu ickly discover
that QuickVerse Mac is truly the most intuitive and Mac-embracing
Bible study software on the market.

Save 15% on any purchase of QuickVerse Mac \
"'~.
with Priority ~~de M~SOS.

Call 888.459.0078 orv1s1t www.qu1ckverse.com

102 MACWORLO
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f

QuickVerse

DAC 100
Bi Directional DV
Composite & S-Video
NTSC I PAL

•••••••
I Tel. 562.696.2324

Mac and PC Compatible

www.macworld.com

OmniGraffle
r--------.A..______~

OmniGraffle
Pronunciation: om'ne-grafl
Noun: 1. A powerful, yet easy to use Mac OS X diagramming
and drawing application. 2. A tool to create org charts, family
trees, flow charts, network diagrams, school projects, posters,
CD covers, and almost anything else you can think of. 3. A great
way to make all your PC-using friends really, really jealous.

Learn more and download a free trial at www.omnigroup.com/julymacworld

www.macworld.com

July 2005
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DEVELOPER showcase

Firewire
Mobile Computing
Accessories

FireWire -

§.h~fJ-~ .  [LJ

- SCSI Storage

Hot-Swap Features:
• 1SOMB/s
• In expensive
• Convenient
swa pping of
drives is perfect Hot-Swap
for backing up
System
and for managing
large proj ects.

Hot-Swap
RAID
Storage
System
Dual Rack Hot-Swap Features:
• Fast Disk-to-Disk Backup
• In expensive Hot-Swap Trays
• Convenient Swapping of Drives
• Unlimied Storage Capabilities

Special $149

The new Granite Hot-Swap Drive is the most versati le storage system on the market. With the low cost of ATA hard drives you can now use hard drives
to backup yo ur computer, transport large amounts of data, dedicate drives for projects, and completely eliminate the need for tape drives and other
arch iva l systems. It's the ideal solution for your removable storage needs and it's faster than all other types of archival systems.
Hot-Swap RAID I JBOD System_s . .
offer unsurpassed value and reliability
Our RAID I JBOD Systems ca n be configured with any size drives and are truly
sfl.i
Hot-Swappabl e. Now no matter w hat your
\
storage or backup needs en tail Granite
Digital has the so lution that fits th e bill.

cr®en1otl~
@oOo@loOoiJo.A o[L
Providing Data Storage Integrity

<;'1113\l \>

~q .oo · offer the ultimate in quality and reliability

\\tU S
e3'\j..'I;.

I

\\G\·

fl.

'd't

C\ \\ 0"'~'. Granite Gold Cables, Adapters, SCSI Terminators, and Components
.,

.

.....
·

PCI
Host

FireWire
Cab les

Adapters

SCS I
Cab les

Bridge
Boards

Get our catalog online at www.granitedigital.com
Granite Digital• 3101 Wh ipple Rel ., Un ion City, CA. 94587 • 510-47 1-6442-tel • 510-471-6267-fa x

The best way to send
Postscript data to 120
inkjet printers

PowerRI

Yes

An OSX Postscript RIP for
Epson's Stylus Color 3000,
Stylus Pro 4000 and 5500,
Stylus Photo 1280, 1200,
2000, and many others.

Check our website today for your printer.
www.iproofsystems.com Tel: 321-777-3910

BT510™ New!

The Right-Click
For Left-Handed
~--People.

Reversible
Left/Right Buttons!

The Right
Bluetooth
Mouse for
Everyone!

www.radtech.us/mw
104 MACWORLD
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iPod Accessories

Cases

What's on your iPod?
With everything you'd expect in a protector that's "fit for an iPod';
iSkin• delivers on qua lity, functionality and stunning good looks.
It features an ultra-clear screen protector, a removable belt clip
and a ·click wheel protector to help keep your iPod safe and sou nd.

Re~rwd 2005. •Available wl1h wme models.
1Pod ;md the Apple l ogo are rt"gisteted t1~ema1k.s of Apple Computer, Inc..

15kln• is A 1egfHert"d 116de11\iukof iSli:in Inc. AU Rlghu

Go Ahead, Make Your Friends'
1 5-inch PowerBooks Jealous.
Get Your Cobra at
www.booqbags.com today.

www.macworld.com

July 2005
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Furniture
iPod Accessories

Let's interact!
NEW. i36o · turntable provides an elegant and
dynamic way to turn your iMac GS and Cinema
Display (17-inch, 20-inch and 23-inch).

iGo
~~

Designed Protection Acme Made

I

.......
lj

\\'

order now at www.acmemade.com

\\

I

'\

-~

~-

~

~

{1:';

Your iMac's other half.
"iGo is a desk designed with the iMac in mind,
and the two together are quite a sight."

****

Macworld UK

Stay cool. Wherever.
"ilap features an angled anodized aluminum base
with a soft padded riser and padded wrist rest..."

You didn't compromise on
your music player-don't
compromise on your case.

HH Mocworld

1.800.797.7321

106 MACWORLD
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rain design •

www.macworld.com

CEO Milano

H20 Audio SV-iMini

Walk into any interview with one
of these and you've got
responsibility and success
written all over you. (Just
remember to button up your
pin-striped shirt to cover the
Motley Cruet-shirt underneath.)

Bring on the Phish! The SV-iMini is
the first waterproof housing for
Apple 's iPod mini that offers full
access of the iPod's controls while
you're snorkeling with your finned
friends.

_•••11:.~

h2oaudio ·

\
iSkin eVo2
A rainbow of silicone
goodness, sized for all
full-sized iPods. It's the
hippest way to show your
iPod's colors.

Lili Pod
The original watertight iPod
case. Playlist Magazine
says "for waterproof
protection, it's currently the
best game in town.

iSkirl

LiliPod

www.macworld.com

Laptop Armor

Laptop protection never
looked so good, in black,
white, or aluminum.
Adapts to securely hold
laptops from 12" to 17".

matias

corpor;i t: on

SportSuit Convertible
Still the best-selling iPod
case, and with good
reason: full protection , lots
of color choices, and even
accessory packs!

Boostaroo
Patented technology revs
the iPod up to new and
mind-blowing levels, all
while allowing you to share
the love with 2 friends.

Boostar~

July 2005
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Try Us For
a new, fa st workflow system from your friends at sharpdols.com

GO FAST, GO FULL COLOR
2-3 Business Day Turnaround

fo r the fo ll owing products:
Business Cards
Postcards
4x9 Rack Cards
Flyers
& Now 8.5x11 Brochures
PDF or TIFF Artwork Only
MACWORLD READERS : Now Get 5% Off Any RaplDots Order!
Enter This Coupon Code During Checkout: rapimac0705
Expires July 31, 2005 ; Cannnot Be Combined With Other Offers/Coupons

Digital Printing Center

www.imagers.com
800.232.5411 or 404.351.5800

po int yo ur browser tod ay at www.sharpdots.com
or ca ll 1-877-742-7789 for more information ·

1575 Northside Dr. Ste. 490 Atlanta 30318

FREE UV COATING! 9 •

877.pick.edg -.
(877)742 .S334

Disc Makers MacE/ite" automated CD and DVD
duplicators and printers - startin~ at SZ,990.

Call 1-800-237-6666 or go
to www.discmakers.com/mwmag
· for your free catalog.

Fax: 806.798.8190

1.800. 794.5594 llllllillllill_. .

Seafood ByNet.com
Fresh from the sea to your doorstep!
2 ""3.5" 4/ 0 or 4/ 1
14 Pt. C2S UV Coated

Join our free
Fresh Club Newsletter
for daily fresh deals!

2,500
5,000

Visit
www.SeafoodByNet.com
or call 815-3374028

s79
1,000
s59
s99
2,500
sa9
s279 5,000 s299
~
4"x6" 4/ 4 14
C2S

4 "x6" 4/ 0 or 4/ 1
1 4 Pt. C2S UV Coated

Your store for resta urant quality seafood and meats.

1,000
2,500
5,000

2""3.5 " 4 / 4 14 Pt. C2S
lN Coated Both sides

s129
S189
s279

Pt.

UV Coated Both Sides

1,000
2,500
5,000

s159
s199
s299

D:;oj]l!JW

Everything Personal!
Get a FatCow
· 1 Gig of disk space
· 30 Gigs of monthly transfer
· 100 email boxes
· WebMail

Get a MiniMoo
. Domain parking . 1 email account
. Spam & virus filtering
. Customized coming
soon page

W'

8 .S"x l l " 4/ 4
100# Gloss Book

1,000
2,500
5,000

s379
s399
s499

11 Hxl7"folded to8.5"xl i •
4/ 4 100# Gloss Book

1,000
2,500
5,000

s599
$699
s799

Get ResQ'd By MacResQ!
1 & 2 Generation
iPod battery 21 OOmAh
only $34.99
3 &4 Generation
iPod battery Kit
only $29.99

- .,-

·r

24-Hour Repair Turnaround
Nationwide Pickup/Delivery
Includes our custom PowerBox, 3-way round-trip
overnight U.S. shipping & a detailed diagnostic exam.

.'

Griffin iPod
Accessories
iTrip $29 iTa lk $31

Includes our custom illox, overnight pickup/delivery

-···-.,~~ci;sI9;.

wide slot
only $29.99

only $24.99

PowerBookResQ 72-Hour Turnaround: only $49!
24-Hour PowerBookResQ Specialty Services
G4 "SuperDrive" Upgrade: $269 G4 Replace Hinges: $279
Hard Drive Upgrades: 1OOGB: $289 80GB: $249 60GB: $224
Flat Rate LCD Replacement Starting at $399

We repair LCD screens, ports, drives, logic boards &more!

Apple iPod Dock
AppleiPod
Earphones

only$9900

24-Hour Nationwide Repairs!

· · · PowerBook
SuperDrive

Upgrades
from $179.99

~~-

\

iPod Battery
Self-Service Kits

~~~
· -_· only$

2922

1-877-Pod-Repair
M
t
www.macresq.com

1-866-Mac-Repair
tradeshow-stuff.com

covers
• retractable
banners
real.fas t.
solutions

800.969.9913

"We Can

• Fast, advanced, proptietary
techniques.
• Recommended and certified by
all hard dtive manufacturers.
• All operating systems; Mac,
Windows, OS/2, Netware
and UNIX.
• All storage devices including
SAN, RAID and NAS systems.
• Instantly rettieve recovered
data with DataExpress"'.
• Government Contracts and
High Security Service.
• Featured on
MacWorld,
MacAddict,
CNN, BBC,
Save It!" and others.

Visit DriveSavers at www.drivesavers.com
©2003 DRIVESAVERS, INC 400 BEL MARIN KEYS BLVD , NOVATO, CA 94949 INTI.: 415·382-2000

Boswell
NEVER
forgets
All the words
in your life -
from your first
book report to
your last will and
testament -- and
all the e-mail in
between. Not just
searchable, but
usable. Not just
organized, but organized
for you the way you want.

Industrial Strength
Knowledge
Management

www.boswell.com

+•!•+AmericasPrinter.com
The easiest way to print today.

From Film to Finishing, One Price completes the job!
From 1000 to millions, we get your product printed fast....
We're a40" Heidelberg®printshop designed to turn your job fast. We print 24 hours aday.
We'll print and ship your job anywhere in the USA within 2-3 days from your order and data file.

MacPrices.com
• Find the lowest price!
• Get the best bundles!
• Prices updated daily

www. macprices. com

ALL MEMORY ON SALE!!!
. 65 1gb/2ub Kit
" " " " -~~
Mac Mini lob • •,
· iMac 65 1ub/512mb
· iMac 63/64 256/512mb/1ub
PwrBook/iBook 512mb/1ob
· 64 Tower 256mb/512mb

Software Savings for Students, Teachers, and Schools!
!

Adobe®

Macromedia®

Ouark®

Wacom®

Photoshop CS2

Studio MX 2004

OuarkXpress 6.5

lntuos3 6xB

Save! 53%
Order Today!

Save! $700
Now! $199.95

Save!$756
Now! $189.95

Save! $40
Now! $289. 95

Get the Best for Less!

4Programs - 1Price

The lndustJy-Standard!

Great Graphics Tool!

We carry thousandsof industry-leading software and hardware products at huge discounts for students, teachers and schools. These special prices are ONLY
for the academic community. And our prices are typically $10-$20 lower than most college bookstores! Call or visit us online today and start saving!

Adobe"'
Acrobat Pro 7............ Save 69%
Creative Suite 2......... Save 69%
Video Collection ....... .Save 55%
Alias"'
Maya Complete Student.....$289
Canopus"'
ADVC-300 AID Converter .. .$399

Give us

FileMaker"'
FileMaker Pro 7 ..................$149
Macromedia"'
Flash MX 2004 .......... .. ......... $99
D earn
r MX 2004
$99
r
weave
·······
Contribute 3 .. .......................$95
Microsoft"'
Office 2004 Student/Teacher ..$149

This Month's Featured Titles:
MasterJuggler 3....................$89
Stylus Photo R1800 ............$519
ERyleSPTV WEondetr. USB 2...... .. .$$1 34
1 en xecu ive ··········· ···· 159
h Ph S
M417
$189
P~rfec~:n ~~;O PHOT0'::::::$419

Hey Parents!
"You are eligible
to buy for your
students at home
or away at school."

a call toll free! 1·800-218-7455

Best Quality Service & Price

DM'S Certified Memory
Register online to win monthly Free Giveaway
1

Call TOLL FREE • 800-662-7466

Memory for all Macs and Legacy Mac
models. Online Memory Configurator
• Best prices I Best Quality I Best Service

www.JourneyEd.com
ACCESSORIES I BATIERIES I CABLES I CAM ERA MEMORY I CDRW I CPU
UPGRADES I DVD I FLASH MEMORY I HARD DRIVES I FIREWIRE I MEMORY
NETWORKING I PRINTER MEMORY

OMS

www.datamem.com

1-800-874-9001
I

Ga & G4 lbooks

--Express v.1· $59 G3500 $429 t G3Trayload $99 t
Ex
HD*' $149 G3700 $529 t
G3Slotload $229t
Pr~r~t~. $549 Hli!~Wiifilii G4FlatP~nel $829t
400m11zAGP $299t
500mhz AGP $399t
Get all for $39 save $38!
$29
6 2.. Quleken20020LX,1axSTF,
Pcalc2,D&lmosRlslng
I
3
$17
Games CD· Bugdom,Nanosaur and CroMag Ral~! $4
Mayo Faini~ Health IWand Book Encyclopedia $4 / 4
M~h I Photosoap SE
$5/ 4
Bodyworks 5/Britannica Ready Ref·
$4/ 4

~

PrintShop7forOS9 S9
PrintShopBforOSX $43

Brenlhaven

Ol ympia Backpack
'

Vlbl~l - ~· 1189

$39
Mlsccll:ineous tfard\,;110
$3S 56ki1M:rlem lll"""-u" S\9
$19 USBHubs U7pcw1
S13115

s~

.i,;;..»
q

;.s;:

AirPort
Extreme $69

$97
SlghlFlex
FWISlghlsland

White

$18

$38
Hard Drive Megn Deats!
1124
160GBFWIUSB2HD
123
MiniMale251l!PW/fWUSBhub 249

16x FW OVDIRl'I

megamacs.coml

~-/ ~::!iji@Wlil 1UIH=

•
S1S
129131

Beige Tower $69t
8kJe & wtre$199t

~A1rPort Cards

..,._ ••,.,..

Ergonomic!
13"x17"x7" $14

·

UUiMRiiMI
Beige DTP $59t

Profile 15"/Prof essional Shoulder 17" S4&'85
Mobillly OneBlu e/Black
556156
Oversize/Fusion Flex
SSV!W

200GB
250GB

"'"

l 205

234

•

megamacs.com/ezquesl
$189
~ EltSATA400GB
$529
w

~ EltPasdieP3250GBFW

A~i~~~~~~o

FREE

g:~;::::r::i:;~~ drives/ tl

Scme1 Duel l)JaJ l.JG4 S386

w i;=tb;b;d<; laks m

...

=~=:.:r."""" $111 Kensington
~~Clpic.r
.~
Orbit
$15

USB Rollup keyboard

Gravl• uss Gamep11d

S'9 Apple Pro Mouse

$34

'!!¥oiM!!am'!M!!!!*W'
USB 2.0/FW 8 port $39 FlreWlre Cardbu1- 529

~~~ ~

SM

~!,°;'~~~g1wog1~m ;~:

"''

•

SS9
S59

tl!11M! f: ae1:.f:1 i:1, IH;J', ,f J4rn Pt
Zip 100MB d isks 3/4/6/10 p ack
$ 1 0/1 3/1 9/32
Zip 2SOMB d isks 4/6/8 p ack
$19/24/3 1
Zip 1 OOMB USS Powered Drive
$29
HlpZlp SOMB MP3 Player
$29
HlpZlp Auto Ada pter
$14
Pocket Zip D isks
$4
P eerl ess FW dri v e 10G B
$ 49
Peerless 1 OGB Cart/ Extra FW B ase
$34/1 4
FotoShow Trave l Kit I R emote
$ 1 9/1 9
FotoShow AC Adapter/S- Vld eo Cable
$ 1 9/4
D itto C artr i dges 3.7/SGB
$6/9
24x1 0 x40 use CDRW
544
40x12x48 FW CDRW
565
J az SOpln HD to SOpln C e nt ronlc s C a bl e $ 14
Zip Monitor Mirror
$4
F REE wlon/ineS10purchase
i

fl ,,,!.!.§j::lz'fj ri ·';;flt..lii';!.!.
l!jl :U-11 :J !11'.' li lli iM

$39

$99 MSRP

lntego
Internet
Security
Barrier
•
•
•
•

Net Barrier
Virus Barrier
Content Barrier
Personal Backup

$49

$129 MSRP

iPod Photo60qh
with dock fr AppleCare

MAC
OF ALL

For Free DVD or Video Call
(800) 233-0741, Ext. 4353
www.endlesspools.com/4353

Family Edition
• Net Barrier
• Virus Barrier
• Content Barrier

Check out our onllne
clearance deals!

~

Swim or exercise against a smooth
current adjustable to any speed or
abi li ty. Ideal for swimming, water
aerobics, rehabilitation and fun.
The 8' x 15' Endless Pool is simple
to maintain, economical to run
and easy to install inside or out.

lntego
Internet
Security
Barrier

Professional Edition

Harman Kardan

$46
$1 14
$149
$187
$229

S38

$38

l J.
il

Apptecare Meuaoeals
IPod
JMac I eMac
PowerMac G4/G5
IBook
Powerbook G4

The Mouse

Alum inum
Whlte bluetoot
Alumlnum bl uetooth

Mac OS X.4
Tiger $119
Mac OS X.3 Panther
OEM I Retail $48/79

TRADES®
WE BUY AND SELL

USED MACS

Original Apple Batteries-In Stock!
Titanium Battery
Clamshell iBook Battery
White-Snow iBook 12" Battery
iBook 14" 61w or 66w Battery

AirPort©Card
Original 802.11 B

limited quantities available

www.MemorySolutions.com
800 -46l-ll60

~---

www.macofalltrades.com

AirPort~

limited
quantities
available

Call Th

Certified Pre-Owned
Power Mac G4s -- great
savings, huge selection!

Tons of Titaniums!! An
immense selection of
PowerBooks and more! ===.

Power Mac 64/400 MHz Graphlt
• .,
64MB RAM/IOGB HO/DVD-ROM ......$'§
Power Mac 64/500 MHz Graphite
256MBRAM/40GB HO/DVD-RAM . .. .$609
Power Mac G4/867 MHz QulckSilver
Dual bootl512MB RAM/60GB HD/SupDr. $1309
Power Mac 64/867 MHz QulckSilver
Dual boot/1.0GB RAM/60GB HD/SupDr. .$1649

PowerBook 63/233 MHz Wa11Streei
96MB RAM/2GB HD/CD-ROM . ...... .$249
PowerBook 63/400 MHz Pismo
512MB RAM/6GB HDIDVD/14" screen .$599
PowerBook 64/550 MHz Titanium
1.0GB RAM/20GB HD/Combo/15 "scm $1229
PowerBook 64/1.0 GHz Titanium
512MB RAM/60GB HD/Super/15" scm $1749

iMac 63/600 MHz CRT Snow
1---~~__;::-.-----------256MB RAM/40GB HD/CO-RW .. .. ...$549
iMac 64/1.0 GHz LCD 15" Screen
256MB RAMIBOGB HD/Combo .. . .. . .$889
Subscribe to The Bolt, the
iMac 64/800 MHz LCD 15" Screen

PowerMax newsletter for
Apple enthusiasts, and get
up-to-date news, information
and sales specials!

The Wacom Cintiq Display/Tablet Combo
Wacom 's revolutionary Cintiq interactive pen display
combines the advantages of an LCD monitor with thecontrol
and comfort of Wacom 's most sophisticated cordless,
battery-free tablet technology. By using a pen directly on
the screen,you work much more quickly andnaturally.

,- - .•

Apple ff Cinema LCD Display . . . . . . . .$499
Apple 20 Cinema LCD Display . . . . . . . .$798
Apple 23- Cinema LCD Display . . . . . . . .$1449
Apple 30" Cinema LCD Display . . . . . . . .$2994
Wacom 17SX17-inch Graphics Tablet Display . . . . $1799
nVldia GeForce 6800 Ultra DDL Video Card . .$599
Wacom 21 UX 21-inch Graphics Tablet Display . . .. $2499
'price after rebate and ATI Rad eon XBOO XT Video Card . . . . . . . .$490
new Mac purchase excludes Mac mini

Over 1,000 iPods In Stock!!
We have every iPod model and color
available. Ask about our used iPods!

)

Become a Preferred
Customer with PowerMax!

POWER

Thinking about trading in
your old Mac or iPod? We'll
take your Mac OS computer
or iPod in trade toward the
purchase of new product. '"'-''.r-~""'"'

AppleCare for iPod agreat investment! . . . . .$59
IPod shuffle 512MB . . . ........ . . .. $99
iPod shuffle 1GB .... . • ....••....$149
4GB iPod Mini . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $199
6GB iPod Mini . . . . . . . . . . . . •... $249
20GB iPod previous model . . . . . • . . . . .$299
20GB iPod U2 Special Edition . . . • . . . ..$349
30GB iPod Photo . . . .... . .. . •. .. $349
60GB iPod Photo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $449
60GB IPod iPhoto previous model . . ..... $479

We 've Got Great iPod Accessories, Too!

800 613 2072
-

-

----

~

Lacie is breaking the limits
of hard drive capacity with
their new Big Disk Extreme!

..

40GB Mobile FW/USB ...... $139
BOGB FW FA Porche Design . .$119
160GB FW F.A. Porche Design .. $139
160GB d2 Extreme w/TripleInt .$179
250GB d2 Extreme w/ TripleInt .$229
500GB d2 Extreme or Triple Int .$399
..,.. ___,,,.,~ 1.0TB d2 Extreme or TripleInt . .$949
DVD+/- AW 16x DL FW Light Scribe w/Toast Titanium .$189

Local:(5~3)624-1827•Fax: (503) 627-1635

Email: sales@powermax.com

Personal Financing • Fast P. O. Approvals • Business Leasing • Daily Specials on our Web Site
Authorized
Reseller
Apple Specialist

Prices subject to changewithout nolice. Cred~ cardorders strictly verified against fraudulent use. Wdh use of credit ard as pay
ment, customer acknowledges that some products are subject to final sale. Many prices are limited to slDck on hand. All brand
names are regi stered trademill1<5 of their respecliveholders.Not responsible for typographical errors.

VNC Support in Tiger

Comic Life

With Tiger, Apple has built support for Virtual Net
work Computing (VNC) right into OS X. VNC lets
you view a remote Mac's screen and control the
machine-a really useful feature for those of us
who run a server or need to operate a Mac from
afar. To enable VNC, start Remote Desktop via the
Sharin g preference pane,
click on Access Pri vileges,
select the VNC option, and
give yourself aVNC pass
word.Then use a free VNC
client such as Chicken of
the VNC (sourceforge.net/
projects/cotvnc) to connect.
Although Apple's Remote Desktop is a lot slicker,
it also costs $300-not appropriate for every
one's budget (www.apple.com).-JASON SNELL

Within afew
minutes of
download
ing Plasq's
$25 Comic
Life, there I was, .__ __

WHAT'S HOT

making comic books out of pictures in my iPhoto
library. I was choosing thought bubbles, captions,
and layouts, and changing fonts, colors, and tem
plates. My vacation snaps had a life I'd never
imagined for them; the photos of my cousin's
daughter were even more amusing; and images
of my brother started talking back, just li ke the
real article. I sudden ly rea lized that my cheeks
hurt from so much sm iling-I hadn't had that
much fun with a programsince the release of
ilife '05 (www.plasq .com).-JENNIFER BERGER

Brought to you by John Moltz of the Crazy Apple
Rumors Site (www.crazyapplerumors.com)

0

Amazon accidentally posts specifications for the new Power Mac GSs before Apple's announce
ment. An angry Steve Jobs rates the information as "Not helpful."

.i:::'\
U

Apple ships Tiger, which includes more than 200 new features. Meanwhile, Microsoft announces that
it will begin final work on Longhorn-just as soon as its copy of Tiger arrives in the mail.

&'JJ;,

At Apple's annual meeting, Steve Jobs faces off against an environmental group concerned about
~ recycling computer parts. Later, Jobs was further chastised at home for not taking out the trash.

#:);. Apple releases Power Macs, iMacs, and eMacs with double-layer DVD burners.

\i.1

mean grilled cheese sandwich. But, um, only once.

They also make a

Plenty of sites can display
a map that shows a loca
tion of your choosing.
But Google Maps goes
one better. Enter an
address-for example,
that of Apple's head
quarters-and click on
the Search button. "Big
whoop,'' you say, "it's a
map." OK, but go ahead
and click on the Satellite
•A link in the upper right
Vf corner-and now you can
see that address as it
looks from space. If you
want a closer look at the
neighborhood, slide the
zoom bar (in the upper
left corner of the screen)
"
to the top. (You've proba
bly never been this close
to 1 Infinite Loop before.) It's
sort of like traveling the country
without ever leaving your desk
( maps.google.com).-DAN <MILLER
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WHEN

The four D's of 40

Design truly beautiful, native applications
with rich, intuitive user interfaces that users
demand to maximize their productivity.

THE

SOLUTION
MATTERS

With a powerful and efficient development
environment, you can create powerful apps
that take advantage of all of today's standards .
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With an integrated compiler, automatic backup
and client updating, support, delivery, and
installation of your apps has never been easier!

Go ahead. Kick your feet up. You can have
peace of mind knowing that you're getting
the best in performance and ease-of-use.

4th Dimension 2004
www.40.com
©2004 4D, Inc. All rights reserved. 4th Dimension, related logos and all 4D product names are registered trademarks of 4D SA
All other tradenames or registered tradenames are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

THE NEW SAFE YOU CAN TOSS IN YOUR POCKET.

A SAFE ISNn' ANYTHING NEW; BUT CARRYING THAT SAFE AROUND WITH YOU IN
DATAANYWHf5RE WITH THE NEW LACIE SAFE HARD DRIVE WITH BIOMETRIC ACCESS.
ND SECURE, ENSl!.IRING liHAT YOU CONTROL WHO HAS ACCESS TO YOUR
NARY ClRl:V:E IS PLUG &; PLAY AND USB 2.0 BUS-POWERED. WWW.LACIE .COM

